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FOREWORD

In 1990 I started a book on glacial climates. I planned four sections, one on
indicators, one on clocks, one on records and finally, one on the physics of the system.
After completing the first three of these, I got stuck in my attempt to come up with a
conceptual view of what might be driving these changes. However, having taught a
course on climate change for many years, I know that much of the information one needs
is not available in textbook form. Instead, we all depend heavily on reprints. As this
proves to be an inefficient route for students interested in learning the basics of our field,
I have tried to capture many of these basics in the first three sections of my would-be
book. As I realized that it would be several years before I completed this project, I
thought it might be useful to the community if I were to make available the three largely
completed sections. This was done in 1992. In preparation for use in a short course to be
taught at the Geological Society of America in November 2002, I undertook an effort to
update the first three sections and the references during the early part of 2002.
I encourage purchasers of the book to make as many copies as they wish for use
by students and colleagues. The spiral binding is easily removed so as to facilitate
duplication.
Library-bound copies are also available.
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PROLOGUE
In the debate regarding the possible consequences of the ongoing buildup of
greenhouse gases, the climate record for the past hundred-thousand years sends us an
important message. Contrary to the view held by those who downplay the consequences
of fossil fuel burning, the paleorecord clearly demonstrates that the Earth’s climate
system is far from self stabilizing. Rather, it has undergone large responses to seemingly
small forcings. Not only have major changes occurred, but some of the largest have
taken place on the time scale of a few decades. Further, the magnitude of these shifts is
far greater than expected from any known forcing (i.e., fluctuations in solar output,
variable interception of sunlight by dust and aerosols, changes in seasonality resulting
from variations in the Earth’s orbital parameters...). Thus I am driven to the conclusion
that the Earth’s climate system has several distinct modes of operation.
To date, no Earth system model has been able to adequately account for the
growth and maintenance of large ice sheets which occupied most of Canada and
Scandinavia during peak glacial time. Nor has any model been able to adequately
account for the atmosphere’s low CO2 content and high dust content during these times.
Nor has any model been able to reproduce the rectangular character of past climate
changes.

We do, however, have one valuable clue in this regard.

Models clearly

demonstrate that the ocean’s thermohaline circulation has a number of quasi-stable
modes of operation. Further, these models show how the ocean might be triggered to
jump from one of these modes to another. But to date, no clear explanation has been
given as to how these changes in ocean operation translate into the globe-encompassing
atmospheric changes recorded in the paleoclimate record.
The paleoclimatic record challenges us by demonstrating that much more must be
learned about the Earth’s climate system before we can have any confidence in modelbased predictions of the changes which will result from the buildup of CO2 and other

greenhouse gases in our atmosphere. If we are to take full advantage of the information
offered by experiments carried out in the past, we must develop the capability to properly
read the record kept in sediment and ice.

Such a reading requires that we fully

understand how each of our proxies responds to changes in environmental conditions. It
also requires that we develop the capability to precisely correlate records from different
places. To this end, the first two sections of this book deal with “Indicators” and
“Clocks”. In the first, I attempt to depict the strengths and weaknesses of the many
climate proxies currently under investigation.

In the second, I do the same for

radioisotope dating methods. Then, in the third section, entitled “Records”, I summarize
what I consider to be the most informative of the proxy versus time curves. Finally, in
the fourth section, entitled “Mechanisms”, I provide a scenario designed to explain what I
consider to be the most important features of the record.
While in the text and captions I refer to by name some of the key contributors to
this subject, these references are sparse compared to what would be found in a review
article. While those of us in the field are extremely conscious of who did what and when
they did it, my aim in writing this book is to introduce people to the subject. Detailed
referencing would only interfere with this mission.

Instead, I have put together a

bibliography arranged by subject, and for a given subject, by publication date. By
scanning these lists, one can see not only who did the work but also how the subject has
evolved. As thousands of articles have been written on subjects included in this book, the
bibliography is by no means comprehensive. Rather, it reflects my own reading.

INDICATORS

INTRODUCTION
Except for the observations made over the last 130 or so years at weather stations
and on ships, our knowledge of past climates is based on records kept in sediment and
ice. The task of the paleoclimatologist is to decipher the proxies contained in these
records. This has proven a complex task for every proxy is influenced by more than one
climatic variable. While much progress has been made toward isolating the influence of
these competing contributions, the task has proven to be a very tough one.

For

convenience, these proxies can be divided into five major groups; i.e., those which carry
information regarding:

1) ice volume, 2) temperature, 3) aridity, 4) atmospheric

composition, and 5) ocean chemistry.
Emphasis is placed on reconstructing the conditions which prevailed during the
peak of the last glaciation. Discussion of the time sequence of climate changes appears in
the section entitled “Records”.
ICE VOLUME
When we speak of glaciation, we think mainly of the expansion and contraction of
the great ice sheets which as recently as 20,000 years ago covered much of Canada and
Scandinavia. Hence of primary interest to the study of glacial cycles is the volume of
these ice masses. Emphasis is placed on volume rather than area because of its tie to sea
level: the bigger the ice sheets, the lower the level of the sea. Estimates of the volume of
ice on continents at any given time has been pieced together from three quite different
sources of information, moraines which mark the perimeter of the ice sheets, shorelines
which mark the level of the sea, and the ratio of 18O to 16O in benthic foraminifera which
depend on ice volume. As each source has its limitations and ambiguities, only by
considering the three together can we get the information we seek.

1

Glacial Moraines
The primary information regarding the volume of ice comes from deposits
produced by the glaciers themselves. Moraines, i.e. debris bulldozed into place by the
advancing ice front, mark the perimeter of the ice. Most important in this regard are
those features created when the ice sheets of the last glacial period reached their
maximum extent. We know from marine oxygen isotope records (see below) that each of
the great ice ages culminated with about the same ice volume. Assuming that for each
cycle the geometry of the ice sheets was more or less the same, the moraines formed
during the last glacial maximum tell us where the major ice masses were located, not only
during the last cycle but also during the previous ones (see figure 1). Indeed, where
moraines from earlier ice maxima are preserved, they support this supposition.
While the location of the southern margins of the North American and Eurasian
ice sheets is clearly defined by moraines, serious debate exists concerning the extent of
ice along their northern perimeters. One school is convinced that large ice sheets were
centered over the shelves of arctic Canada, Scandinavia, and Siberia. Another school is
convinced that ice cover in these areas was minor, being confined to a few small islandbased caps. The problem is that deposits similar to those that mark the edges of the
southern margin of the Laurentide and Eurasian ice caps are absent in the Arctic. The
big-ice school contends that they lie beneath the sea on the continental shelves. They
point instead to the raised shorelines which ring the Arctic Islands. The height of these
shorelines argues strongly for rebound triggered by the melting of large rather than small
caps.
Were no information other than the position of the ice margins available,
estimates of the volume of ice at glacial maxima would have to be obtained from
computer simulations designed to yield the height and contour of the ice caps fitted to
these boundaries.

Even though these simulations are constrained by studies of the

existing ice caps on Greenland and Antarctica, the uncertainties associated with such
2

Figure 1. Map showing the extent of ice sheets during peak glacial time as viewed by the
big-ice school.
3

estimates are on the order of ±30%. Part of this uncertainty relates to the debate about the
position of the northern perimeter of these ice sheets. Equally important are uncertainties
regarding the snow fall rate during glacial time and the magnitude of the friction at the
base of the glacial caps. The former is important because the higher the precipitation
rate, the thicker an ice sheet will have to be in order to force the ice to flow toward its
margins at a rate matching that at which snow accumulates in its interior. The latter is
important because in some cases ice caps are frozen to the underlying terrain; while for
others, geothermal heat melts the base of the ice allowing it to glide smoothly over the
underlying rock.

Clearly a glacier which moves over the underlying terrain like a

hovercraft will be thinner than one which is firmly locked to its rock base.
Shorelines
On the time scales of interest (i.e. less than one million years), global sea level
can change only in response to the amount of water stored in ice caps. Hence by dating
shorelines formed in the past, it should be possible to directly assess the amount of water
tied up in ice caps at that time. Despite the seeming simplicity of this approach, in
practice it has proven exceedingly difficult. The primary reason is that the glacial-age
shorelines we wish to study lie beneath the sea. Conducting underwater the geologic
studies required to establish the relationship between the elevation of the sample to be
dated and the elevation of the sea at the time it formed is not easy. The problem is that
the action of waves and currents on submerged shorelines has often moved things
‘downhill.’ Successes have been rare. Only during the last 30 or so meters of the
transgression of the sea accompanying the last deglaciation when the sea invaded
estuaries and salt marshes were extensive deposits easily accessible to geologists
produced. Unfortunately, the elevation of the shoreline of most interest, i.e., that formed
at the time of maximum glacial extent, until recently has remained elusive.
A further complication associated with reconstruction of past sea levels stems
from the fact that no place on the Earth's surface can be assumed to have remained at its
4

present elevation even on the time scales of a single glacial cycle. One reason is that as
the Earth's great crustal plates lumber along, they induce tectonic movements which
gradually elevate some shore zones and gradually submerge others. In the extreme, the
rates of these movements reach several meters per 1000 years. The other reason is
related to shifting water and ice loads. The growth of several kilometer-thick ice caps not
only elastically warps the underlying crust but also induces lateral transport in the
underlying mantle extending tens of thousands of kilometers away from the perimeter of
the ice sheets. This extruded material lifts the ocean floor. At isostatic equilibrium a
3000-meter-thick ice cap would displace a layer of underlying mantle material 835
meters thick. Correspondingly, a 120 meter lowering of sea level should cause the sea
floor to rise by about 36 meters relative to the adjacent ice-free continents (see figure 2).
As it takes many thousands of years to reestablish isostatic equilibrium, the viscous
mantle never quite catches up with the ever changing glacial load. Rather the cycles of
glaciation keep the Earth's mantle in a continuing state of flux. Even now, no spot on
Earth is entirely free of these effects. Hence if we are to transform shoreline elevations to
global ice volume, careful account must be taken of both tectonic and ice-load effects.
It turns out that this problem has been largely solved by the patient unraveling of
a host of evidence. A breakthrough in this regard came when 230Th/234U ages on corals
from raised shorelines from many places in the tropics revealed a prominent high stand of
the sea with an age of about 124,000 years. A pattern appeared in the elevation of this
strand (see figure 3). At localities far removed from the margins of tectonic plates (i.e.,
in tectonic quiet zones), the crest of this reef lies several meters above sea level. The
broad consistency of these elevations has led to the conclusion that this reef formed
during a time when global ice volume was slightly smaller than today's. The fact that the
age of this reef corresponds to that for an interglacial peak recorded by 18O in deep sea
sediments strengthens this conclusion.
The value of this finding was that the elevation of the 124,000 year-old shoreline
5

Figure 2. When a 120 meter thick layer of sea water (density 1.0 gm/cm3) is stacked up
as 3000 meter thick ice cap (density 0.92 gm/cm3), gravitational balance is restored by
the lateral flow of material in the Earth's mantle (density 3.3 gm/cm3). Were isostatic
equilibrium to be achieved, the land beneath the ice would drop 835 meters (i.e. 3000 x
0.92/3.3) and the sea floor would rise by 36 meters (i.e. 120 x 1.00/3.3). In other words,
a layer of mantle material 835 meters thick would be squeezed from beneath the glaciated
regions (2.9% of the earth's surface) and spread uniformly beneath the sea (70.0% of the
Earth's surface).
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Figure 3. Map showing locations and elevations (in meters) of radiometrically dated
coral reefs formed during the last interglaciation (i.e., ~124,000 years ago). At localities
like New Guinea, New Hebrides, San Diego, Barbados and Haiti which are subject to
intense tectonic activity, these shorelines have been uplifted by several to many 10's of
meters. In others, like Eniwetok, it has subsided. But at some (i.e., western and eastern
Australia, northwestern India, Hawaii, the Bahamas, Bermuda, Baja California, and
Curacao), it has undergone only minor elevation change since the last interglacial sea
level maximum.
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in areas subject to tectonic deformation provides a measure of the rate of movement.
This proves important because in areas of rapid tectonic uplift, some of the shorelines
formed at times of greater than present ice volume have been lifted above the sea and
therefore can be effectively inspected and sampled.
The first application of this approach was by Robley Matthews on the island of
Barbados in the eastern Caribbean. This island sits on a great mass of sediment which is
being scraped off the Atlantic Ocean plate and subducted beneath the Caribbean Arc. On
Barbados the 124,000 year old reef is found at an elevation averaging 40 meters,
suggesting that Barbados is being lifted out of the sea at the rate of about 0.3 meters per
thousand years (i.e., [40-3]/124). Lying between this 124,000 year old reef and present
sea level are two other reefs, one dating about 104,000 and the other about 83,000 years
(see figure 4). If the assumption is made that Barbados has over the last 124,000 years
been rising at constant rate (at least when averaged over several thousand years), then it is
possible to correct for the extent to which the 83,000 and 104,000 year coral reefs have
been elevated. When this is done, the result is obtained that both formed when sea level
was about 16 meters lower than today's (see figure 4).
As already mentioned, one major goal of sea level research was proven elusive,
namely, establishing the level of the sea at the peak of the last glaciation. The reason is
that these shorelines formed 100 or so meters below the present sea surface. Nowhere
has tectonic uplift proceeded at a fast enough rate to hoist these strands above the present
level of the sea. While many attempts have been made to establish the elevation of this
horizon by dating materials dredged or cored from continental margins, the results are so
inconsistent that none were taken seriously. The estimates ranged from 60 to 150 meters.
Finally in 1988 a set of samples was obtained that changed all this. Richard
Fairbanks developed a means to make borings into submerged coral reefs.

He

implemented this technique off the coast of the island of Barbados and obtained
sequences of a species of coral, Acrapora palmata, known to live only within a few
8

Figure 4. Diagram showing the relationship between the elevations of the crests of coral
reefs on Barbados and the sea level at the time they formed. Because the true sea level
(+3 meters) at the time the 124,000 year old reef formed is known, the uplift rate (0.3
meters per 1000 years) for Barbados can be established. This permits the elevations of
the sea (-16 meters in both cases) to be reconstructed for the times when the 104,000 and
83,000 year old reefs formed on Barbados.
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meters of the sea surface. By radiocarbon dating of these corals, he was able to establish
that the sea stood at least 120 meters lower than today during peak glacial time (see
figure 5).

Even though Barbados is undergoing tectonic uplift at the rate of 0.3

meters/1000 years, the correction is only 5 meters for the 18,000 year-old corals which
mark the level of the glacial sea. Also, Barbados is nicely situated with regard to the
deformation resulting from ice loading. Models of global deformation caused by the
glacial ice load suggest that it has moved by only about 10 meters since glacial time.
Fairbanks' accomplishment constitutes a major step toward the goal of disentangling the
highly interwoven factors influencing paleoclimatic indicators.
The reason that Fairbanks results yield only a lower limit on the maximum extent
of sea level lowering is that his oldest Acrapora palmata corals do not extend back to the
time of the glacial maximum. Fortunately, rooted terrestrial mangrove plants dating
21,000 calendar years have been recovered by dredging of the Sunda Shelf. They yield a
sea level lowering of 115 meters.
Another quite different type of shoreline led to a breakthrough in understanding
the rate of deformation created by ice unloading. These shorelines are found in areas
covered by thick ice sheets during the last glaciation.

They most often appear in

staircase-like flights extending several hundred meters above the present day shoreline.
Each successive 'step' has an older radiocarbon age (see example in figure 6). The
highest shorelines have ages in the range 7000 and 12,000 14C years corresponding to the
time the locale became ice free. Clearly the uplift of the land which produced these
'flights' was caused by the removal of the ice load. Geologists refer to this uplift as
glacial rebound.
Geophysicists interested in modeling the deformation of our planet resulting from
ice loading were quick to realize that sea level histories obtained at many points on the
planet for the last ten or so thousand years are a valuable resource. Not only could this
information be used to constrain the elastic properties of the Earth’s lithosphere and the
10

Figure 5. Radiocarbon and uranium thorium ages on corals from borings made off the
coast of Barbados (Bard et al., 1990). The Acrapora palmata samples on which the age
determinations were made are thought to have grown within a few meters of sea level.
The difference between the radiocarbon scale and the calendar scale is discussed in the
section entitled “Clocks.”
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Figure 6. Radiocarbon ages for shells from a flight glacially rebounded shorelines in
northeastern Greenland (Washburn and Stuiver, 1962). Note that elevation scale is
logarythmic. The straight line indicates that the uplift followed the relationship
U = Umax (l - e -t/τ)
where τ is the e - folding time for rebound, which in this case is about 1000 years.
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viscus properties of its mantle, but also to better define the distribution and magnitude of
the ice loads of the last glaciation. Toronto’s Richard Peltier and his associates have
exploited this information. Their strategy was to create a model of our planet which
when perturbed by the glacial load reproduced the observed shoreline records. This
exercise proved highly successful. Among other things, it provided strong support for the
existence of large ice sheets around the perimeter of the Arctic Ocean.
Oxygen Isotopes
For every 500 water molecules in the sea, one bears the heavy isotope 18O. The
16O to 18O ratio in sea water typifies our solar system and bears witness to the fact that

nuclei (such as 16O) consisting of an integral number of helium nuclei are manufactured
with great preference in the centers of stars. We know from measuring the ratio of light
oxygen atoms (16O) to heavy oxygen atoms (18O) in a wide variety of Earth substances
that while the ratio is always close to 500, it varies over a range of several percent. For
instance, the calcium carbonate manufactured by marine organisms has on the average
four percent more heavy oxygen than sea water and the snow falling at high elevations on
the Antarctic ice cap has on the average four percent less heavy oxygen than sea water.
These differences reflect the fact that while chemically similar, the isotopes of any given
element are not chemically identical. For example, water made with the heavy oxygen
isotope has a one percent lower vapor pressure than water made with the light oxygen
isotope.
The separation of oxygen isotopes plays an important role in paleoclimatology
providing information both about past ice volumes and about past temperatures. As this
section concerns ice volume, we will consider this application first. On the time scale of
one million years or less, only one means exists to change the average isotopic
composition of the water in the sea, i.e., the growth and retreat of ice caps. The tie
between the isotopic composition of ocean water and ice volume stems from the fact that
the snow which accumulates to make ice caps is depleted by several percent in heavy
13

oxygen.

We know this from measurements on recent snow from Antarctica and

Greenland (see figure 7). We also understand why this is the case. As illustrated in
figure 8, this depletion is created because the water which condenses to form
precipitation in a cooling air mass is enriched in the heavy isotope. The light isotope is
correspondingly enriched in the residual vapor. Because of this, the residual water vapor
in the airmass becomes progressively depleted in the heavy isotope. By the time air
masses reach the very cold regions atop the Greenland and Antarctic ice caps, this
depletion in the heavy isotope has reached several percent. Because of this, the ice which
forms these caps (and also the ice which formed the great caps of glacial time) is depleted
in heavy water. These missing heavy molecules are stored in the sea, giving it a slightly
higher 18O to 16O ratio. Thus the greater the volume of ice on the continents, the higher
the 18O to 16O ratio in sea water. For example, if the snow which accumulated to form
the ice sheets of last glaciation were on the average 3.5 percent depleted in 18O (i.e.,
δ18O = -35‰), then the magnitude of the enrichment in the sea is easily estimated. The
ocean has a mean depth of 3800 meters, so the removal of a 120 meter thick layer of
water with 35‰ lower 18O content would leave the water remaining behind enriched by
about
120
3800 x 35‰ or 1.1‰
We use per mil (i.e. parts per 1000) instead of percent (i.e. parts per 100) in this
calculation to conform to the standard notation adopted by those who make oxygen
isotope measurements on Earth materials (see figure 7 caption). Average ocean water
constitutes the zero on this scale.
As the oxygen atoms in the CaCO3 deposited by marine organisms come from the
oxygen in sea water, these shells must record changes in the 18O to 16O ratio in the sea.
Thus, down core series of oxygen isotope ratios on the microscopic shells of foraminifera
found in deep sea sediments should provide a record of changes in ice volume on the

14

Figure 7. Observed δ18O in average annual precipitation as a function of mean annual air
temperature (Dansgaard, 1964). Note that all the points on this graph are for high
latitudes (>45°). Τhe δ18O values are calculated as follows:

δ18O =

18

O / 16Osample −18 O / 16Ostd .
18

O / 16 Ostd .
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x 1000

Figure 8. δ18O in cloud vapor and condensate plotted as a function of the fraction of
remaining vapor in the cloud for a Rayleigh process. The temperature of the cloud is
shown on the lower axis. The increase in isotope fractionation with decreasing
temperature has been taken into account (Dansgaard, 1964).
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continents! Indeed, changes in ice volume constitute the largest contributor to the record
kept by foraminifera shells. Unfortunately, it is not the only contributor. Two other
influences must be considered. The first of these has to do with the fact that the ocean's
18O is not uniformly distributed. The same meteorologic forces which cause the snow

which falls on polar caps to be depleted in 18O redistribute 18O across the sea surface
(see figure 9). Those regions of the surface which lose more water to evaporation than
they gain from precipitation (and from the runoff from adjacent rivers) are enriched in
18O as well as in salt. The opposite is true for areas of low salinity where precipitation

and runoff exceed evaporation. The range of these changes in today's open ocean surface
waters is as large as the signal imprinted by ice volume changes. Thus possible changes
in the distribution of 18O within the sea with changing climate must be considered.
Fortunately, a means exists to avoid this problem. Rather than relying on the record kept
by the shells of planktonic foraminifera which inhabit surface water, attention is focused
on the record kept by the shells of benthic foraminifera which live on the sea floor. As
most of the ocean's water resides in the deep sea, redistribution of 18O will create much
smaller changes in this reservoir than at the ocean's surface. Also the 18O content of deep
sea waters is far more homogeneous than that of surface water. In particular, the deep
Pacific (the largest of the ocean's reservoirs) is uniform isotopically both with location
and depth. Thus, measurements made on benthic foraminifera shells picked from cores
from the floor of the deep Pacific should not be significantly affected by changes in the
distribution of 18O within the sea.
The other source of change in the 18O content of CaCO3 precipitated in sea is
temperature. We have already mentioned that the 18O to 16O ratio in shells is on
the average 40‰ higher than that in the water in which the shell grows.

The

complication is that the magnitude of the isotope separation between water oxygen and
shell oxygen depends on temperature. For each degree Celsius the temperature cools,
heavy oxygen is enriched in the shell by an additional 0.25‰. Hence a three degree
17

Figure 9. Latitude dependence oxygen isotope composition (upper) and salinity (lower)
as measured by Harmon Craig on samples of surface waters in the open Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans obtained during the GEOSECS expeditions.
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centigrade cooling of the water in which the shells grow leads to nearly as large an
isotope shift (i.e., 3 x 0.25 or 0.75‰) as that thought to be produced by the growth of the
ice caps (i.e., 1.1‰). Since the planet was cooler during glacial time, ice volume and
temperature worked together to raise the 18O to 16O ratio in marine shells.
Again the deep Pacific proves to be the most favored place to find shells least
subject to temperature contribution to oxygen isotope shifts. Not only is temperature
quite uniform with depth and geographic location, but more important, it is the coldest of
the deep ocean reservoirs. This proves to be important because the already very cold
polar regions from which the deep seas are ventilated could not have been much colder
during glacial time. Nevertheless, the results of measurements on benthic foraminifera
from the deep sea (see figure 10) show that shells formed during full glacial time had
1.75‰ higher 18O to 16O ratio than shells formed during peak interglacial time. This is
0.65‰ more than would be expected from the ice volume change alone (1.10‰),
suggesting that deep Pacific water was 2.5°C cooler during glacial time than now.
Unfortunately, the extent of cooling of the deep Pacific in all likelihood was not simply
proportional to the extent of ice growth. In other words, the proportion of the change
resulting from ice volume on the one hand and water temperature on the other was not
always the same as it was at the time of the glacial maximum. Hence, in order to
untangle the temperature component from the ice volume component in oxygen isotope
records for benthic foraminifera from the deep Pacific Ocean, additional information is
needed.
Harvard’s Dan Schrag proposed a means to more firmly establish the 18O to 16O
ratio change attributable to ice volume. He showed that it is recorded in the pore waters
of marine sediments. At several sites on the sea floor, he measured oxygen isotope
ratios on pore water squeezed from sediments from a series of depths recovered by the
Ocean Drilling Program. An example is shown in figure 11. The maximum in δ18O at
about 40 meters depth reflects the high 18O of glacial time. The reason that it is only
19

Figure 10. Glacial to interglacial change in the oxygen isotope composition of benthic
forams at various sites in the deep ocean.
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about one third the expected amplitude is that diffusion of water within the pores has
gradually replaced the glacial age water molecules with post glacial ones. From a
knowledge of the molecular diffusion rate and the time history of the ice volume, it is
possible to deconvolve the actual isotopic composition of the glacial age bottom water.
Based on these measurements, Schrag concluded that the ice volume effect is 1.0 ± 0.1‰.
Hence he would conclude that the average isotopic composition of the glacial age ice was
–32 ± 3‰.
Summary
The reconstruction of past ice cover requires the use of information from several
sources. Moraines tell us the location of the ice margin for those regions of the ice sheet
perimeter now above sea level. The shoreline record for post-glacial time aids in the
reconstruction of the extent of ice cover in the Arctic where the glacial maximum
moraines now lie beneath the sea. The total volume of the ice residing within this
perimeter is given by the depth of the glacial-age mangrove wood.

Finally,

18

O

measurements on sediment pore waters allow the ice volume contribution to the benthic
18

O change to be isolated. We return to this subject in the section on “Records”.

TEMPERATURE
Accurate paleothermometry has proven to be a tall order. In the case of ice
volume, we sought a single number for peak glacial time. In the case of temperature, we
would like to have a world map for peak glacial time. Two recorders of temperature
information are friends from the previous section: moraines (in this case those created by
mountain glaciers) and oxygen isotope ratios (in this case in glacial ice). In addition,
temperature information is available from the relative abundances of shells formed by
different species of planktonic foraminifera, from the concentrations of the noble
gases dissolved in the glacial age water in continental aquifers, from the ratio of two
alkenones found in marine organic material and from magnesium to calcium ratios in
foraminifera shells.
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Figure 11. Stable isotope composition of sediment pore waters as summarized by Schrag
et al., 2002. In each case, the bulge toward heavier values reflects the memory of the
enrichment of the heavy isotopes in the ocean as the result of the existence during glacial
time of ice sheets depleted in the heavy isotopes. The ∆ values are Schrag et al.’s best
estimate of the deconvolved deep-water isotope enrichment during peak glacial time.
The Atlantic ∆ values are smaller than that for the whole ocean because its waters are
currently enriched in 18O relative to the rest of the deep ocean. Of the four records
reproduced here, only that for site 1093 reflects the rest of the ocean. The other three are
bathed in Atlantic water.
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Mountaintop Temperatures
Even in the tropics, the highest mountains are capped by ice. The reason is that as
everywhere on Earth, air temperature decreases with altitude. Thus, if one goes high
enough in the atmosphere, freezing temperatures will be encountered. The boundary
between elevations where snowfall exceeds melting and elevations where melting
exceeds snowfall corresponds roughly to the position of the mean annual zero degree
Celsius isotherm. The horizon is referred to as the equilibrium snowline. On all of the
world's snow capped mountains, moraines left behind by glaciers more extensive than the
current ones are easily identified.

Radiocarbon and cosmogenic isotope dating

demonstrate that these moraines formed during the peak of the last glaciation. Through
careful mapping of these features, it has been possible to reconstruct the elevation of the
peak glacial equilibrium snowline. In most places, the extent of lowering lies in the
range 950 ± 70 meters (see figure 12 for partial summary). After correction for the
contribution of lowered sea level, this drop becomes 830 ± 70 meters. Included on the
list are several tropical mountains (Wilhelm in New Guinea, Mauna Kea on Hawaii, and
Kenya in east Africa) and quite a number of temperate mountains (the American
cordillera, the Swiss Alps, the southern Andes, and the New Zealand Alps).

The

conclusion appears to be inescapable, for mountains from 45°N to 45°S located both on
oceanic islands and on continental interiors, the temperature was considerably colder
during peak glacial time than now. Lapse rates (i.e., temperature gradients) at elevations
corresponding to today's zero degree centigrade isotherm average about 5.5°C per
kilometer. Hence these moraines appear to be telling us that it was at least 4.5°C colder
on high mountains then, compared to now. I say ‘at least’ because the rate of snowfall
also plays a role in setting the elevation of the snowline. The higher the snowfall rate, the
greater the displacement of the snowline below the zero degree isotherm. As the water
vapor content of the atmosphere scales with sea surface temperature, the colder the air the
less vapor and hence the lower the snowfall. Hence, the changes in snowfall tend to
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Figure 12. Topographic transect along the cordillera of North and South America. The
position of the present-day snowline is shown by the heavy line. The depressed snowline
of the last glacial maximum is shown by the dashed line.
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counteract the cooling. While uncertain, the magnitude of the snowfall impact is on the
order of 20 percent that of the cooling itself. If so, the 4.5°C estimate must be increased
to 5.4°C glacial cooling.
During glacial time, vegetation zones on mountain sides also underwent a shift to
lower elevation.

This shift has been demonstrated by studies of the pollen grains

extracted from the sediments of mountainside lakes and bogs.

Whereas Holocene

sediments contain pollen representative of the vegetation currently populating the
immediate surroundings, glacial age sediments have pollen assemblages representative of
the plants now living at elevations roughly one kilometer above that of the lake or bog of
interest.
Polar Temperatures
Deep borings in both the Greenland and Antarctica caps encounter ice which
formed during glacial time. The dating is surprisingly good. For the summit Greenland
cores, age estimates based on annual layer counting are thought to be accurate to plus or
minus two percent back to 40,000 years. As will be discussed below, ice core records
can be correlated with one another based on measurements of two globally uniform but
temporally varying properties of air trapped in the ice (i.e., CH4 concentrations and 18O
to 16O ratios in O2). Thus, a very accurate chronology developed for any one ice core
can be transferred to all the other ice cores. The 18O to 16O ratio for glacial age ice is
consistently lower than that for ice formed during the present interglacial. Except for the
Camp Century core in northern Greenland, these differences range from 5 to 7‰ (see
table 1). To these differences must be added the 1.1‰ glacial to interglacial change in
the isotopic composition of sea water. Then, based on the very tight correlation between
the 18O to 16O in mean annual snowfall and mean annual temperature for polar regions of
0.7‰ per °C (see figure 7), the oxygen isotope shifts observed in the ice core can be
transformed into temperature differences. Putting aside Camp Century, the results point
to 9 to 11°C colder temperatures during glacial time.
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Table 1. Interglacial to glacial δ O differences for the Andean glacier Huascarán
compared with that for six polar ice cores. The temperature change is based on
18
today’s 0.7‰ per °C slope in the mean annual temperature - mean annual δ O trend
observed for high latitudes.
18

∆δ O
‰

∆δ O*
‰
18

∆T
°C

11

12

~17

Summit, Central Greenland

7

8

~11

Dye 3, Southern Greenland

6

7

~10

Devon Island

7

8

~11

Byrd Station, Antarctica

5

6

~ 9

Vostok, Antarctica

5

6

~ 9

Hauscarán, Peru (9°S)

7

8

~11

LOCATION

18

Camp Century, Northern Greenland

*Corrected for the change in the isotopic composition of sea water.
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A surprise came when it was shown by a completely different method that the
actual glacial to post glacial change in air temperature must have been twice as large (i.e.,
22°C rather than 11°C). This method is analogous to that used by Dan Schrag to
reconstruct the

18

O to

16

O ratio in glacial-age sea water. The holes created by the deep

borings into the Greenland ice cap were filled with a fluid whose freezing point lay well
below that of the coldest temperature encountered in the ice. The idea was to prevent the
hole from closing. The hole was then capped and the fluid allowed to come to thermal
equilibrium with the surrounding ice. Then a very accurate thermister was lowered into
the hole to log the ice temperature versus depth record. As was the case with the oxygen
isotope record in sediment pore waters, a remnant of the very cold glacial temperature
was found (see figure 13). And again, as for the

18

O record, this memory is gradually

being erased by the diffusion of ‘warmth’ from the post-glacial atmosphere down through
the ice. Having a knowledge of the rate at which heat diffuses in ice and time history of
the shape (but not the absolute amplitude) of the temperature change (from the 18O record
in the ice), the magnitude of the glacial cooling could be deconvolved.
The problem then became to explain the twofold disagreement between the
and thermal profile temperature reconstructions.

18

O

A possible answer comes from

simulations of glacial precipitation carried out in atmospheric models. They show that
unlike today’s snowfall on Greenland which is spread over the entire year, during the
periods of extreme glacial cold almost no snow fell during the winter months. Hence,
while the 18O record yields something close to mean annual temperatures for post-glacial
time, it yields something closer to summer temperature during times of glaciation. Of
course, as the thermal record can have no seasonal bias, it wins hands down.
A potentially important consideration is the possibility that the Greenland and
Antarctic ice caps stood higher during glacial time. If higher, the air temperature would
have been colder. As the size of both of these caps is currently limited by the proximity
to the sea, with lowered sea levels the perimeters would have been larger. Were the other
27

Figure 13. Upper left: temperature versus depth in the bore hole created by the recovery
of the GISP2 Greenland Summit ice core. Lower left: Detail of the upper 2000 meters of
the above record. Upper right: the air temperature record deconvolved from the thermal
profile. These results were provided by Gary Clow of the USGS Denver Branch.
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factors influencing the ice caps the same, then a larger perimeter would translate into
higher elevations for the interior plateau. But several lines of evidence suggest that this
was not the case. First of all, accumulation rates on today's caps drop systematically with
air temperature. The colder the air, the less moisture it contains and hence, the less
potential it has to generate snow. If the same rules are applied for glacial time, then the
22°C colder temperatures would translate to a several fold reduction in accumulation rate.
This conclusion receives support from the higher concentrations of cosmogenic 10Be in
the interglacial glacial ice. The point is that the equilibrium height of the ice sheets must
be such that the lateral pressure gradients are large enough to promote a flow toward the
edges matching the snow accumulation in the interior.

Hence, lower glacial

accumulation rates would have led to thinner ice caps.
Direct evidence for the height of the glacial ice is available in Antarctica. Trim
lines marking the height to which mountains projecting through the cap were scraped by
passing glaciers can be traced from the edge of the ice cap inward toward the polar
plateau. While these reconstructions reveal thicker ice than now near the edges of the cap
(consistent with lowered sea level and larger ice perimeter), when traced toward the
interior, the trim lines merge with the present ice surface suggesting that during glacial
time the center of the cap was at today's elevation or perhaps even a bit lower. This
picture is consistent with the combination of larger perimeter and lower accumulation
rate. In Antarctic the two changes appear to have compensated one another.
It is possible that the ice itself retains a measure of its elevation at the time it
formed. As snow is lithifies, small vesicles become sealed off, trapping air in the ice.
When lithification is complete, the ice has about 10% by volume air-filled voids (see
figure 14). Of course, as the ice becomes more deeply buried, these voids are gradually
squeezed down in size. As the air cannot escape under sufficiently high pressure, it
crystallizes.

Assuming that the amount of void space in ice is independent of the

environmental conditions, then the amount of air contained in an ice sample could serve
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Figure 14. Diagrammatic depiction of the gradual lithification of the snow which falls on
polar ice caps. The snow recrystalizes to firn which has passages through which air can
circulate. When the firn is fully lithified, the air passages are sealed off becoming
bubbles.
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as an altimeter. Measurements made on Antarctic ice of glacial age do reveal more air
per unit of weight of glacial ice than is found in recently lithified ice, suggesting that the
elevation of the ice was not as great during glacial time as it is now. However, until the
rules regarding the dependence of the pore volume on temperature and accumulation rate
are better understood, air content-based paleoaltitude estimates must be considered
tentative.
Pioneering ice coring in the world’s high mountain regions by Ohio State
University’s Lonnie Thompson hit pay dirt when he was able to penetrate ice of last
glacial age at 8°S in the high Peruvian Andes. This ice core recovered at 6030 meters
elevation showed an 8‰ change in δ18O between late glacial and early Holocene time.
Thompson had previously obtained a similar 18O shift for a core recovered in the eastern
part of the Tibetan Plateau. The bottom line is that the ice polar plateaus of Greenland
and Antarctica and high mountain elevations across the planet were much colder during
glacial time than they are today. But again, the

18

O results for mountain ice are not

consistent with independent temperature reconstructions based on snowline lowering. In
this case, the 18O based estimates are larger than those based on snowline lowering. The
reason for this is not clear.
Sea Surface Temperatures
In each region of the ocean, certain species of planktonic foraminifera shells
flourish while others are rare or absent. John Imbrie and Nilva Kipp took the trouble to
determine the relative abundances of shells of each of these species in core top sediment
samples from throughout the Atlantic Ocean. Their maps (see figure 15) confirmed what
marine biologists had long believed. The contours of abundance closely parallel those of
surface water temperature. This correlation led to the speculation that water temperature
plays a key role in the competition among species. Perhaps each species has enzymes
tuned to an optimal temperature. For example, the left coiling variety of N. pacyderma is
the only species capable of flourishing at temperatures lower than 5°C.
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Figure 15. Maps showing the relative abundance patterns for the shells of six species of
foraminifera in core top samples from the northern Atlantic (Kipp, 1976).
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Imbrie developed a means to quantify the relationship between water temperature
and relative abundance. He employed a technique called principle component analyses
which allowed those aspects of the abundance patterns which correlate with water
temperature to be mathematically isolated from those aspects which owe their origin to
other influences.

He demonstrated that the equations developed to relate water

temperature to abundance does a remarkably good job. The mean deviation between
calculated and observed temperature is only 1°C (see figure 16).
So Imbrie proposed to use his method to reconstruct surface ocean temperatures
for peak glacial time. A group of marine geologists and geochemists in a program named
CLIMAP identified the horizon corresponding to peak glacial time in hundreds of
sediment cores from throughout the world ocean. The relative abundances of planktonic
foraminifera were determined for the glacial horizon from each core. When temperatures
were calculated using Imbrie's equations, an amazing, and to a large extent unexpected,
result was found. Tropical ocean temperatures during glacial time were found to be
nearly identical to those during interglacial time! This finding became the subject of
considerable debate.
To understand why, we must first keep in mind that the coldest parts of today's
surface ocean could have been no colder during glacial time. The reason is obvious; they
contain floating ice. Thus one end of the temperature spectrum for the glacial ocean
water is fixed at minus 1.8°C, the freezing point of sea water. The important discovery
by the CLIMAP group was that little change occurred at the other end of the temperature
spectrum. When analyzed by Imbrie's equations, glacial samples from throughout the
tropical ocean showed deviations from contemporary temperature generally no bigger
than the 1°C. So despite the fact that the snowlines on mountains rising out of the
tropical ocean dropped by 950 meters, the temperatures at sea level appeared to the
CLIMAP group to have remained unchanged.
The fact that the low and high ends of the range remained unchanged does not
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Figure 16. Comparison of temperatures calculated from core top foraminifera
assemblages and observed sea surface temperatures (Kipp, 1976).
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require that everywhere in the glacial ocean surface temperatures were the same as
today's.

Not at all.

A look at the maps in figure 17 shows that the gradient in

temperature between poles and tropics did change.

The realm of cold water was

expanded at the expense of the realm of warm water.

Taken together with the

temperature change at high elevation, this seems to be telling us that the Earth's cold
sphere moved in on the Earth's warm sphere both from above and from the poles.
Further, it must be kept in mind that while the temperature of ocean water cannot drop
below –1.8°C, the air over the ocean can be far colder. The reason is that sea ice forms
insulating the underlying water from the overlying air.

Hence, as seen from the

Antarctica - Greenland ice core records, air temperatures in the polar regions were far
colder than now during glacial time. Imbrie's foraminiferal temperatures for the tropical
ocean during glacial time found support from 18O to 16O ratios measured in planktonic
foraminifera. The approach is to subtract from the glacial to interglacial oxygen isotope
composition difference measured in planktonic foraminifera the contribution attributable
to ice volume. The residual should be due to temperature. We've already shown that
when the Barbados coral based sea level lowering of 120 meters is combined with an 18O
depletion in the glacial ice caps of 35‰, then the ice volume contribution to the oxygen
isotope change would be 1.1‰. As shown in figure 18, the observed 18O difference
between glacial and post glacial planktonic foraminifera in the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans averages 1.72‰, yielding an excess attributable to temperature of 0.62‰. Such a
change suggests a 2.5°C cooling. For the Pacific Ocean (see figure 16), the observed
change is about 1.25‰ leaving only an 0.15‰ residual, suggesting that surface water
temperatures were only 0.6°C colder during glacial time. Averaging these results (i.e., 2.5°C for the Indian and Atlantic and –0.6°C change for the Pacific), the tropical ocean
was only 1. 5°C cooler during glacial time than today. This result agrees with that based
on Imbrie's planktonic abundance thermometer.
Howard Spero and his colleagues came upon an isotope effect which might give
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Figure 17. Summary of the findings of the CLIMAP program. While at mid to low
latitudes, ocean temperatures appear to have been no more than 2°C colder during peak
glacial than during peak interglacial time; at mid to high latitudes, clear evidence for
cooling is seen. This cooling is especially pronounced in the northern Atlantic reaching
as much as 8°C.
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Figure 18. Glacial to interglacial differences in the oxygen isotope composition of
planktonic foraminifera shells.
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rise to yet another degree Celsius to the magnitude of the glacial to interglacial
temperature change for the tropical ocean. Working at a marine laboratory on Santa
Catalina Island, they grew the planktonic species Orbulina universa at a series of pHs.
They were surprised to find that the higher the pH, the lower the δ18O of the shell
CaCO3. As we shall see later in this section based on measurements made on gases
trapped in ice cores, the atmospheres pCO2 was 30% lower during peak glacial time than
prior to the onset of the Industrial Revolution. For this to have been the case, the pH of
the surface ocean must have been 0.15 units higher at that time. If the pH dependence
found by Spero et al. applies to all planktonics, then this pH difference would cause a
δ18O lowering of about 0.32‰. This is equivalent to a bit over 1.4°C. Thus the oxygen
isotope-based estimates for the glacial to interglacial temperature change for the tropics
would have to be increased from 1.5 to about 3°C. This is outside the range permitted by
Imbrie’s planktonic abundance method.
In recent years support for an approximately 2°C glacial to interglacial change in
tropical ocean temperatures has come from alkenone molecules manufactured by marine
plants. While the no firm biochemical explanation has been put forward, as shown in
figure 19, a strong empirical relationship has been found between the ratio of two 37
carbon atom molecules and the temperature at which the plants (mainly the
coccolithophorid Emilianii huxleyi) which manufactured them grew. The colder the
water the higher the proportion of the diunsaturated molecule relative to the
triunsaturated alkenone molecule.

Fortunately, as alkenones are very resistant to

degradation, they are preserved in marine sediments.

As they are nearly identical

chemically, presumably the ratio of the alkenone molecules of interest remains
unchanged even if partial degradation has occurred. Down core alkenone measurements
for the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans suggest a temperature drop of about two
degrees centigrade during peak glacial time (see example in figure 19).
This seemingly strong case for nearly constant tropical ocean temperatures has
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Figure 19. The plot in the upper left hand corner shows the field evidence compiled by
k
Simon Brassel supporting the dependence of the alkenone composition index U37 on
growth temperature. Based on this calibration, measurements on cores from the tropical
ocean have been used to reconstruct surface ocean temperatures. As can be seen in the
example from the central Indian Ocean, temperatures during the last glacial period
averaged two degrees lower than those for interglacial time.
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not gone unchallenged. The first challenge comes from measurements of strontium to
calcium ratios in fossil corals. As early as 1979, Steve Smith and his colleagues at the
University of Hawaii found that the Sr/Ca ratio in scleractinian corals decreased by about
0.8% per °C.

However it was not until 1992 when a very accurate series of

measurements made by Warren Beck and his colleagues at the University of Minnesota
using isotope dilution mass spectrometry were published that the paleoclimate
community took active notice. Beck showed that the Sr to Ca ratio across annual
growth bands in living corals very nicely followed the seasonal temperature cycle (see
figure 20). He also presented results for a fossil coral with a radiocarbon age of 10,000
years from the island of Vanautu (16°S in the western Pacific) which showed clear Sr/Ca
cycles associated with seasonal banding and suggested mean surface water temperatures
5°C colder than today's!
Following the Minnesota group's lead, Rick Fairbanks and his colleagues at
Lamont-Doherty analyzed a series of corals from borings off the island of Barbados
(13°N in the Atlantic) ranging in age from 15,000 to 8000 radiocarbon years. Their
results suggest that surface ocean temperatures were 4 to 5° colder during peak glacial
than during early Holocene time (see figure 21).
Yet another recently developed marine paleothermometer may well eclipse the
others. It is the magnesium to calcium ratio in planktonic foraminifera. As shown in
figure 22, the amount of Mg incorporated into the shells of the species G. ruber is a
strong function of temperature ranging from 4.0 mmol Mg/mol Ca at 29°C to 2.5 mmol
Mg/mol Ca at 24°C. David Lea and his coworkers applied this method to a number of
cores in the equatorial Pacific and obtained a late glacial to Holocene surface temperature
change of 2.6°C. (see table 2)
One drawback of this method is that partial dissolution of the shells after they
reach the sea floor reduces the Mg to Ca ratio thereby lowering the temperature they
record. Part of this preferential removal of magnesium relative to calcium during
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Figure 20. In the upper left hand corner is shown the original data of Smith et al. (open
circles) and the more recent high precision data of Beck et al. (solid line) which
demonstrates that the Sr to Ca ratio in corals depends on temperature. Also shown are
two checks on this calibration made by comparing the Sr/Ca-based temperatures with
observed water temperatures across annual growth bands in modern corals. Finally,
shown at the lower right are Sr/Ca temperatures obtained by Beck and his colleagues on a
coral from the island of Vanuatu (19°S in the western Pacific Ocean) with a 14C age of
10,000 years. This coral shows a larger seasonal amplitude and a 5°C lower mean annual
temperature than found at Vanuatu today.
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Figure 21. Sr-Ca temperatures obtained by Guilderson and Fairbanks for a series of
Barbados corals spanning in age the transition from the late glacial to the early Holocene
interglacial. As can be seen, the temperature ranges from an average of about 22.5°C
during glacial time to about 27.0°C during early Holocene time, a difference of 4.5°C.
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Figure 22 Tropical Pacific core-top G. ruber and G. sacculifer calibration for Mg/Ca
versus mean annual SST (Levitus, 1994, World Ocean Atlas). Each point is the average
of 1-4 analyses, with standard deviations shown. The range of core-top depths for G.
ruber is 1625-3200m and for G. sacculifer, 1625-4445m. The standard errors of the
exponential fits are ±0.5°C for G. ruber and ±0.7°C for G. sacculifer. Data are from Lea
et al. (2000), Dekens et al. (2002) and Lea (UCSB), unpublished.
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Table 2. Results of Mg/Ca ratio measurements on late glacial and Holocene G. ruber
from cores from the equatorial Pacific (Lea et al., 2000).

Lat.

2.8°N
2.3°N
0.5°N
0.3°N

Long.

Depth
km

Today’s
Temp.
°C

89.9°W
91.0°W
92.4°W
159.4°E

2.03
2.35
2.83
2.52

26.2
26.2
24.5
29.2
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Mg/Ca
Mg/Ca
Core top
Late G.
-----mmol/mol----3.15
2.99
2.70
3.97

2.39
2.38
2.18
3.10

∆T
G. → H.
°C
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.8

dissolution is thought to reflect the selective loss of ontogenetic shell material which
because it forms in the warm oceanic mixed layer is more enriched in magnesium.
However, recent studies by Harry Elderfield indicate that the situation is more complex.
A series of measurements on core top G. ruber from a series of water depths on the
Ontong Java Plateau suggest that the bias introduced in this way increases by –1.3°C per
kilometer water depth reflecting the increase in the solubility of calcite with pressure.
An advantage of the Mg/Ca method over the alkenone method is that the
16

18

O to

O measurements can be made on the same shells as the Mg/Ca measurements. This

allows the temperature contribution to the

18

O signal to be reliably estimated, for the

impact of any seasonal or water depth temperature impacts would apply equally to both
measurements. Hence the temperature corrected

18

O record should provide a reliable

estimate of the glacial to Holocene change in the isotopic composition of the local surface
water. For the Cocos Ridge site (91°W), the decrease in δ18O from peak glacial to
Holocene obtained in this way by Lea et al. (2000) was 1.7‰, a value substantially larger
than that expected for ice volume alone (i.e., 1.1‰). In contrast, the change for the
Ontong Java Plateau was only 0.7‰ (i.e., substantially lower than that due to ice
volume). Clearly, this implies a reduction in the salinity contrast between the western
and eastern equatorial Pacific during glacial time. But until a better understanding of the
differential dissolution of Mg relative to Ca is obtained, these results must be taken with a
grain of salt.
Continental Temperatures
Except for high mountain regions, little precise paleotemperature information
exists for the continents. The obvious source of such information is the fossil remains of
plants and animals. Indeed a wealth of measurements regarding the relative abundances
of pollen grains has been collected over the last century. However, the Imbrie approach
to analyzing this information has not proven particularly successful. Unlike the sea
which is everywhere wet, the topography of the continents strongly influences the
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availability of water. Plant communities are attuned to these differences in moisture
availability.

Hence plant communities respond as much to changes in rainfall and

humidity as they do to changes in temperature. Reliable separation of these two
influences has proven very difficult.

The problem is compounded by the large

seasonality in temperature and rainfall. Because of this, two locales with the same mean
annual temperature and rainfall may have quite different plant cover. Thus, while in a
historical sense pollen abundances have provided very valuable qualitative evidence with
regard to changing climates, no means yet exists to convert these results into reliable
absolute temperature changes.
Another problem is that while ocean sediments accumulate almost everywhere on
the sea floor, pollen-bearing sediments are found only in lakes and bogs. The closed
depressions which contain these water bodies are not uniformly distributed across the
continents. The hummocky topography created during the retreat of the glaciers hosts
most of the world's lakes and bogs. While providing an excellent record of the post
glacial succession of plants, these lakes and bogs tell us nothing about continental
environments during peak glacial time, for these water bodies had not yet come into
existence!
In the non-glaciated regions of the world, lakes and bogs are far less numerous,
for erosion long ago breached the rims of most closed basins. The lakes that do exist are
hosted by sink holes which form in limestone terrain, in the craters of young volcanoes,
and in between fault blocks in tectonically active areas. As most of these features are
ephemeral, the number of records extending back several glacial cycles is quite small.
For example, only 6 pollen records for glacial time have been obtained in the entire
Amazon basin and none of these cover the entire interval from 30,000 years to present.
In recent years, Linda Heusser has extended pollen studies to deep ocean
sediments adjacent to the margin of continents. Not only are these records continuous,
but also, it has allowed Heusser, working with Cambridge University's Nick Shackleton,
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to directly compare the terrestrial pollen with the marine oxygen isotope records. Such
comparisons are very revealing, for they allow the local vegetation history to be
compared with the global ice volume record kept by benthic foraminifera. One important
result from these studies is the finding that pollen records from both hemispheres mirror
the marine 18O record clearly indicating that the glacial-interglacial climate cycles are
globally synchronous.
One very interesting attempt to overcome these difficulties associated with pollen
is based on the remains of beetles (Coleoptera). Unlike plants whose ecology is highly
moisture dependent, beetle ecology depends mainly on temperature (including its
seasonal span). Unlike pollen grains which can be carried long distances by the wind, the
beetles remains found in peat lived on the vegetation growing in the bog itself. For
pollen, transport biases are reduced by obtaining the glacial and interglacial samples from
the same site. By contrast, because no transport bias exists, beetle populations can be
reconstructed from deposits at a number of different localities and sequenced by
radiocarbon dating. To date, the most extensive study of the beetle record has been
carried out in Great Britain. The results suggest glacial temperatures 10°C colder than
today's for the summer months and an even larger cooling for the coldest winter months.
The oxygen isotope method, so useful in marine sediments and ice cores, while
potentially applicable to lake sediments, has not produced useful temperature data. One
reason is that lake sediments are often too acid to preserve the CaCO3. Even in those
situations where CaCO3 is preserved, the task of extracting temperature information
proves to be difficult. The interplay of changing isotopic composition of precipitation,
fractionation during evaporation and seasonal temperature swings proves to be too
complex to unravel.

Seemingly, a way around this complexity would be to find

environments where evaporation and seasonality do not play strong roles.

Such

environments must, by definition, be removed from active contact with the atmosphere.
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Caves are an obvious choice, for well away from their portals, temperature stays close to
its annual mean.
Even so, even for caves a major complication exists. The water from which
speliothems form comes from the rain and snow which falls on the overlying land
surface. The isotopic composition of the precipitation itself depends on temperature. We
have already seen that in the polar regions the H218O content of the snow decreases 0.7‰
per °C of cooling. If the same coefficient were to apply to lower latitudes (which it
doesn't), then the isotopic composition change produced by the rainfall composition
change would be about three times (0.70‰/0.23‰) as great as that produced by the
temperature impact on the isotope fractionation during growth of the calcite in the cave.
In reality, the temperature dependence of the isotopic composition of rain is smaller
(averaging perhaps 0.4 to 0.5‰ in temperate regions). In such regions a one degree
cooling would deplete the isotopic composition of the 18O in rain by 0.46‰ but would
increase the 18O in the CaCO3 relative to cave water by 0.23‰. The net change in
CaCO3 would be a drop in the 18O content of the calcite oxygen by 0.23‰ (i.e., 0.46‰ 0.23‰). So in a sense, any temperature information to be obtained from cave deposits
will reflect more the temperature dependence of the isotopic composition of the local
precipitation rather than the actual cave temperature. The problem with this is that at
lower latitudes the tie between the annual means for temperature and for isotope
composition of the precipitation is not nearly so tight as it is in polar regions. Factors
such as seasonality of rain and source of the water in the air masses which bring the rain
and evaporation from soils bias the local oxygen isotope composition.

A further

correction must be made. During peak glacial time, the δ18O for sea water was higher by
1.1‰; hence the actual change at our hypothetical site would be a rise in δ18O of about
+0.87‰ (i.e., -0.23 + 1.10‰). Because of this, even in the most favorable situations, the
isotopic composition of cave calcite is difficult to interpret. However, as we shall see,
because stalagmites can be dated with extremely high accuracy (by the
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method) and do show 18O to 16O ratio changes with time, they provide an excellent means
of establishing to what extent the impacts of millennial duration climate changes, so
beautifully recorded in the glacial section of Greenland ice and in high accumulation-rate
continental-margin sediments, extend across the continents.
Fortunately, a far better means for reconstructing absolute mean annual
temperatures for the continents exists.

It involves the measurement of noble gas

concentrations in waters from deep aquifers. The amounts of neon, argon, krypton and
xenon dissolved ground water depend on temperature at the water table from which the
aquifer is charged (see figure 23). As these gases are chemically inert once the water
leaves the vicinity of the water table, their concentrations cannot change. Hence, the
concentration of each of the four gases constitutes a paleothermometer.
The water table at which the gas content of ground waters is set marks the
transition from pore space filled with air to pore space filled with water. Until it descends
beneath the water table, the fluid is free to exchange its gases with air present in the
adjacent pores. The important point is that since the water table generally lies several
meters below the surface, its temperature remains very close to the annual mean. This
eliminates the seasonality problem which plagues most other attempts to establish past
temperatures on the continents.
Once beneath the water table, this water moves slowly downward under the
influence of gravity (see figure 24). In some cases, this ground water follows a short
pathway to a nearby stream. In others, it follows a pathway hundreds of kilometers in
length before re-emerging. It is these long pathways in which we are interested, for along
them, waters of glacial age are often found. The long distance channels along which
glacial age waters are found often lie in a porous sandstone horizon sandwiched between
two impermeable shale beds. Water enters the aquifer where the sandstone layer is
exposed at the surface (for example, along the front of a mountain range). The water
moves down dip through the sandstone toward some distant place where the sandstone
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Figure 23. Solubilities of the noble gases as a function of temperature. The He and Ne
values are from Weiss (1971) and the Ar, Kr and Xe values from Cleve (1979).
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Figure 24.
Idealized diagram showing a sandstone aquifer confined between
impermeable beds of shale. Waters enter the aquifer where it outcrops at a mountain
front and flows through it until it reaches a fault where it returns to the surface. If the
aquifer is long enough, its distill region may contain water of glacial age.
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horizon is cut by a fault, a river valley or a continental margin. Here the water exits.
Provided the capping by the shale is tight, precipitation falling on the overlying surface
cannot penetrate down into the sandstone. Thus the only water in the aquifer is that
which entered along the mountain front outcrop (see figure 24).
As sandstones are generally free of soluble salts, such aquifers provide excellent
sources for drinking water. Further, as the water in the aquifer is under a head of
pressure supplied by the extra elevation of its mountain front recharge zone, no pumps
are needed. Hence artesian wells have been drilled into such aquifers. Geochemists in
their search for glacial water have only to sample a traverse of such wells along the
aquifer’s course. Radiocarbon ages obtained on the HCO 3− dissolved in the aquifer water
increase with distance from the recharge zone. But because these waters often dissolve
or exchange with CaCO3 minerals, radiocarbon measurements on dissolved carbon
provide only an approximate measure of the time elapsed since the water descended from
the recharge zone.

However, these ages are good enough to distinguish waters of

Holocene age (i.e., <10,000 radiocarbon years) from waters of glacial age (14,000 to
25,000 radiocarbon years). In most cases, this assessment is confirmed by a change in
the oxygen isotope ratios in the water corresponding to the transition between waters of
Holocene and glacial age. While aquifers fulfilling these requirements are found on
every continent, to date, noble gas studies have been made on only a few (see figure 25).
The noble gas method is not without complications.

One stems from the

observation that aquifer waters are supersaturated with all gases. In other words, more
gas exists than would be expected for the temperature at the groundwater table in the
recharge zone. This has been demonstrated by sampling waters close to the recharge
zone. The explanation for the supersaturation is that air bubbles become entrapped in the
water in the vicinity of the water table (much as air bubbles become entrapped in ice). If
this air doesn't diffuse out, it eventually will be forced into solution by the weight of the
overlying water. Fortunately, the concentration of the gas neon can be used to assess the
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Figure 25. Locations of aquifers known to contain glacial age water. Temperature
differences (i.e. Holocene - glacial) are shown for those aquifers on which gas
concentration studies have been conducted. As explained in the text, the temperatures are
for the water table in the recharge area for the aquifer. They are mean annual
temperature.
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extent of supersaturation. This correction owes its effectiveness to the fact that neon is
the least soluble of the noble gases (see figure 23). Hence, when air bubbles are forced
into solution in ground water, they make a far greater fractional change in the
concentration of neon than they do for xenon. For example, were air bubble injection to
raise the concentration of neon by 30% (a typical value), the concentration of xenon
would be raised by only about 1%. Fortunately, the temperature dependence of neon is
very small (see figure 23) making it easy to separate the impacts of supersaturation and
temperature. Thus from each sample, three independent temperatures can be obtained
from the concentrations of Ar, Kr and Xe. When measured by state of the art mass
spectrometry, the noble gases offer temperatures precise to one half degree centigrade!
So far, most of the results have been obtained from aquifers in zones of temperate
climate (northern Europe, the Sahara, South Africa, and the southwestern USA). All
show glacial to Holocene temperature changes of 5°C or more (see figure 25). Hence, it
appears that for mid-latitude continents, the glacial cooling was of similar magnitude to
that for high elevations everywhere in the world. Martin Stute and his colleagues at
Columbia's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory have obtained results for an aquifer at
7°S in Brazil which suggest a 5.4 ± 0.5°C lower soil temperature for glacial time. This
new result is consistent with the coral-based temperature change for Barbados at nearly
the same longitude but at 13°N. One caveat must be added; the ground water results for
Brazil are subject to a complication not encountered in temperate climate aquifers;
namely, the neon-based correction for supersaturation does not lead to concordant
temperatures for the other gases.

The pattern of the anomalies among the argon-,

krypton- and xenon-based temperatures is such that it appears that once incorporated into
the water, part, but not all, of the excess gas diffused back through the water table into the
overlying airspace. Indeed, when a correction for such a loss is made (based on the
molecular diffusivities of the four gases), the temperatures come into agreement.
However, in doing this, one more piece of information is utilized.
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Thus only two

independent temperature estimates remain (i.e., only one cross check rather than two is
available). This situation is aggravated by the fact that the amount of excess gas is much
larger in the Brazilian aquifer than in temperate aquifers. It reaches threefold for neon in
glacial age waters. So not only is the correction scheme more complicated but also the
corrections are larger. Stute proposes that the extent of supersaturation increases with
aridity.

In arid regions, the rainfall tends to be highly seasonal creating sizable

fluctuations in the level of the ground water table. Each upward excursion leads to the
incorporation of bubbles and hence the injection of excess gas. If this hypothesis is
correct, then the ground waters store not only information about past temperatures but
also a qualitative indication regarding past aridities. In the case of eastern Brazil, the
suggestion is that the climate was more arid during glacial time.
The Tropical Temperature Dilemma
So we have a big problem on our hands. How can the diverse temperature
estimates presented above for tropical regions be reconciled? One obvious conclusion
would be that all are correct. If so, as demanded by the magnesium to calcium and
alkenone results during peak glacial time most of the tropical sea surface cooled by
2 tο 3°C. The exceptions would be those oceanic regions in the vicinity of Barbados and
Vanuatu which according to the strontium to calcium results on glacial age corals have
been as much as 5°C cooler. Further, as suggested by the noble gas data from the
Brazilian aquifer, the Barbados cold anomaly would have to have extended southward
onto the South American continent. A seeming problem with this interpretation is that it
requires large longitudinal gradients in tropical temperatures. However, while
longitudinal temperature gradients are a theoretical no-no at mountain top elevations,
substantial gradients are permitted at low elevations. For example, the western equatorial
Pacific has temperatures averaging 5°C warmer than those in the eastern equatorial
Pacific.

So, one cannot reject on theoretical grounds glacial reconstructions which

require regional differences in ∆T. What can be said at this point is that equatorial
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temperatures likely cooled by 2 to 3°C over large regions and perhaps by 3 to 5° in
smaller regions.

Atmospheric models suggest that a three-degree glacial cooling is

consistent with the extent of snowline lowering in tropical mountains. Further, it is clear
that the polar atmosphere cooled far more than the tropical atmosphere.
The relationship between the greater glacial cooling at the elevation tropical
snowline (5 to 6°C) and that for the tropical sea surface (2 to 4°C) can be explained as
follows. For any given tropical temperature change, the altitude of the 0°C isotherm sets
the difference in water vapor content between air at sea level and air at the snowline. As
tropical sea surface temperature reaches 26°C and as the adiabatic cooling of air between
sea level and 5.3 km is 53°C, in order for the temperature at 5.3 km to be 0°C, the air
must be warmed through condensation by 25°C (i.e., 0° = 26° - 53° + 27°C). For this to
happen, 17.6 x 10-3 moles H2O per mole of air must be lost to precipitation during its
ascent (see table 3). As air at 5.3 km is observed to be about 65% saturated with water
vapor (i.e., it contains 7.6 x 10-3 moles H2O/mole air), then the sea level water vapor
content must have had about 25.2 x 10-3 miles H2O per mole air. As at 26°C the
saturation water vapor content is 33.2 x 10-3 moles H2O per mole of air, this requires a
sea level relative humidity of 76%, a value close to the observed. Now, let’s turn our
attention to glacial time when the snowlines were 4.5 km above sea level. In this
situation the adiabatic cooling would be 45°C. Assuming the relative humidity at the 0°C
isotherm to have been the same then as now, a 3°C cooler tropical sea surface
temperature would be required were the sea surface relative humidity to have been
similar to today’s. Hence, cooling aloft is greater than cooling of the sea surface!
ARIDITY
Clearly, if we are to characterize the climates of the past, we need to reconstruct
precipitation as well as temperature. This turns out to be an extremely difficult task. The
little information we have comes mainly from the fluctuations in size of closed basin
lakes and from the rate of accumulation of wind transported debris. As already discussed,
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Table 3. Possible combinations of sea surface temperature and relative sea surface
humidity capable of producing an 800-meter reduction in the elevation difference
between tropical snowlines and sea level. For each of the six glacial sea surface
temperatures, the required condensation-induced warming and the corresponding
difference in water vapor content between sea level and the snowline air is given. If,
as now, air at the glacial age snowline had a relative humidity of 65%, then this air
must have had a water vapor content of 6.9 x 10-3 moles H2O per mole of air.
Summing this residual vapor with the amount lost to condensation gives the water
vapor content of sea level air and, in turn, the relative humidity at sea level for each
scenario.
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the use of pollen records for this purpose is difficult because of the problem of separating
influences of temperature and moisture. An additional problem arises due to the fact that
the CO2 content of the atmosphere was lower during glacial time. Because of this, plants
had to 'spend' more water in order to take in the CO2 needed for growth. Because of this,
the drop in moisture availability suggested by the paleovegetation may not be a valid
indicator of paleorainfall. Rather, it may reflect in part the atmosphere’s low CO2
content.
Precipitation
Indicators of past precipitation rates are at best qualitative. Only for the
closeddrainage basins does a means exist to quantify changes in the moisture budget.
The size of water bodies such as Great Salt Lake, the Dead Sea, and the Caspian Sea
change with climate. The reason is that all the water which currently enters these lakes
via rain and via rivers must leave by evaporation. Hence, during times of higher rainfall,
these lakes expand in area until evaporation matches the enhanced input of water to the
lake. Accompanying the expansion in area is a rise in lake level. Thus shorelines
marking times when a closed basin lake stood higher record times of greater
precipitation. These lakes exist only in desert areas (see figure 26). Under more moist
conditions, the area of water surface required to evaporate the incoming water exceeds
the size of the entire drainage basin. Hence, all lakes in humid regions have developed
outlets that allow the excess water to flow to the ocean.
While simple in concept, the reconstruction of precipitation rates from shoreline
elevations has many pitfalls. Some of these are meteorologic. The hydrographically
closed basins in which the lakes are located are most often bounded by mountains.
Because of this, precipitation directly over the lake surface is often of minor importance
compared to that by rivers which head in mountains where most of the precipitation falls.
So in a sense, the lake level based record has more to say about precipitation in the
neighboring mountains than about that in the region immediately surrounding the lake.
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Figure 26. Map showing the internal drainage areas of the Earth (in black). Rainfall onto
these areas is lost entirely by evaporation (i.e., none of the water escapes to the sea via
rivers). In each are found closed basin saline lakes fed by rivers draining local highlands.
The size of these water bodies changes with changing precipitation.
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While no one would debate that increased rainfall leads to increased riverflow, the
dependence is not a simple one. The reason is that the fraction of the rain water which
reaches the lake changes with climate. The lower the rainfall, the greater the fraction of
the water which either evaporates from the soil or is transpired by the plants.
Reevaporation can become so efficient that, under very arid conditions, as little as 10
percent of the water delivered by rainfall to the drainage basin reaches rivers. By
contrast, in areas with abundant rainfall, roughly 50 percent of the precipitation runs off.
The remaining 50 percent is lost through transpiration by the vegetation. Hence an
amplification occurs, the higher the precipitation, the greater the fraction of the water
which reaches the lake. Also the higher the rainfall, the higher the humidity, and hence,
the lower the rates of evaporation over the lake itself. While it is not possible to quantify
the impact of these amplifiers, it is clear that if precipitation is assumed to be linearly
related to lake area, only a gross upper limit on the precipitation rate change would be
obtained. Despite these complications, the size of closed basin lakes is by far our best
paleoprecipitation proxy.
In addition to meteorologic problems, geomorphic problems exist in interpreting
closed lake records. All lakes have two elevation limits. One is reached when the
rainfall becomes so great that the lake rises to its overflow point and the basin is no
longer closed. In this situation, the excess water flows into some neighboring basin or to
the sea. Late in glacial time, Lake Bonneville, the much larger glacial equivalent of
today's Great Salt Lake, spilled over a lip in its basin and cut a deep channel which now
sets the maximum size this lake can achieve. The other limit is reached when the lake
becomes so shallow that it can dry up during periods of drought or even during the dry
season of a single year. Such ephemeral lakes are called playas. They have standing
water only during wet periods (or wet seasons). So any given lake provides a record of
precipitation only over a finite range; if conditions become too wet or too dry, the
recorder fails.
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Most published records are for lake elevation versus time, rather than lake area
versus time. The reason is that adequate maps of the paleoshorelines are often not
available. As the relationship between area and elevation is usually not a simple one, it is
essential to map the paleoshorelines in order to generate an improved tie to
paleoprecipitation.
Those closed basin lakes which were larger than now during late glacial time are
located in regions beneath the descending limbs of the Hadley cell. Included are Lakes
Lahontan and Bonneville in the western USA (see figure 27) and the Lake Lison in
Israel’s Dead Sea graben. By contrast, lakes like Victoria in equatorial Africa’s rift valley
were much smaller during late glacial time. The impression given from this and other
evidence is that during late glacial time the tropics were less wet and the subtropics less
dry than now.
Rock Varnish
Iron-manganese patens often coat rock surfaces in desert regions. The chemical
composition of this so-called 'varnish' depends on climate. During dry periods, the
varnish is richer in manganese (and barium), while during wet periods, the opposite is
true.

This chemical layering can be studied optically in ultra thin sections; the

manganese poor layers are orange while the manganese-rich layers are black. Tanzhou
Liu, while a graduate student, developed a thin sectioning technique which yields such
high resolution of the color record that wet and dry alternations taking place even on
millennia time scales can be resolved. This is amazing because the growth rate of the
varnish is very slow, averaging only a few microns per thousand years. Liu is able to
define layers as thin as a few microns. Although this approach yields only a qualitative
index of wetness, when combined with shoreline elevation studies, it offers a powerful
means of creating a high resolution climate history for desert regions throughout the
world.
One problem associated with varnish is establishing its chronology. As of now,
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Figure 27. Comparison between the maximum size reached by lakes Lahontan (white area in left-hand panel) and
Bonneville (stippled areas in right-hand panel) with that of the preesnt day remnants (Honey, Pyramid and Walker Lakes in
the western Great Basin and Great Salt, Utah and Sevier Lakes in the eastern Great Basin).

no means has been found to date the varnish itself. Although rich in uranium,
varnish is equally rich in thorium. Hence, the
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Th method is not applicable. Further,

there is no measurable carbon in or beneath varnish. Hence, the

14

C cannot be used.

However, it is possible to obtain at least an upper limit on the basal varnish age by
establishing the geomorphic age of the substrate on which varnish formed. In the case of
late glacial shorelines of closed basin lakes, this can often be done by 14C dating of algal
carbonates. For boulders exposed in moraines and for lava flows, it can be accomplished
measuring the buildup of cosmogenic isotopes (10Be, 26Al, 36Cl, 14C). I say ‘upper limit’
because this approach leaves open the question regarding the time lapse between the
emplacement of the host rock and the nucleation of the varnish.
Dust
Arid areas are frequented by dust storms. The sparsity of vegetation permits the
wind to entrain material from soils, alluvial fans and playas. The particles lofted by these
events must eventually return to the Earth's surface. In those circumstances, where this
wind-carried debris accumulates without subsequent disturbance, it is possible to
determine how the rate of fall (and hence, presumably, also the rate of dust entrainment)
changed from glacial to interglacial time. A consistent global picture emerges. At
temperate and high latitudes the rate of dust accumulation was about one order of
magnitude greater during glacial than during interglacial time. While this result suggests
less vegetative cover and hence higher desert aridity during glacial time, storminess is
likely the most important factor. As dust entrainment is thought to vary with the cube of
wind velocity, a tenfold increase in dust accumulation would, in the absence of
vegetation change, require glacial wind speeds at least twofold higher than those for
interglacial time! As simulations of glacial climates conducted in atmospheric models
yield winds of comparable strength to today’s, the more likely cause is that storms
capable of lofting dust high into the atmosphere were far more frequent during glacial
time. Support for this comes from the finding in ice cores from both Greenland and
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Antarctica that NaCl also accumulated an order of magnitude faster during late glacial
time. As the likely source of this NaCl was sea spray, its glacial increase cannot be
blamed on aridity and vegetation. If indeed storm frequency is the driver, then the
obvious explanation is that it depends strongly on the latitudinal thermal gradient which
as we have already seen was stronger during glacial time.
Evidence for higher glacial dust accumulation rates comes from the continents,
the sea floor and polar ice caps (see figure 28). Measurement of the concentration of
particulate matter in ice reveal that both in Greenland and in Antarctica, the concentration
was about 20 times higher in ice formed during peak glacial time than in ice formed
during peak interglacial time. As the accumulation of snow was only about half as great
during glacial time, this twenty-fold increase in concentration translates into a tenfold
increase in the rate of dust fall.
The most famous of the areas of continental dust deposition is central China.
Here dust has accumulated continuously for the past 2.5 million years to create a mantle
of loess 150 meters in thickness. A clever means has been developed to assess changes
over time in the accumulation rate of this material. It involves measuring the magnetic
susceptibility of the sediment. This measurement yields the concentration of ultra finegrained magnetite. The results reveal that during times of glaciation, the susceptibility
averaged about one sixth that during times of interglaciation. Two lines of evidence
suggest the changes in susceptibility were the result of changes in the rate of dust
deposition (i.e., the rate of accumulation of ultra fine-grained magnetic minerals
remained more nearly constant).

One line of evidence is the observation that the

integrated amount of magnetic material at sites with higher than average overall loess
accumulation is nearly the same as that at sites with lower than average loess
accumulation. The other line of evidence is that when the susceptibilities are plotted
against time, assuming a constant rate of accumulation of the magnetic material, the
pattern becomes nearly identical to that for the marine oxygen isotope records (see figure
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Figure 28. Map showing regions of the Earth where it has been possible to demonstrate
that the rate of dust fall was on order of magnitude greater during times of peak glaciation
than during times of peak interglaciation.
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Figure 29. Comparison between the oxygen isotope record for the ocean and the loess record from Xifeng China. The BrunhesMatuyama magnetic reversal is present in both creating a firm tie point. The accumulation rate for the loess is assumed to be
inversely proportioned to the magnetic susceptibility allowing depth to be converted to time.

29). If instead, the accumulation rate were assumed constant, then the duration of the
interglacials would be too small and that of glacials too large.
For the ocean, the most dramatic dust rain record comes from the area in the
eastern Atlantic adjacent to the bulge of Africa. This region is subject to frequent dust
storms originating in the Sahel (see figure 30). Deep sea cores from this region have
CaCO3 contents ranging from about 50% during peak interglacial time to about 3%
during peak glacial time. If the accumulation rate of CaCO3 is assumed to have remained
more or less constant with time (an assumption borne out of radiocarbon studies of other
tropical Atlantic cores), then the accumulation rate of the noncarbonate material (largely
wind blown) must have been about 15 fold higher during peak glacial than during peak
interglacial time.
ATMOSPHERIC GAS COMPOSITION
All atmospheric gases whose molecules contain three or more atoms capture
quanta of infra red light given off by the warm surface of the Earth. This interception
acts as a blanket warming the Earth’s surface. Because of this, H2O, CO2, CH4 and N2O
are referred to as greenhouse gases. As the concentrations of all these gases are subject
to change it is important to establish their concentrations for glacial time. CO2, CH4 and
N2O are recorded in air bubbles trapped in polar ice, but, unfortunately, for H2O, the king
of greenhouse gases, no way currently exists to reconstruct its past concentration.
Carbon Dioxide
Until 1980, no clue existed regarding atmosphere's carbon dioxide content during
glacial time. This changed when scientists in Bern, Switzerland and in Grenoble, France
independently demonstrated that air trapped in bubbles contained in ice formed during
glacial time had a lower CO2 content than does today's atmosphere. Based on these
measurements, both groups concluded that the CO2 content of the glacial atmosphere was
about 70 percent (i.e., ~195 ppm) that which the atmosphere had prior to the onset of
the Industrial Revolution (i.e., ~280 ppm). Since this discovery, thousands of such
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Figure 30. Calcium carbonate content of deep sea core V22-197 from the eastern
Atlantic off the bulge of Africa (Hays and Perruzza, 1972). In the upper panel, the
percentage CaCO3 is plotted versus depth. In the lower panel, it is plotted versus time
based on the assumption that CaCO3 accumulated at a constant rate and that peak 8
corresponds to the peak of the last interglacial (i.e., 124,000 years ago). The small map
shows region of frequent dust storms and location of core.
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measurements have been made on ice from a number of borings in both Greenland and
Antarctica.

A consistent picture has emerged.

During peak glacial time, the

concentration was 195 ± 15 ppm and during the Holocene, 270 ± 10 ppm.
What caused the CO2 content to change? This is a subject which will be treated
later in the book. But because it is so complex a problem, some words here will help to
pave the way. The magnitude of CO2 increase from late glacial time to the Holocene is
so large and occurred so rapidly that it has proven very difficult to find a satisfactory
mechanism to explain it. However, almost all those who have worked on this problem
agree that the cause must lie in the ocean. The reason is that the amount of carbon
dissolved in the ocean exceeds that in the atmosphere by about a factor of 60. Because of
this, the atmosphere's CO2 content is dictated by the chemical state of the ocean. As the
rates of supply of CO2 to the ocean-atmosphere system through planetary degassing is
too slow to account for the rapidity of the glacial to interglacial atmospheric CO2 change,
the explanations which have been proposed involve redistributions of carbon among the
active reservoirs (i.e., upper ocean, deep ocean, forests, terrestrial humus, marine humus
and CaCO3 in deep sea sediments). A number of quite different scenarios by which the
job could have been done have been proposed. Each of these mechanisms predicts its
own unique imprint on the ocean sediment record. The problem is that this record, at
least as we now know it, is not entirely consistent with any of the scenarios put forward
to date.
The simplest scenario in this regard involves the transfer of carbon between the
combined ocean-atmosphere reservoir on one hand and the forest-humus reservoir on the
other. The idea is that more carbon was stored as organic matter in these reservoirs
during glacial time than today. However, two observations strongly suggest that the
opposite was true; i.e., during glacial time the storage of carbon in organic form was
smaller rather than larger than today. One observation is that the northern temperate
forests which contain nearly half of today's wood did not exist during glacial time. The
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areas in which they are now located either lay beneath the ice caps or were vegetated with
cold climate shrubs. There are also suggestions that the tropical forests which contain
most of the other half of today's wood were more restricted in extent than today. The
second observation has to do with isotope measurements on benthic foraminifera shells.
These measurements suggest that the ratio of 13C to 12C in the carbon dissolved in the
sea was about 0.35‰ lower during glacial than during interglacial time. This change
could be explained if an amount of organic carbon equal to roughly one third that in
today's combined wood and soil humic reservoir were during glacial time to have been
converted to CO2 and added to the ocean-atmosphere carbon reservoir. Because organic
matter has on the average 25‰ less 13C than ocean carbon, by transferring an amount of
biogenic carbon equal to one seventieth its present ocean-atmosphere inventory, the
carbon isotope ratio would drop by 0.35‰ (i.e., 25‰/70). Taken together, these two
observations suggest that transfers of carbon in and out of organic reservoirs appears to
have changed the atmosphere's CO2 content in the wrong direction! Were it the sole
cause of change, the CO2 content of the atmosphere would have been higher during
glacial time.

Not only is some other mechanism required to explain the drop in

atmospheric CO2 content between interglacial and glacial time but it has to produce an
even larger change so as to counteract the CO2 content increase caused by the reduction
in size of the terrestrial organic reservoir as well! (see figure 31)
The CO2 content of the ocean's surface waters also depends on salinity. The 120
meter lowering of sea level during full glacial time would have raised the ocean's salt
content by about 3% (i.e., from 35 gm/liter to 36 gm/liter). This salinity increase would
cause the atmosphere's CO2 content to rise by about 11 µatm.

Like the terrestrial

biosphere effect, this one is also in the wrong direction.
One way in which a reduction in atmospheric CO2 content could have been
accomplished is through a cooling of the surface ocean. The partial pressure of CO2 gas
in sea water drops by about 4% for each degree of cooling. The problem is that to explain
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Figure 31. Comparison of the CO2 record observed in air extracted from ice cores with
that expected if the only change were that induced by the regrowth of forests (followed
by compensation of the ocean's CaCO3 cycle).
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the 30% decrease in the CO2 content of the atmosphere, the surface ocean would have
had to have been about 9°C colder during glacial time than it is today. As we have
already seen, the results of magnesium to calcium and alkenone measurement studies
suggest that the actual cooling was only about 3°C. This cooling would cause only a 33
µatm drop in atmospheric CO2 pressure. Taken together, the change related to the
decrease in the terrestrial biomass (+15 ppm), the increase in ocean salinity (+11 ppm),
and the 3°C cooling (-33 ppm) leave the atmosphere CO2 content very close to its preindustrial level.

Forced to put aside these more obvious explanations, geochemists

turned to more subtle ones which have to do with what is referred to as the ocean's
biological pump. Marine plants remove CO2 from the ocean's surface waters and convert
it to organic tissue. Part of this material sinks into the deep sea before it is eaten (i.e., is
oxidized back to CO2). As organisms capable of converting CO2 to organic matter
require light, they live only in the upper 100 meters of the sea. Thus the photosynthesisrespiration cycle acts as a pump which drives CO2 from the sea's surface to its interior.
Hence, changes in the power of this pump could be responsible for the glacial to
interglacial atmospheric CO2 change.
Two limits exist on the changes in atmospheric CO2 attributable to the strength of
this biological pump (see figure 32). The upper limit is the CO2 content the atmosphere
would achieve were the pump to shut down altogether. We might refer to this as a Dr.
Strangelove ocean where life had been snuffed out. In this case, the CO2 content of the
atmosphere would rise to half again its present value. The lower limit on the CO2
content, the atmosphere would be that if the biological pump were to operate at full
strength. The limiting chemical constituents for plants in today's ocean are phosphorus
and nitrate. Without them, plants can't grow. So if all the NO3 and PO4 made available
to plants by water upwelling to the surface were utilized, maximum pumping power
would be achieved. Much of today's surface ocean is already depleted in NO3 and PO4
(see figure 33). In these places, the biological pump is functioning at maximum capacity.
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Figure 32. Range of atmospheric CO2 content of the ocean permitted by changing the
strength of the biological pump. The glacial value, as reconstructed from measurements
on ice cores falls closer to the limit of maximum pumping power.
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Figure 33. Contours of the phosphate content of surface water. For the northern Atlantic
the values are for the winter period. In other high latitude regions, they represent summer
values (and hence, minimum values for the winter period).
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However, at high latitudes where the light is weak, the water cold, and the upwelling
strong, much of the fertilizer goes unused (see figure 33). If plants were to utilize all the
available high latitude fertilizer, the CO2 pressure in the atmosphere could fall to about
one half its present day value. Thus one might say that today the ocean's biological pump
is working at roughly 40 percent its capacity. Thus, if for some reason during glacial
time, the pumping power were increased to 85 percent of its capacity, then the low glacial
atmospheric CO2 content could be explained.
In recent years, the important biological role of the element iron has been
demonstrated. Purposeful additions of iron to waters in the eastern equatorial Pacific and
Southern Ocean where currently substantial amounts of NO3 and PO4 go unused prove
that, given iron, the organisms can increase their utilization of these key nutrients. As
already discussed, far more dust than now reached the ocean during glacial time. The
extra iron provided by this dust likely played an important role in strengthening the
ocean’s biological pump.
Another mechanism has to do with the cycle of CaCO3 in the sea. Organisms
living in surface water produce shells made of calcite and aragonite. Much of this
CaCO3 dissolves after falling to the deep sea. Only about twenty percent survives and is
stored in the sediment. As the production of CaCO3 in surface waters, mole for mole, is
accompanied by a generation of CO2, in a sense the CaCO3 ‘pump’ opposes the organic
matter ‘pump.’ The latter drives down the atmosphere’s pCO2 and the former drives it
up.
Methane
A record of past concentrations of a second greenhouse gas, methane, is also
available from ice cores. Air from glacial age ice turns out to have only half the methane
content of air from Holocene ice (see table 4).

Methane differs from CO2 in an

important way; while CO2 is chemically stable, methane molecules are not. Methane
reacts with O2 (through catalytic intermediaries) to form CO2 and H2O. One such
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Table 4. Greenhouse gas contents reconstructed from ice cores compared with the
anthropogenically-altered values for 2001.

GLACIAL

INTERGLACIAL

TODAY

CO2 (ppm)

195

280

370

CH4 (ppm)

0.4

0.8

1.8
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pathway to destruction involves the web of chemical reactions related to the ozone cycle.
Another involves diffusion into the pore space of oxygenated soils where CH4 is
consumed by bacteria. Currently, the atmospheric lifetime of a methane molecule is
about one decade. Thus an amount of methane equal to that in the atmosphere must be
produced each decade in order to maintain the atmosphere's inventory. The major source
for this methane is bacterial degradation of organic matter in anaerobic environments.
Key among these environments are water-logged swamps and rice paddies, and the
stomachs of ruminant animals (i.e., cows, buffalo, sheep...). In today's anthropogenically
modified environment, rice paddies and domestic cattle each account for about one
quarter of the production of CH4. A third quarter comes from swamps and the remaining
quarter is from forest fires and leaky transmission pipes. The extra anthropogenic inputs
have caused the atmosphere's methane content to more than double since the year 1800.
Based on our knowledge of the present day methane cycle, we surmise that the
lower methane content of the glacial atmosphere was the result of reduced acreage of
swamps. Many of the currently swampy areas were either buried beneath ice caps or
frozen during glacial time. Further, the drop in sea level allowed coastal swamps to
drain. Thus unlike CO2 which records changes in ocean operation, changes in CH4 are the
result of things that happened to the continents.
Isotopic Composition of Atmospheric Gases
The isotopic composition of the gases trapped in ice offers additional information
about glacial climate.

Of great importance in this regard is the carbon isotope

composition of CO2. Measurements by the late Uli Siegenthaler and his coworkers in
Bern on gas extracted from polar ice cores suggest that glacial age CO2 was 0.3±0.2‰
more depleted in 13C than Holocene CO2. Earlier in this section, we mentioned that
based on measurements on benthic foraminifera, the 13C/12C ratio in the ocean carbon
appears to have been 0.35‰ more negative during glacial time than now. Thus the shift
in the carbon isotope composition of atmospheric CO2 is of the same magnitude as that
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for deep ocean ΣCO2. This agreement may, however, be fortuitous for two other factors
come into play. One is a shift in the surface to deep ocean carbon isotope ratio difference
caused by change in strength of the biologic pump. The other is a shift in the carbon
isotope composition difference between surface ocean (ΣCO2) and atmosphere (CO2)
caused by the change in surface ocean temperature.
Let us first consider the atmosphere-surface ocean difference. For each °C the
ocean cools, the fractionation between surface ocean carbon and atmospheric carbon
increases by 0.1‰. The sense of the fractionation is to deplete the 13C in atmospheric
CO2 as the ocean cools. As the ocean contains 60 times more carbon than the
atmosphere, 59/60ths of the isotopic shift will appear in the atmosphere and only 1/60th
in the ocean. If the estimate of about 3°C for the cooling of the surface ocean during late
glacial time is correct, then for this reason alone, the atmosphere CO2 should have been
0.3‰ more deficient in 13C during glacial time.
The surface ocean to deep ocean carbon isotope ratio difference reflects the
strength of the biological pump. The reason is that the carbon extracted from the sea to
form plant tissue is depleted in the heavy isotope by about 20‰. In today's ocean, the
heavy carbon left behind in surface water as the result of photosynthetic fractionation
enriches surface water ΣCO2 by about 2‰ in 13C with respect to deep water ΣCO2. If the
ocean's biological pump were stronger during glacial time, then even more 13C should
have been left behind in surface water than today. This would bring about an increase in
the surface ocean-deep ocean carbon isotope ratio difference. Since the deep sea is a far
larger reservoir than the surface sea, this change would cause the 13C/12C ratio in surface
water ocean carbon to rise. An estimate of the surface ocean to deep ocean carbon
isotope difference has been made from measurements on planktonic and on benthic
forams. These results suggest that the difference was about 0.35% larger during glacial
than during interglacial time.

Thus for the surface ocean, the carbon isotope shift

resulting from the change in terrestrial organic storage appears to have been compensated
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by the change in the power of the biologic pump. If this proves to be correct, then the
change in the 13C to 12C ratio in atmospheric CO2 provides a direct measure of the
change between glacial and interglacial time of the temperature of surface ocean water.
As summarized in figure 34, a lowering in surface ocean temperature during glacial time
of 3±2°C is suggested by the carbon isotope measurements on CO2 extracted from polar
ice. While yielding a result consistent with proxies for tropical ocean temperature during
glacial time, the error in the 13C-based estimate is too large to permit its use as a rigorous
tropical paleothermometer.
The only other isotopic measurements currently available on gases from ice are
those on N2 and O2. Although biochemical fractionation of nitrogen isotopes akin to that
for carbon isotopes exist, the amount of N2 in the atmosphere is so much greater than the
amount of NO 3− dissolved in the sea or the amount of NH3 contained in the terrestrial
biosphere that these fractionations do not leave a measurable imprint on the 15N to 14N
ratio in atmospheric N2. Yet the 15N to 14N in air of all ages extracted from ice averages
1‰ greater than that for atmospheric N2. This enrichment is the result of a gravitational
separation of heavier gases from lighter gases in the 70 or so meter-thick firn. Because
the pores in the partially lithified ice are narrow and tortuous, significant convective
transport of air does not take place.

Hence communication with the surface is by

molecular diffusion alone. Under these circumstances, the influence of gravity causes N2
at the base of the firn to become enriched in molecules containing a heavy nitrogen atom
(i.e., 15N14N molecules).

Although a curiosity rather than a climate indicator, the

enrichment of heavy nitrogen molecules in the ice provides a means to correct for
gravitational enrichment the isotopic ratios measured in other gases which do carry
climatic information. For example, the Bern group made this correction on the carbon
isotope measurements on ice core CO2.
Even after correction for gravitational enrichment, clear differences are seen
between the isotopic composition of O2 extracted from glacial age ice compared with that
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Figure 34. Predicted change in the δ13C for atmospheric CO2 during glacial time
assuming that a strengthening of the biological pump was responsible for the lower
atmospheric CO2 content. The change estimated from measurements on CO2 extracted
from ice cores (Leuenberger et al., 1992) is shown at the right. The ice core results
support the biological pump mechanism.
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for O2 extracted from interglacial ice. Sowers and Bender show that the O2 in peak
glacial ice is about 1.3% richer in 18O than the O2 in interglacial ice. To understand the
cause of this shift, we must learn a bit about what causes the 18O to 16O ratio in
atmospheric O2 to be 23.6‰ higher than that in sea water. This enrichment occurs
because isotopically light O2 (i.e.,
heavy O2 (i.e.,

18

16

O16O) is consumed in preference to isotopically

O16O) during the oxidation of organic matter (i.e., during respiration).

By contrast, no fractionation occurs when O2 is manufactured during photosynthesis.
This situation is the reverse of that for carbon; 13C is depleted during photosynthesis but
is unchanged during respiration.

To offset the fractionation during respiration, a

compensating excess of 18O has built up in the atmosphere's O2. In the presence of this
isotopic offset, the isotopic composition of the O2 removed from the atmosphere as the
result of respiration is identical to that of the O2 added during photosynthesis.
The oxygen atoms in the O2 produced during photosynthesis come from the
plant's water. For marine plants the source is surface ocean water. For terrestrial plants,
the source is rain water. Today roughly half the world's photosynthesis takes place in the
ocean and roughly half on land. As we have seen, during glacial time sea water had
about 1.1‰ more 18O than it does now; so also must the average rain and snow which
fell onto the continents.

Hence the isotopic composition of O2 produced by

photosynthesis should have been on the average 1.1‰ more 18O rich during glacial time.
This is close to (but not exactly) the glacial to interglacial difference found by Sowers
and Bender based on their isotopic measurements on O2 from the Vostok Antarctica ice.
The importance of this finding is that it permits the correlation of the ice core
record from Antarctica with that from Greenland and also with the 18O record for benthic
foraminifera. This is possible since the 18O offset in atmospheric O2 lags only about
1000 years behind the changes in δ18O for sea water. The lag represents the time
required for plants to produce an amount of O2 equal to that contained in the atmosphere.
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A complication in this approach has to do with offset in the record kept by gases
in ice from the record kept by the ice itself. The reason is that the air bubbles do not
close off until the snow has been buried about 70 meters below the surface. On the
Greenland plateau where the accumulation rates average 25cm/yr., this means that the gas
bubbles currently being incorporated into the ice are about 280 years older than the ice
itself.

The offset is much larger for cores from the Antarctic plateau where the

accumulation rates average only a few centimeters per year. Here the gas bubbles are
several thousand years younger than the ice in which they are contained. So while the
oxygen isotope measurements on O2 provide a direct means of correlating the CO2 and
CH4, records kept in ice with the marine oxygen isotope record a further correction has to
be made before the correlation can be extended to the 18O/16O and the dust signals
recorded in the ice itself.
Of course, as the accumulation rate of snow varies with climate and so also does
the thickness of the firn, the magnitude of the time offset between the age of the gas
bubbles and that of the ice in which they reside was not the same during glacial time as
today. Jeff Severinghaus came upon an extremely clever application of nitrogen isotope
ratios to directly determine the magnitude of the time offset at specific times in the past.
He took advantage of the large and abrupt warnings which terminated each of the
millennium duration temperature cycles recorded in Greenland ice (see below). He
reasoned that an abrupt change in air temperature would have set up a thermal gradient in
the firn and that because frozen snow is an excellent thermal insulator that a century or
more would elapse before the warmth penetrated to the base of the firn. During the
interim, a process called thermal diffusion would come into play. This process leads to a
separation of heavy and light molecules with the heavy ones being preferentially
concentrated at the cold end of the temperature gradient. Hence, the sudden warming of
the air temperature should further enrich the heavy nitrogen molecule (i.e., 15N14N) in the
air at the base of the firn. Lo and behold, Severinghaus’ prediction turned out to be
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correct for he was able to document the predicted

15

N shift (see figure 35). As the

Greenland ice cores have clearly discernible annual layers, he was able to count the years
separating the shift in 18O which marked the warming in the ice and the shift in 15N which
marked the warming in the gas bubbles. As a bonus, Severinghaus showed that when
combined with 40Ar to 36Ar measurements the magnitude of the 15N shift could be used to
determine the magnitude of the warming.
OCEANIC CHEMISTRY
The ocean influences climate in two major ways. One has to do with the heat
carried by ocean currents from the warm to the cold regions of the planet. So important
is this transport that changes in ocean circulation have the potential to produce important
modifications in the climate at high latitudes. We have already seen that the amount of
CO2 in the atmosphere is influenced by the strength of the ocean's biological pumps.
Fortunately, information is contained in ocean sediments which tells us about the pattern
of the heat-bearing currents and about the strength of the biological pumps. We have
already seen that the carbon isotope ratio difference between planktonic and benthic
foraminifera provides a measure of the amount of CO2 extracted from surface waters by
plants. Interocean differences of carbon isotope ratios (and also the concentrations of Cd,
Ba and Zn in benthic foraminifera) tell us something about the pathways followed by heat
transporting currents. Radiocarbon measurements on coexisting planktonic and benthic
foraminifera from sediments and also on

230

Th dated benthic corals place constraints on

how rapidly the deep ocean was ventilated during glacial time. Measurements of the
isotope ratios of boron contained in foraminifera shells offer a means of reconstructing
pH of the glacial ocean. Finally, changes in the extent of dissolution of the CaCO3
entities allow past deep sea carbonate ion concentrations to be reconstructed.
Trace Metals
One set of indicators of the pattern of large scale ocean circulation is the
concentrations of the trace metals, cadmium, barium and zinc in the shells of benthic
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Figure 35. The imprint of an abrupt rise in air temperature on the 18O to 16O ratio in the
ice and 15N to 14N ratio in the N2 trapped in bubbles. The former is imprinted at the top
of the firn and the latter is imprinted at the base of the firn. The enrichment of 15N is the
result of the thermal gradient in the firn. This 15N enrichment gradually diminishes as the
firn temperature equilibrates with that in the atmosphere but its imprint in the bubbles
remains. The offset in depth between the 18O change and the 15N change records the
paleothickness of the firn. By counting the number of annual layers in this interval, it is
possible to determine the time offset between the gas record and ice record.
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foraminifera. To understand this, it is necessary to be reminded that those constituents of
sea salt which participate in marine biological cycles are depleted in surface water and
enriched in deep water (see figure 36). These vertical gradients are maintained by the
fall and subsequent remineralization of particulate organic matter created by surface
dwelling plankton. The interaction between downward transport of particles and lateral
transport in deep currents produces differences in the concentrations of these substances
between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (see figure 37).

To understand this, it is

necessary to be aware that the ocean has preferred states of circulation involving
conveyor-like currents which run from one end of the ocean to the other. One limb of the
conveyor moves through the upper ocean and the other through the deep ocean. Today,
the lower limbs of the Indian and Pacific conveyors run northward from the Antarctic and
the upper limbs back to the south. By contrast, the Atlantic's conveyor flows in the
opposite sense; the upper limb flows to the north and the lower limb to the south. The
southern ends of the three conveyors are linked by the rapidly flowing circum-Antarctic
current.
When coupled with the biological cycle, this global flow pattern tends to deplete
the deep Atlantic in biologically utilized constituents. For example, in today's ocean,
NO3 and PO4, have twice the concentration in deep tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans as
in deep tropical Atlantic (see figure 37).

Were, instead, all three oceans to have

conveyors running in the same sense (i.e., south to north in the deep ocean and north to
south in the upper ocean), then one would expect the nitrate and phosphate concentrations
to be more uniformly spread among the three oceans. Thus if we were able to reconstruct
the distribution of biologically utilized constituents of the ocean during glacial time, we
could say something about the sense of the ocean's three conveyor systems at that time.
Ed Boyle, a geochemist at MIT, came up with an exciting means to make such a
reconstruction. He was inspired by the observation that in today's ocean the distribution
of the metal cadmium parallels that of phosphate (see figure 38). As is the case for PO4,
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Figure 36. Phosphate, silica and barium profiles from GEOSECS stations in the North Atlantic (St. 3: 54°5'N, 42°57'W) and
North Pacific (St. 204: 31°22'N, 150°2'W). Data from Bainbridge et al., 1981, Broecker et al., 1982 and Ostlund et al., 1987.

Figure 37. Maps showing the distribution of PO4 and SiO2 in the deep sea (at a depth of
3 km).
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Figure 38. Cadmium versus phosphate concentration in sea water samples from
throughout the world ocean (upper panel). Similar plot for barium versus salinitynormalized alkalinity.
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surface waters in the warm ocean have the lowest cadmium content and deep waters in
the northern Pacific the highest, and the concentration in deep Atlantic waters falls
midway between these extremes.

Boyle realized that cadmium and calcium were

sufficiently similar chemically that cadmium could substitute for calcium in the calcite
produced by benthic foraminifera. Both elements exist as doubly charged cations when
dissolved in water. They have similar ionic radii. Because of this, the cadmium to
calcium ratio in foraminifera shells should be proportional to the cadmium to calcium
ratio in the sea water in which the shell formed. Since the Ca content of sea salt is nearly
constant from place to place and since calcium has a million year long residence time in
the sea, any changes in the cadmium to calcium ratio between glacial and interglacial
time must be the result of changes in cadmium content of the sea water in which the
shells formed. Further, since cadmium itself has a residence time in the sea of several
tens of thousands of years, its inventory in the ocean should not have changed
significantly over the 10,000 year long interval separating times of peak glaciation from
times of peak interglaciation. Rather, glacial to interglacial changes in the cadmium
content of foraminifera shells are more likely the result of the redistribution of cadmium
within the sea.
Boyle developed methods to rid benthic foraminifera shells recovered from deep
sea sediments both of clay minerals which often fill their chambers and of the
manganese-iron oxides which often coat their chambers. The idea was to make sure that
the cadmium he eventually measured was that contained within the shell itself. He was
pleased to find that indeed benthic foraminifera shells from recent sediments displayed
cadmium to calcium ratios concordant with those in the deep water in which they grew.
In other words, when the Ca to Cd ratio in the shells was plotted against the ratios for the
corresponding water samples, the points scattered about a straight line with a slope of
about 2.8 (see figure 39). That the slope differs from unity is not surprising. Although
chemically similar, the two ions are not identical. Hence, like isotopes, these two metals
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Figure 39. Cadmium content (left) of four different species of benthic foraminifera from
the tops of deep sea sediment cores plotted against the cadmium to calcium ratio in
overlying sea water. Similar plot for barium (right).
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are separated from one another during chemical reactions.

Since these element to

element chemical differences are much larger than isotope to isotope chemical
differences, separation factors for elements are much larger than for isotopes. Based on
these results, Boyle initially concluded that all he had to do to estimate the cadmium
content at a given place and time in the ocean was to analyze shells which grew there and
then divide the measured Cd/Ca ratio by 2.8. Since the calcium content was nearly the
same then as now, he could convert this ratio into a cadmium concentration.
Although more recent studies have shown that the distribution coefficient depends
on temperature and on pressure making the situation a bit more complicated, the utility of
the cadmium proxy has not been diminished. The glacial to interglacial changes in deep
sea temperature are too small to be significant and, of course for a given deep sea core,
the sea level-generated glacial to interglacial pressure change is also negligible.
Once Boyle had demonstrated that his method worked, he set out to map the
distribution of cadmium in the glacial ocean as a function of both geographical location
and water depth. He uncovered some fascinating differences. First, the contrast between
the deep Pacific and deep Atlantic was smaller during glacial time than today (see figures
40 and 41). Second, the vertical gradients in the deep sea were steeper during glacial
time. This is dramatically shown by a set of cores from the North Atlantic (see figure
42). During Holocene time, benthic forams from cores covering a range of water depth
have nearly the same cadmium content (consistent with depth profiles in today's deep
water). By contrast, in the glacial Atlantic, Boyle's results reveal what appeared to be
two distinct deep water masses, an upper one with lower cadmium concentrations and a
deep lower one with higher cadmium contents. The observation that the Atlantic-Pacific
cadmium difference was substantially reduced is consistent with a weakening of the
Atlantic's conveyor during glacial time. The observation that the deep glacial Atlantic
was stratified was unforeseen.
In order to obtain a confirmation of the conclusions drawn from his cadmium
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Figure 40. Comparison of the time histories of the cadmium content in an Atlantic core
with that in a Pacific core. As can be seen interocean, the contrast was smaller during
glacial time than during interglacial time.
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Figure 41. Comparison of glacial and modern phosphorus (µmol/kg) distributions at
mid-depths (2400-3800 m). The modern distribution is based on GEOSECS data
extrapolated to core locations; the glacial distribution is based on benthic foraminiferal
Cd/Ca data from sediment cores, converted to equivalent levels of phosphorus based on
the modern global Cd-P correlation.
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Figure 42. Comparison of interglacial and glacial trends with water depth in the North
Atlantic of the cadmium and barium contents of benthic foraminifera. The interglacial
trend agrees with that obtained from measurements of cadmium and barium (also of NO4
and PO4) on water samples.
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measurements, working with David Lea, Boyle turned his attention to the metal barium
whose distribution in the ocean is also influenced by biological cycling. Barium sulfate
crystals form in the tissue of some marine microorganisms. These crystals fall to the sea
floor and largely dissolve returning the barium to solution. This cycle produces a pattern
barium distribution in the sea akin to, but not identical to, that of cadmium. Surface
waters are the most depleted, deep northern Pacific waters the most enriched, with deep
Atlantic waters falling in between. The major difference is that the concentration of
barium in warm surface water does not drop to near zero values. Another difference is
that the extent of enrichment of barium in the deep Pacific relative to the deep Atlantic is
greater than for cadmium. While the distribution of cadmium in today's ocean follows
that of NO3 and PO4, the distribution of barium more nearly follows that of salinitynormalized alkalinity. The reason for this close tie is not known. The best explanation is
that the ratio of barite to organic matter falling to the deep sea floor is fairly uniform
across the ocean. Dissolution of barite supplies barium. Bacterial destruction of the
organic matter produces respiration CO2 which is neutralized by CaCO3 dissolution. The
dissolution of CaCO3 adds to the ocean’s alkalinity. Like cadmium, barium substitutes
for calcium in the CaCO3 shells manufactured by foraminifera. In this case, Lea found
that the line relating the Ba to Ca ratio in foraminifera shells to the barium to calcium
ratio in sea water has a slope of about 0.33. So while cadmium is enriched relative to
calcium by threefold in the calcite manufactured by foraminifera, barium is depleted by
threefold.
Barium measurements on benthic foraminifera shells from glacial time lead to
much the same conclusions as those based on cadmium. The Pacific-Atlantic deepwater
difference was reduced and the deep Atlantic was stratified into an upper and lower deep
water mass. (see figure 42).
While a graduate student in the MIT-WHOI program, Tom Marchitto
demonstrated that the element zinc serves as a stand-in for silica in today’s ocean and
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also that its concentration in benthic foraminifera could be used as a paleo-silica proxy.
However, he introduced yet another complication regarding the use of trace metal proxies
by suggesting that the distribution coefficients of both cadmium and zinc depended on
carbonate ion concentration.
Carbon Isotopes
The distribution of carbon isotope ratios in today's ocean is the near mirror image
of that for the nutrients NO3 and PO4 (and hence, also that for cadmium). The reason is
that the organic tissue manufactured by ocean plants is depleted by about 20‰ in
carbon's heavy isotope.

Hence, the photosynthesis-respiration cycle leads to an

enrichment in 13C in those waters where photosynthesis occurs, and a depletion in those
waters in which respiration occurs (see figures 43 and 44). This isotopic separation
produces a range in carbon isotope composition of about 3‰, with warm surface water
ΣCO2 having the highest 13C contents and deep Pacific water ΣCO2 having the lowest.
As would be expected, the lower the PO4 content of the sea water, the higher the 13C to
12C ratio and vice versa. In fact, when δ13C is plotted against PO4, the values fall close

to a straight line with a slope close to -1‰ δ13C change per µm/kg PO4 change (see
figure 44). This raises the possibility that the carbon isotope ratios in planktonic and
benthic shells could be used in the same way as are the cadmium and barium
concentrations. Working in favor of this application is the fact that the fractionation of
carbon isotopes during the formation of CaCO3 is quite small. Because of this, water
temperature has almost no influence on the carbon isotope composition of marine calcite.
Rather, glacial to interglacial changes in the 13C/12C ratio in foraminifera shells should
reflect only changes in the carbon isotope ratio in water in which they grew.
Unfortunately, this ideal situation is marred by small amounts of

13

C deficient

respiration CO2 which become incorporated into the shells of both planktonic and benthic
foraminifera.

As this carbon is depleted in 13C, its incorporation complicates the

interpretation of carbon isotope measurements on foraminifera shells. For benthic
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Figure 43. Plots of δ13C and PO4 versus depth at GEOSECS station 346 (28°N, 121°W)
in the northwestern Pacific Ocean. The carbon isotope analyses were made by Craig and
Kroopnick at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the PO4 analyses as part of the
GEOSECS program.
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Figure 44. Relationship between δ13C and PO4 in the world ocean. The δ13C values for
warm ocean water have been corrected by 0.6‰ to remove the decrease which has taken
place over the last century as the result of the invasion of CO2 produced by the burning of
fossil fuels and the decline of the terrestrial wood and humus reservoirs. The slope
defined by these results is close to that expected from photosynthesis and respiration
cycle (i.e., -0.93‰/°C). The ±13 C data on which this diagram is based were obtained in
the laboratories of Harmon Craig at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and of Peter
Kroopnick at the University of Hawaii.
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foraminifera, the incorporation of respiration CO2 manifests itself in a difference between
the carbon isotope ratios in species which live on the sediment surface (the epifauna) and
in species which live within the upper few centimeters of the sediment (the miofauna).
Measurements on dissolved inorganic carbon from pore waters show why this is the case
(see figure 45). Bacteria living within the sediment raise the ΣCO2 content of the pore
waters. Since respiration CO2 is 13C deficient, pore waters have lower 13C/12 ratios than
the overlying bottom water. So also do the shells formed by benthic foraminifera living
within these pores (see figure 46). To avoid the bias introduced in this way, carbon
isotope measurements are generally made on the shells manufactured by epifauna
(usually on the species C. wuellerstorfi). A surprising finding in this regard is that
despite large pore water excesses of dissolved cadmium (see figure 45), species to species
differences in the cadmium content of co-existing benthic foraminifera have not been
found.
For planktonic foraminifera, the presence of respiration CO2 reveals itself in quite
a different way. In this case, a correlation exists between the size of a shell and its carbon
isotope ratio (see figure 47). The very small shells of juvenile organisms have 13C12C
ratios as much as 2‰ lower than expected from the isotopic composition of the ΣCO2 in
the water in which the shells grew. Apparently, during their infancy, a fairly large
fraction (~10%) of the carbon used to make shell material comes from respiration CO2.
As the shell grows larger, its aggregate carbon isotope ratio approaches the value
representing equilibrium with sea water ΣCO2. Hence the contribution of respiration
CO2 decreases as the organism approaches maturity.

In order to reduce the bias

introduced by respiration CO2 incorporation, carbon isotope measurements are made on a
restricted size range of large (i.e., mature) planktonic shells.
We have already discussed the fact that a change in 13C to 12C ratio in deep sea
water averaged about 0.35‰ lower during glacial than interglacial time. This result was
obtained by suitably averaging the carbon isotope measurements on benthic foraminifera
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Figure 45. Comparison of pore water profiles for cadmium (by Klinkhammer) and for
carbon isotopes (by McCorkle) in three deep sea cores from the Pacific Ocean. In all
three, the cadmium of the pore waters is higher than content and that in bottom water and
13C/12C ratio is lower.
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Figure 46. Difference between oxygen and carbon isotope ratios measured in various
taxa of benthic foraminifera and the values expected were the CaCO3 to have been
deposited from bottom waters. The species are arranged in order of depth habitat in the
sediments. The oxygen isotope results are consistent with the fact that no significant
isotope gradient exists in the pore water oxygen. The decrease in 13C/12C ratio is the
result of the input of 13C deficient respiration CO2 to the sediment pore waters.
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Figure 47. Carbon isotope measurements (by Oppo and Fairbanks) on shells of
G.sacculifer (without sac) from 121 cm depth in a deep sea core, V28-122, from the
Caribbean Sea. In A, the results are plotted as a function of diameter of the shell; in B, as
a function of the mass of the shell; in C, as the logarithm of the mass. In D, the 13C/12C
ratio for the mass added is shown.
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shells from cores taken from various oceanic regions and of water depths.
In addition to providing a measure of the change in carbon isotope composition
for the sea as a whole, measurements on benthic foraminifera shells offer information
similar to that obtained from cadmium, barium and zinc. Ideally the results of carbon
isotope ratios in foraminifera of glacial age should tell the same story. To a large extent
these cross-checks have proven positive. The carbon results indicate both a smaller deep
Pacific to deep Atlantic nutrient difference and larger nutrient gradients in the deep
Atlantic Ocean during glacial time. However, in one region, the Antarctic, the two
indicators yield quite different pictures. As illustrated in figure 48, larger carbon isotope
differences between glacial and interglacial are found in the Antarctic than in any other
place in the ocean.

By contrast, Boyle found no significant glacial to interglacial

cadmium differences for either planktonic or benthic foraminifera from Antarctic cores.
Nor has Lea found significant differences for barium. Until the cause of this fundamental
disagreement between the two indicators has been established, the utility of both methods
as paleoceanographic indicators remains somewhat in limbo.
One possible explanation presents itself. The carbon isotope distribution in the
sea is subject to an influence not shared by cadmium or by barium.

CO2 can be

transferred through the atmosphere from one region of the ocean to another. Such
transfers have potential significance to the distribution of 13C within the sea. The reason
is that the isotope fractionation between gaseous CO2 in the atmosphere and dissolved
ΣCO2 in the surface sea is temperature dependent, being greater for cold than for warm
water. So large is this effect that were the cold waters in the polar ocean to achieve
isotopic equilibrium with the warm waters in the tropical ocean, the ΣCO2 in the cold
waters would have a δ13C value 2.5‰ greater than that for the ΣCO2 in the warm water,
i.e., roughly equal in magnitude to the difference related to the photosynthesis-respiration
cycle. The problem is that surface waters don't remain in place nearly long enough for
this equilibrium to be achieved. Rather, isotope exchange through the atmosphere makes
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Figure 48. Oxygen and carbon isotope records for benthic (open circles) and planktonic
(closed circles) from core V22-108 from the Antarctic Ocean (Charles and Fairbanks
1990).
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only a small contribution to the distribution of 13C to 12C ratios in the sea. Nevertheless,
this process produces a significant deviation from the linear δ13C-PO4 established for
deep waters in the Pacific and Indian Oceans (see figure 49). Newly formed deep water
in the northern Atlantic has a 0.5‰ lower δ13C value than expected from its PO4 content.
The reason is that North Atlantic Deep Water is the product of the rapid cooling of warm
waters carried northward by the upper limb of the Atlantic's conveyor; hence, its carbon
isotope signature reflects contact of warm water with the atmosphere and is shifted
toward the 13C deficient side of the global PO4-13C trend. Thus it is possible that the
discordance between the distributions of cadmium and carbon isotopes reconstructed for
glacial time by measurements on benthic foraminifera reflects changes in the air-sea
exchange imprint.
Howie Spero of University of California, Davis and David Lea of University of
California, Santa Barbara working in cooperation with scientists in from the Alfred
Wegner Institute in Bremerhaven have cultured the planktonic foraminifera, O. universa,
at several different pHs.

To the surprise of all, they observed a strong isotope

dependence, the higher the pH, the lower both the δ13C and the δ18O value for the shell
material. Were this dependence to apply to all planktonics, then a correction would have
to be made on the results for glacial age samples. As the atmosphere’s CO2 content was
30% lower during glacial time, the surface ocean pH must have been 0.15 units higher.
This means that the δ18O for planktonic shells formed during glacial time was about
0.2‰ more negative than would have been the case had the pH remained unchanged.
The 0.2‰ δ18O shift is equivalent to a 1°C cooling. Hence 1° would have to be added to
the glacial to interglacial temperature difference derived from oxygen isotope
measurements on planktonic foraminifera.
RATE OF DEEP SEA VENTILATION
The best indicator of the current rate of deep sea ventilation (i.e., renewal by
water descending from sea surface) is the distribution of radiocarbon within the sea.
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Figure 49. Relationship between δ13C and PO4 for major water types in the world ocean.
The contours denote departures from the Redfield slope defined by deep waters in the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. The arrow associated with the warm surface ocean results is
the approximate correction for the impact of fossil fuel CO2. NADW stands for North
Atlantic Deep Water and WSBW for Weddell Sea Bottom Water.
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Fortunately, two means exist by which ventilation rates during glacial time can be
reconstructed. One involves radiocarbon measurements on shells of foraminifera from
deep-sea sediments and the other radiocarbon measurements on

230

Th dated benthic

corals. Before discussing how these reconstructions are carried out, a few words must be
said about today's radiocarbon distribution and what it tells us. Sections with water depth
of the radiocarbon to carbon ratio in the ΣCO2 for the western basins of the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans are shown in figure 50. The 14C/C ratios are referenced to that for
atmospheric CO2 prior to the impacts of fossil fuel burning and nuclear testing. The units
are ‰ (parts per thousand). The use of a ∆ instead of δ denotes that corrections based on
the 13C/12C ratio have been made for 14C/12C ratio differences caused by isotope
fractionation during chemical reactions.
As can be seen, all the ocean values are negative. This is to be expected because
14C atoms are created in the atmosphere. The highest oceanic ∆14C values (~-50‰) are

found in surface waters from the temperate regions and the lowest (-240‰) in the deep
North Pacific. The values are set by competing processes. CO2 exchange between the
ocean and atmosphere and mixing within the sea tend to homogenize the 14C/C values.
Radioactive decay within the sea tends to create differences. The more remote the
reservoir from communication with the atmosphere, the greater the toll taken by
radiodecay. It is for this reason that the radiocarbon distribution in the ocean tells us
something about the rate of ventilation of the deep sea. The more rapid the ventilation,
the smaller the difference between the 14C/C ratios in surface and deep waters. In today's
ocean, the ∆14C values for deep water in the Atlantic are less negative than those for the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. One reason is that much of the deep water production occurs
in the northern Atlantic. The other is that deep water forming in the northern Atlantic has
a higher 14C/C ratio than that forming in the Antarctic.
While not offering a complete set of information about the distribution of
radiocarbon in the glacial ocean, measurements on foraminifera from deep-sea cores
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Figure 50. Sections showing the distribution of ∆14C values in the western Atlantic and
western Pacific Oceans at the time of the GEOSECS survey (1972-4). The bold dashed
lines show the limit to which 14C produced during nuclear weapons' tests has penetrated
into the sea. The contours above this boundary are based on a far more limited set of
measurements on prenuclear samples.
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allow the difference between the 14C/C ratio in surface and bottom water at a given site
to be reconstructed for times in the past. This is accomplished by comparing the 14C/C
ratio in planktonic foraminifera with that in benthic foraminifera from same sediment
sample. These radiocarbon measurements can be expressed as apparent ages; ‘apparent’
because as a result of mixing among water masses, they are not true measures of isolation
time. As shown in figure 51, for tropical Atlantic today’s age difference is currently
about 350 years, and for the tropical Pacific about 1600 years.
Measurements on coexisting glacial age benthic and planktonic foraminifera have
been made on only a few cores.

The results from one of the Atlantic cores are

reproduced in figure 52. A summary of age differences for four Atlantic cores and one
Pacific core is given in table 5. While no significant glacial to Holocene difference exists
for the Pacific, the age difference for the Atlantic during glacial time is twice today's.
This strongly suggests that while perhaps weaker during glacial time, the Atlantic's
conveyor was still a major conduit for radiocarbon into the deep sea.
The second method involves measuring the 14C to C ratio in 230Th dated benthics
corals (see below). In this case, the actual radiocarbon content of the coral at the time of
its growth can be reconstructed.
CO3 Concentration
The solubility of CaCO3 in sea water increases with pressure. Because of this,
calcitic shells which fall to the ocean’s abyssal plains have a greater tendency to dissolve
than those which fall onto the flanks of undersea mountains (i.e., ridges and plateaus
projecting well above the sea floor). Indeed, this tendency shows up in the composition
of sediments. Those which mantle the abyssal plains are nearly free of CaCO3 while
those which mantle the ridges and plateaus are rich in CaCO3. Traverses of sediment
composition with water depth reveal a transition zone several hundred meters in width
over which the CaCO3 content progressively drops from the 88 ± 8‰ value which
characterizes ridges and plateaus to the near zero value which characterizes abyssal plains
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Figure 51. The map in the upper panel shows the distribution of ∆14C values at a depth
of 3 kilometers in today's ocean. The map in the lower panel shows the age difference
calculated from the ratio of the 14C/C ratio for 3 km water and that for overlying surface
water.
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Figure 52. Radiocarbon age differences between coexisting benthic and planktonic
foraminifera from full glacial horizons in a core from the Ceura Rise in the western
Atlantic. The average difference of 600 years can be compared with that of 350 years
based on water samples from today's ocean.
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Table 5. Summary of the age differences obtained for coexisting benthic and planktonic
foraminifera shells from glacial horizons of deep sea cores.

Location

Core

Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Pacific

V28-122
K110-82
K110-66
K110-50
S50-37

Latitude Longitude

12°N
4°N
5°N
5°N
19°N

79°W
43°W
43°W
43°W
116°E

*Sill depth of Caribbean
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Water
depth,
km

Number
of Pairs

Mean
Benth-Plank
Age, Years

Today's
Age,
Years

1.8*
2.8
3.5
4.0
2.1

3
5
4
5
4

195±140
780±220
600±105
705±150
1670±105

300
350
350
400
1600

(see figure 53). The top of this transition zone is often referred to as the lysocline. The
depth of this horizon is close to, but not identical to, that of the water column saturation
horizon (see figure 54). The degree of undersaturation increases with depth below the
saturation horizon driving up the rates of dissolution and taking an ever greater toll on the
sediments calcite. The situation is complicated by the release of respiration CO2 into the
sediment pore waters. This release lowers the carbonate ion concentration permitting
calcite dissolution to occur at depths shallower than the saturation horizon.
Sediments from depths corresponding to the transition zone provide a means of
the CO 3= ion content reconstructing the ocean’s deep waters. For example, if at a given
site, the extent of dissolution during glacial time were greater than today's, the CO 3= ion
concentration was likely lower. On the other hand, if the extent of dissolution were less,
then the CO 3= ion concentration was likely higher.

As the saturation CO 3= ion

concentration increases about 15 x 10-6 moles per liter per 100 atm of additional pressure
(i.e., per km water depth), a change in lysocline depth of let's say 0.5 km would suggest a
CO 3= ion concentration change of 7 x 10-6 moles/liter. It must be kept in mind that as the
Ca++ concentration in sea water is nearly uniform with geographic location depth and
also on the time scale of several glacial cycles, only changes in CO 3= concentration need
be considered.
Now one might ask, of what importance is the CO 3= ion content of deep sea water
to climate? The answer is that the higher the CO3 ion content of deep water, the lower
the CO2 partial pressure in the atmosphere. To a rough approximation the product

[CO ]

=
atm
3 DEEP SEA x p CO 2 remains constant. The next question which comes to mind is
what controls the CO 3= ion concentration in the deep sea? The answer is that it is

controlled by an interaction between the rate of supply of the ingredients needed for the
manufacture of CaCO3 (i.e., CaO and CO2) and the rate of manufacture of CaCO3 by
marine organisms.. In today's ocean, organisms manufacture CaCO3 several times faster
than the ingredients are being supplied. Material balance between the input of ingredients
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Figure 53. Plots of percent CaCO3 for core top samples as a function of water depth for
various regions of the ocean. Based on a compilation provided by Pierre Biscaye of the
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory.
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Figure 54. Plot of carbonate ion concentration versus water depth for a GEOSECS
station in the western South Atlantic (open circles). The concentration of carbonate ion
remains fairly constant through the North Atlantic Deep Water mass. It is higher in this
water mass than in the underlying wedge of Antarctic Bottom Water and in the overlying
tongue of Antarctic Intermediate Water. The saturation carbonate ion concentration (as
shown by solid lines) increase with depth because of the pressure effect (calcium and
carbonate ions occupy less volume when dissolved in sea water than when locked in
CaCO3). The saturation horizon for aragonite lies at about 3.3 km, and that for calcite at
about 4.3 km. These results were obtained as part of the GEOSECS program (Takahashi,
et al 1980).
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and the burial of CaCO3 in sediments is maintained by dissolution. The CO 3= ion
concentration of the deep sea is continually driven toward that value where the rate of
burial of CaCO3 just matches the rate of supply of the ingredients to the sea. In other
words, the fraction of the sea floor bathed in undersaturated water adjusts so that just the
right fraction of the raining CaCO3 is dissolved. If the system gets out of balance such
that the amount of CaCO3 accumulating on the sea floor exceeds the ingredient supply,
then the CO 3= ion in the ocean will be drawn down and the lysocline will move to
shallower depths. This shoaling will continue until the balance between loss and supply
is restored. At the present rate of CaCO3 production in the sea, the time constant for
restoration of balance is about 5000 years.
In today's ocean, a sizable difference exists between the CO 3= ion content of deep
water in the Atlantic Ocean (~112 µmol/kg) and that in the Pacific and Indian Oceans
(~84 µmol/kg). Because of this 28 µmol/kg concentration difference, the lysocline depth
resides about two kilometers deeper in the Atlantic than in the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
Quantitative reconstruction of the depth of the transition zone at times in the past
is not a simple matter. It requires the determination of the fraction of the calcite rained to
the sea floor which survives dissolution. Unfortunately, the criteria used to judge the
state of preservation of the calcite remain semi-quantitative. Several are used. One
approach is to measure the ratio of fragments to whole foraminifera shells; the logic
being that as dissolution proceeds, the individual chambers making up the shell become
disconnected creating fragments.

Another indicator is the ratio of the shells of a

dissolution-prone species to shells of a dissolution-resistant species. The assessment of
the relative vulnerability of species to solution and fragmentation comes from depth
traverses of recent sediment. As it is reasonably safe to assume that the ratio of one
species to another falling to the sea floor does not vary over the small area chosen for the
study, the changes in ratio seen at successively greater water depth can be attributed to
differential vulnerability to dissolution. Finally, Pat Lohmann developed a method of
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assessing the thickness of the walls of foraminifera shells, the idea being that they would
thin as dissolution proceeded. He did this by picking and then weighing 50 or so whole
shells of a given species from a narrow size range. By making measurements on core-top
samples from a range of water depths, Lohmann showed that this method could be
calibrated against pressure-normalized carbonate ion concentration.
A potentially quantitative index of calcite dissolution is the percentage CaCO3 in
the sediment. Clearly, as the calcite dissolves, the CaCO3 content of the sediment must
drop. In the ideal situation, where the rain rate of calcitic and of noncalcitic material are
constant geographically, the amount of calcite lost to dissolution could be calculated from
the percent CaCO3 in the sediment. For each region of interest, the calcite content of the
sediment from above the transition zone is used as the reference for the calculation of the
amount of dissolution which has occurred in cores from within the transition zone. The
degree of dissolution can then be read from a graph akin to that in the insert in figure 55.
However, the fact that CaCO3 contents of superlysocline sediment average about 90%
ocean raises a serious problem.

Quite large amounts of dissolution create only very

small changes in the percent CaCO3. For example, consider a sediment had a calcite
content of 90%. Were this sediment to lose half of its calcite to dissolution, its CaCO3
content would drop to only 82%.

Because of this, small changes from glacial to

interglacial in the ratio of the rain rate of calcite to the rain rate of the non-calcitic diluent
would lead to substantial biases in estimates of the extent of dissolution during glacial
time.
In addition, a chemical complication must be considered. It has to do with the
CO2 released within the sediment by respiration. It drives down its CO 3= ion content of
the pore water. Because of this, calcite dissolves at depths shallower than the saturation
horizon. As we shall see, this process has some important consequences.
Despite all these potential complications, a strong glacial to interglacial signal is
observed. In both the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the extent of dissolution experienced by
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Figure 55. A diagrammatic view of changes in the extent of solution and the percent
calcite in the sediment with water depth. In each example, the right hand arrows give the
rain rate and accumulation rate of non CaCO3 debris and the left hand arrows, the rain
rate and accumulation rate of calcite. The wavy arrows represent the solution rate of
calcite. As can be seen from the graph on the lower right, the fraction of calcite in the
sediment gives a misleading view of the fraction of the raining calcite which dissolves,
for large amounts of dissolution are required before the calcite content drops
significantly.
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glacial-age sediments deposited within the depth range corresponding to today's
transition zone was clearly smaller. The lysocline in these two oceans appears to have
been about 600 meters deeper during glacial time (see figure 56). All the indicators
mentioned above agree on this. For the Atlantic, the opposite was true; the extent of
dissolution was greater during glacial time suggesting that the lysocline was several
hundred meters shallower. The overall impression we get is that the current upward step
in the depth of the transition from the Atlantic to the Pacific was smaller or during glacial
time.

This reduction in interocean lysocline elevation difference is consistent with

conclusions drawn from measurements of barium in benthic forams which show a much
reduced barium (and hence presumably also alkalinity) difference between the oceans.
However, taken at face value, the glacial to interglacial changes in deep ocean CO 3= ion
concentration appear to be too small to be of much help in explaining the change
atmospheric CO2 content. But as will be described in the next section, the lysocline
depth could be a misleading index of deep ocean CO 3= ion concentration. A somewhat
different picture is obtained from estimates of wall thicknesses based on shell weights.
The advantage of this method is that it covers a much larger range of water depths than
the other methods which depend on large extents of CaCO3 dissolution and hence are
restricted to the deepest waters. The surprise was that unlike today’s ocean, where the
carbonate ion concentration is in most places nearly constant with water depth, large
gradients in carbonate ion concentration existed in the glacial ocean.
Paleo pH
Boron isotope studies carried out at SUNY Stonybrook by Gary Hemming
demonstrate the possibility that the isotope ratio of 11B to 10B in boron incorporated into
the shells of foraminifera might provide an index of the pH of past oceans. This elegant
idea goes as follows. As boron has an ocean residence time measured in many millions
of years, neither its concentration nor its bulk isotopic composition could have changed
significantly between glacial and interglacial time. However, as there is a 20‰ difference
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Figure 56. CaCO3 content of equatorial Pacific sediments over the last 800,000 years as reconstructed by Farrell and Prell
from a set of 15 cores covering the depth range 4100 to 5000 meters. The contours show how the depth of given percent
CaCO3 horizons has changed with time. A puzzling feature of this record is that while the depths of isopleths representing
high CaCO3 contents undergo large glacial to interglacial changes, those for isopleths representing low CaCO3 show little
change. This results in a great widening during interglacials of the transition zone separating CaCO3-rich from CaCO3-poor
sediments. My explanation for this rather strange situation is that during interglacials chemical erosion of glacial sediments
buffers the CaCao3 content, preventing the full shift in isopleth depth from occurring.

between the isotopic composition of charged and uncharged species of borate, changes in
ocean pH will result in changes in the isotopic composition of both species (figure 57).
Were sea water to become more acid, the isotopic composition of the neutral species
would approach that for bulk sea water borate. Were sea water to become more basic, the
isotopic composition of the charged borate species would approach that of bulk borate.
The assumption is that only the charged borate species is incorporated into the calcite
lattice. If so, then the 11B to 10B ratio in foraminifera shells should record pH.
In an attempt to harness this technique, Gary Hemming and Abhijit Sanyal
compared the boron isotope ratio in foraminifera of glacial and Holocene age, using
samples from sediment cores in both the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. For planktonic
forams, they obtained results suggesting that glacial surface waters were 0.2 ± 0.1 pH
units more basic than Holocene waters. This result is consistent with that of 0.15 pH
units required to accompany the decrease in atmospheric CO2. For benthic foraminifera,
they found isotopic differences corresponding to 0.3 ± 0.1 pH units more basic than
Holocene waters. The exciting thing about the latter result is that it suggested that the
glacial to Holocene increase in atmospheric CO2 content was entirely the result of
changes in the amount of CaCO3 dissolved in the sea (more in glacial and less in
Holocene). Were this the case, the pH of deep water would have to have been 0.3 pH
units higher during glacial time just as obtained from the boron isotope measurements!
The reason the expected pH change in deep water (0.30) is larger than that expected for
surface water (0.15) is the CO 3= ion content of warm surface is currently roughly twice
that in deep water.
There is, however, a fly in the ointment. Laboratory calibrations conducted on
planktic foraminifera cultured at various pHs and inorganic calcite precipitated at various
pHs, although following the expected δ11B trend, reveal species to species offsets (figure
58). As these offsets are as large as the glacial to Holocene δ11B changes, there is
concern that the benthic results are also subject to large vital effects.
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Figure 57. Like that of ΣCO2, the speciation of borate dissolved in sea water changes
with pH. At high pHs, the charged borate species dominates and at low pHs, the neutral
species dominates. The two are in equal abundance at a pH of about 8.75. The isotopes
of boron are not distributed uniformly between these two chemical forms. Rather, the
heavy isotope, 11B, is depleted by about 22‰ in the charged species relative to the
neutral species. As it is the charged borate which becomes incorporated into marine
calcite, its isotopic composition is preserved in the sedimentary record. The isotopic
composition of this species depends on pH. The higher the pH, the closer this value will
be to the isotopic composition of bulk borate in sea water. It is for this reason that the
isotopic record in foraminifera offers a means to test the idea that it was a higher rain rate
of organic matter to the sea floor during glacial time which caused the atmosphere's CO2
content to drop. The higher CO 3= ion content of deep sea water required by this scenario
would be accompanied by a higher pH and hence a higher 11B to 10B ratio in the shells of
benthic foraminifera.
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Figure 58. Comparison of the boron isotope ratio trends with pH for two species of
planktonic foraminifera shells cultured in the laboratory. Although both follow the
expected trend, there is a large offset between them. Such ‘vital’ effects complicate the
application of the boron isotope paleo pH method. Laboratory results on inorganically
precipitated calcite are shown for comparison.
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The boron isotope results create a huge problem for they are in clear conflict with
the conclusions drawn from the glacial to interglacial change in lysocline depth. While
the latter evidence calls on only a modest change in the carbonate ion content of deep
water, the former requires a whopping change. If the boron isotope-based change of 0.3
pH units is to be believed, the CO 3= ion content of glacial deep water must have been
twice as great as today's. This would have saturated the entire oceanic water column with
respect to calcite. CaCO3 should have accumulated everywhere on the sea floor. But
clearly the sediments tell us that this didn't happen.
Does this mean that the boron isotope paleo pHs of Hemming and Sanyal must be
tossed in the waste basket? Not necessarily. David Archer, while a research scientist at
Columbia's Lamont-Doherty, came up with an explanation as to how the lysocline might
be displaced well above the saturation horizon. His argument runs as follows. Assume
that for some reason during glacial time the rain rate of organic matter (relative to that of
CaCO3) to the sea floor was much greater than today's. If so, the reduction of the CO 3=
ion concentration caused by the release of respiration CO2 to the sediment pore waters
would have been correspondingly increased (see figure 59). This increase would have
raised the extent of dissolution and thereby unbalanced the ocean's calcite budget; i.e., the
supply of ingredients for the manufacture of calcite would have outstripped the rate of
This consequent rise in the CO 3= ion concentration would have

burial of calcite.

eventually compensated for the extra respiration CO2, restoring the balance between
input and loss.

Hence the shoaling of the lysocline caused by the increase in the

production of respiration CO2 would have been compensated by a deepening of the
saturation horizon!
While the Archer hypothesis does provide a way to make compatible the lysocline
and boron isotope evidence, it is not without its problems. What is responsible for the
required rise in the rain rate of organic matter to the sea floor? One suggestion is that the
ocean’s dissolved silica reached a far greater fraction of surface waters than it does today.
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Figure 59. Shown here on the left is the sequence of events envisioned by Archer and
Maier-Reimer (1994) for the transition from interglacial to glacial conditions. An
increase in respiration CO2 release to the sediment pore waters enhances calcite
dissolution, thereby unbalancing the CaCO3 budget. This imbalance leads to a buildup in
CO 3= ion concentration in the deep sea until it compensates for the extra respiration CO2.
On the right is the sequence of events envisioned for the transition from glacial to
interglacial conditions. The input of excess respiration CO2 to the sediments ceases,
thereby reducing the rate of calcite dissolution. This leads to a reduction in carbonate ion
concentration which continues until steady state is reestablished.
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If so, diatoms would replace CaCO3 producing organisms, and in so doing, increase the
rain of organic matter relative to CaCO3. However, no sedimentary evidence has been
found which supports this hypothesis. Further, to be effective, this increase would have
to encompass all the areas where CaCO3 currently accumulates.

For were it not

geographically uniform, huge ‘bumps’ in the depth of the glacial lysocline would have
been created.

None have been identified.

Another flaw tarnishes Archer’s clever

scheme. At the end of glacial time when the extra flux of CO2 into sediment pore waters
was shut down, the deep ocean would have been left with a large CO 3= ion excess. The
accumulation of CaCO3 in sediments below the glacial lysocline would have gradually
disposed of the CO 3= excess. However, in so doing it would have created a layer of
CaCO3 about three centimeters thick over the entire abyssal sea floor. In all likelihood
this CaCO3 would have been bioturbated into the underlying red clay. Currently no trace
of this CaCO3 remains. Abyssal plain sediment has less than 0.2 percent CaCO3. It is
very difficult to imagine that in a brief period of 10,000 years this CaCO3 could have
been so efficiently dissolved.
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CLOCKS

INTRODUCTION
If we are ever to solve the knotty problem of how the Earth's climate machine gets
pushed back and forth between conditions akin to today's and those of the last full glacial,
we must be able to precisely correlate events which took place at various places on the
globe. Fortunately, radioisotope clocks permit this to be done. These clocks provide a
chronologic framework upon which the climatic records can be hung.

Three

radioisotopes are of particular importance: 14C, 230Th and 40K. In addition, the so-called
cosmogenic isotopes, 10Be, 26Al and 36Cl have in recent years assumed an important role.
Because the disintegration rates of radio isotopes are immutable, ages derived from them
are inherently absolute. However, as each of these clocks is subject to its own particular
set of "geochemical" biases, one isotope clock must be checked against another and
against ages based on annual layer counting (in ice, sediments and trees) and on planetary
periodicities (precession, obliquity and eccentricity).
THE RADIOCARBON CLOCK
The most widely applied radioisotope method is that based on the decay of 14C, a
radioisotope with a half life of 5730 years.

Radiocarbon ages provide a detailed

chronology for the last 40 thousand years for deep sea sediments, bog and lake deposits
and glacial moraines.
Radiocarbon is produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays. Protons whipped up
to great speeds by the galactic magnetic field smash into atmospheric nuclei knocking
loose neutrons. The fate of most of these neutrons is to penetrate the nucleus of a
nitrogen atom and bump out a proton thereby converting the stable 14N into radioactive
14C. On average radiocarbon atoms created in this way survive for 8270 years before

succumbing to radioactive decay (see figure 1).

During their lifetimes, 14C atoms

become dispersed through the Earth's active carbon reservoirs. In particular they "tag"
1

Figure 1. The "life cycle" of a carbon-14 atom. Created in the atmosphere by the
collision of a neutron with a nitrogen atom, the average 14C atom "lives" for 8270 years.
It's existence is terminated by the ejection of an electron which returns the atom to its
original form, 14N.
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carbon dioxide molecules in the atmosphere and bicarbonate ions dissolved in the Earth’s
surface waters.

As CO2 and HCO 3− are the sources of the carbon fixed during

photosynthesis and of that incorporated into CaCO3 shells, fossil remains provide an
archive of datable material.
Three problems must be confronted by those who apply the radiocarbon method.
The first has to do with an assumption basic to the method, namely that the 14C/C ratio in
atmospheric CO2 has remained constant with time. However, the fact that radiocarbon
ages differ from those obtained for materials whose calendar age has been independently
established tells us that the radiocarbon content of atmospheric CO2 has changed with
time. Fortunately, much of the complication introduced by these fluctuations is avoided
through the use of so-called radiocarbon years. Ages in radiocarbon years are calculated
assuming that the 14C/C ratio in atmospheric CO2 was always the same as it was in the
year 1850. The zero year on this time scale is 1950 in honor of the completion of the first
radiocarbon age determination in Willard Libby's University of Chicago laboratory.
Radiocarbon years are also based on his original estimate of radiocarbon’s half life, i.e.,
5568 years instead of on the best current estimate, i.e., 5730 years. The important point
is that even though radiocarbon years do not exactly match calendar years, their use
permits precise correlation and sequencing of events from throughout the world. We will
return to the problem of converting radiocarbon years to calendar years later in this
section.
The second problem has to do with the difference between the 14C/C ratio in
atmospheric CO2 (hence also in organic matter synthesized by plants which obtain their
carbon from the atmosphere) and that in the HCO 3− of natural waters (and hence in the
CaCO3 produced from this carbon). Because the rate of exchange of CO2 between the
atmosphere and surface waters is finite, the 14C/C ratio in HCO 3− is always somewhat
less than that in atmospheric CO2. In the case of the ocean, this radiocarbon deficiency is
the result of radiodecay and in the case of continental waters, it is the result of the
3

Table 1. 13C normalization of radiocarbon concentrations: The radiocarbon distribution in
contemporary materials is influenced both by the incomplete mixing of radiocarbon atoms
among the active carbon reservoirs and by isotope separations during chemical reactions.
Because it depends on the mass difference, the separation between 14C and 12C is exactly twice
that between 13C and 12C. Hence, the influence of isotope fractionation can be eliminated using
measurements of the 13C to 12C ratio in the samples carbon. The examples in the table represent
the situation which existed in 1850 before the onset of large scale burning of fossil fuels.
Without the correction for isotope separations during chemical reactions, the radiocarbon content
of wood and shell (at least that formed in mid and low latitude surface ocean water) turns out, by
chance, to be the same. The reason is that the deficiency of radiocarbon in surface ocean
HCO 3− created by radiocarbon decay is by chance balanced by the enrichment of 14C through
isotope separation. To avoid confusion, radiocarbon results are always corrected for differences
created by isotope separation. These separation-corrected results are expressed in ∆14C units
(see below).
13C/12C

δ13C

13C/12C std

14C/12C
14C/12C std

δ14C

‰

∆14C

‰

‰

Atmospheric CO2

.993

-7

1.036

+36

0

Wood

.975

-25

1.000

0

0

Surface Ocean ΣCO2

1.002

+2

1.000

0

-54

Shell

1.002

+2

1.000

0

-54

where
δ13C =

- 13C/12C standard
[13C/12C sample
] 1000
13C/12C standard

δ14C =

- 14C/C standard
[14C/C sample
] 1000
14C/C standard

δ14C
∆14C = δ14C - 2 (δ13C + 25) (1 + 1000 )
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dissolution of ancient limestone.

Radiocarbon measurements on CaCO3 from deep sea

sediments, coral reefs and from lake sediments must be corrected for this so-called reservoir
effect.
The most reliable of these corrections is for material (mainly shells and coral)
formed in surface waters of the tropical and temperate ocean (see table 1). About 400
years must be subtracted from their 14C ages in order to correct for the deficiency of 14C
in surface ocean HCO 3− . This correction is accurate to perhaps ±160 years. Larger
corrections are required for materials formed in the polar oceans and in lakes. Not only
are these corrections larger but they are subject to a wider range of uncertainty. In the
case of lake and bog deposits, this correction can often be circumvented by dating
fragments of terrestrial plant matter blown into the lake. This is possible because the
AMS (see table 2) method requires only a fraction of a milligram of carbon. Hence, a
single pine needle or leaf stem can be dated.
The third problem has to do with contamination with younger carbon. Such
contamination can be mechanical (for example, rootlet intrusion) or chemical (for
example, humic acid infiltration). The impact of a given amount of contamination with
recent carbon becomes twice as great for each half life the dating range is extended; for
example, contamination with a given amount of recent carbon has 16 times more serious
consequences for a sample 34,000 years in age than for a sample 11,000 years in age (i.e.,
4 half lives younger). Again the advent of AMS has been a great help in this regard for it
allows small amounts of material less prone to contamination to be hand picked or
chemically extracted. Nevertheless, radiocarbon dates on materials beyond 45,000 years
in age, while technically possible, are of questionable reliability.

As such samples

contain less than 0.5% of their original radiocarbon, contamination becomes an
insuperable problem.
ANNUAL CLOCKS
For a few places on earth absolute chronologies have been developed based
5

Table 2. Radiocarbon Measurement Methods
Decay counting method
Libby’s method for measuring radiocarbon involves detection of the beta particles
ejected when 14C atoms undergo radioactive decay. One gram of carbon from a sample 2
half-lives old (i.e., about 11,000 years old) produced about 3 decay events per minute.
Hence in order to measure the 10,000 events required in order to achieve a precision of
1%, the sample would have to be counted for about 2 days.
Atom counting method
In the early 1980s, a method was developed which permitted radiocarbon atoms
themselves to be measured. One milligram of carbon 2 half-lives old contains about 15
million 14C atoms. Thus for a sample of this size, only one atom in about 1,000 need be
detected in order to reach the 10,000 events required for 1% precision. This is now done
routinely by a technique called Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS).
The
measurement can be made in less than one hour.
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simply on counting annual bands. Despite their limited applicability, these chronologies
offer an absolute calibration for the radiocarbon scale. Of greatest importance is the
record kept by trees. Because of the strong seasonality, trees grown at mid and high
latitudes produce easily identified annual rings. Further, as the thickness of the ring
formed in a given year depends on environmental conditions, a unique sequence of
thicknesses develops for a given species of tree in a given region. This signature permits
the construction of an overlapping sequence of fossil logs (see figure 2) which after
thorough replication provides a continuous chronology good to a single year! Through a
lifetime effort by the late Bernt Becker, such a sequence has been created from oak logs
recovered from alluvial deposits in the river valleys of southern Germany.

It now

extends back to 7938 BC (i.e., 9888 calendar years before 1950). Precise radiocarbon
measurements on wood from these trees permits the radiocarbon age scale to be
converted to absolute ages. The difference between the radiocarbon time scale and the
absolute time scale obtained from radiocarbon measurements on ring dated wood is
shown in figure 3.
No oaks older than 7938 BC have been found. Presumably they were unable to
grow in Germany because the winters were too cold. Instead pine forests covered the
area. But fortunately, a pine chronology has been created which overlaps the early
portion of that based on the oaks allowing the combined chronology to be extended to
about 11,500 calendar years. Before his death in 1994, Becker had convinced himself
and his collaborators that a firm tie between the oak and pine chronologies had been
established. This was done by comparing the thickness signatures during a two hundredyear period of overlap.

This correlation was strengthened by highly precise 14C

measurements carried out by Bernt Kromer at Heidelberg University on both oak and
pine samples spanning the period of overlap.
A second approach is to make use of annually layered (i.e., varved) sediments.
While more problematic than trees, these sediments offer the potential to extend the 14C
7

Figure 2. The lower panel shows actual photographs of ring sequences from two
neighboring trees and the correlation between them. The upper panel show how the
overlap between records can be used to build a master chronology.
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Figure 3. Atmospheric ∆14C values in per mil reconstructed from Becker’s master oak
chronology for the past 9600 yr. The time scale (in year A.D. or B.C.) was derived from
dendrochronologically dated wood, with each data point covering 20 yr. Data from
Stuiver and Pearson, 1986; Stuiver and Becker, 1986; Pearson et al., 1986; Linick et al.,
1985; Stuiver et al., 1986a; Kromer et al., 1986; and Linick et al., 1986. The scale on the
right shows the correction required to convert radiocarbon ages to calendar ages. For
example objects with ages in the range 6000 to 7000 thousand calendar years yield
radiocarbon ages averaging about 600 years too young.
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calibration beyond the limit so far achieved using fossil trees (i.e., through the Younger
Dryas cold excursion back into the preceding Bolling-Allerod warm interstadial). As
radiocarbon measurements on macrofossils found in the sediments can be used to 'splice'
these varve records onto the master tree-ring chronology, it is not necessary to find a
record with annual layering extending right up to the present. If, over the period of
overlap between the varve and dendro records, the number of varves counted for the
interval between a pair of radiocarbon ages matches the number of dendro years between
these same 14C ages, then it can be demonstrated that the sediment layering is indeed
annual, and assurance is given that no serious bias results from false or missing years.
To me, the most interesting of these records is that for sediments from the Cariaco
Basin off Venezuela.

From about 14,000 years ago to the present its deep waters

(isolated from the Caribbean Sea by a shallow sill) were anaerobic. In the absence of
benthic organisms capable of stirring the sediment, the annual cycle of sediment
composition is preserved.

While a graduate student at the University of Colorado,

Conrad Hughen, counted the layers in the lower portion of this sequence and also
obtained 50 or so 14C ages on planktonic foraminifera shells which allowed him to splice
his record onto that for the German tree-ring series. In this way, he was able to extend
the reconstruction of the atmospheric

14

C to C record back beyond the Younger Dryas

into the preceding Bolling-Allerod warm period.

As discussed in the section on

‘Records,’ he came up with an astounding discovery.
Most famous among the varved lake records is that constructed for a series
paleolakes extending over several hundred kilometers along the eastern margin of
Sweden. The sequence follows the path of retreat of the Scandinavian ice sheet. For
each lake, the record begins with deglaciation and extends through the period when ice
margin remained in the lake's immediate vicinity. The records from individual lakes are
then correlated using varve thickness signatures in exactly the same way as tree section
chronologies are constructed (see figure 4). This method works particularly well for
10

Figure. 4. Photographs of annually-varved sediments of Swedish lakes. Each varve
consists of a dark winter layer and a light summer layer. Sections A and B were taken
750 meters from one another in the same lake. Sections C and D are from localities
separated by 45 kilometers (Sauramo, 1929).
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these particular lakes because the thickness of the layer deposited during a given year
depends on the extent of glacial melting and hence on regional summer temperature.
Unfortunately, material datable by radiocarbon is largely absent.
The third annual layer sequence of importance is that kept in Greenland ice.
Seasonality is imprinted in ice in a number of ways. First of all, it shows up visually.
During the summer period of intense sunlight, a hoar frost layer forms in the snow
(sunlight which penetrates into the snow pack raises the temperature causing water vapor
to migrate to the surface where it refreezes). These layers persist yielding more coarsely
crystalline layers in the lithified ice. As shown in figure 5, seasonal couplets are also
seen in the 18O/16O ratio in the ice (reflecting the annual cycle in air temperature), and in
impurities in the ice reflecting seasonality in dust and sea salt inputs. In the GRIP and
GISPII cores from Greenland’s Summit, annual layers can be readily resolved back to
about 40,000 years ago. The reason for this limit is that the deeper a layer is buried the
more it has thinned by lateral spreading (see figure 6). This thinning eventually becomes
so severe that the annual layers can no longer be reliably identified. Below about 40,000
years in the summit Greenland ice cores, the annual layers become difficult to identify
and hence the year counts more tentative. Unfortunately, this beautiful annually layered
sequence cannot be used in a direct way to calibrate the radiocarbon method. The reason
is that two problems prevent reliable radiocarbon dating, one technical and the other
geochemical.

The technical problem relates to the rarity of CO2 in ice. Even by the

most sensitive AMS methods, 8 kilograms of ice must be processed to get enough carbon
for analyses. Even then, contamination during extraction rears its ugly head! The
geochemical problem is twofold. First, Devendra Lal and coworkers in La Jolla and
Tucson have shown that ice contains extra 14C atoms generated by cosmic ray
bombardment of oxygen nuclei in the snow pack.

The second has to do with the

presence of radiocarbon-free dust grains from ancient limestone. This fine calcite may
partially dissolve. At this point, the prospects for obtaining sufficiently accurate 14C ages
12

Figure 5. Demonstration of how both the layer thickness and the amplitude of the
seasonal cycle in oxygen isotope ratio shrink as the ice is buried more deeply. The
average thickness of an annual layer drops from 26.5cm at 2500 calendar years (i.e., 550
BC) to 5.7cm at 7000 calendar years (i.e., 5050 BC).
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Figure 6. As shown at the lower left layers in the ice thin as they spread laterally. The extent of thinning can be
determined from the change in the thickness of seasonal couplets. Measurements of this type are shown for the Camp
Century Greenland ice core in the upper left part of the diagram. This thinning leads to a great distortion in the age
versus depth relationship (see nomograph on the right hand side).

on the CO2 trapped in ice are dim. However, an indirect means exists for applying the
ice core chronology to the absolute calibration of the radiocarbon time scale. Three
events very clearly marked in the ice core also appear in lake records that can be dated
by radiocarbon (i.e., the beginning of the Bolling-Allerod warm episode, the beginning
of the Younger Dryas cold episode, and the end of the Younger Dryas cold episode.
Radiocarbon dates on the beginning of the Bolling-Allerod come out to be about 12,700
years. The ice core age is 14,400. Hence at this time, the radiocarbon scale is off by
1700 years. Radiocarbon dates for the beginning of the Younger Dryas come out to be
about 11,000 years. The ice core age is 12,700 years. Again, the radiocarbon age is 1700
years too young. Finally, the radiocarbon age for the end of the Younger Dryas is about
10,000. The ice core age is 11,500 years. So the offset is perhaps a bit smaller, 1500
rather than 1700 years.
THE URANIUM-THORIUM CLOCK
Long lived 238U decays to form 230Th, an isotope with a half life of 77,000 years
(see table 3). This “parent-daughter” pair holds the potential for dating back to several
hundred thousands of years. Corals are ideal for its application. One reason is that,
unlike most marine organisms, corals incorporate uranium atoms into their aragonitic
mineral lattice in nearly the same ratio to calcium atoms as they exist in sea water. Thus,
so long as the aragonite does not recrystallize, the uranium atoms and their thorium
daughter products should remain firmly bound. Further, because uranium is quite soluble
in sea water, coraline aragonite contains about three parts per million, giving rise to easily
measured amounts of 230Th.
More important to the suitability of corals as a chronometer is the fact that when
formed they are entirely free of the element thorium. The absence of thorium reflects the
extreme insolubility of this element in sea water. Unlike uranium atoms which reside in
the sea for several hundred thousand years before being removed to the sediment,
thorium atoms reside in the sea for no more than 100 years. The reason is that they
15

Table 3. Geochemistry of 234U

In addition to 238U and 230Th, a third isotope 234U is involved in coral dating. It
fits into the decay sequence as follows:
Isotope

Half Life

238U

4.47 x 109 years

emits an α particle to become

234U

244,000 years

emits an α particle to become

230Th

77,000 years

emits an α particle to become ...

At birth, 234 atoms receive a strong jolt supplied by the launch of an alpha particle
by its parent, 238U. This so-called recoil knocks them loose from their position in the
mineral lattice making 234U atoms more susceptible to leaching into passing waters. For
this reason, most natural waters including seawater, have a 234U to 238U activity ratio
greater than unity.
For sea water the excess 234U activity is 15°‰ (i.e. A234U/A238U = 1.15). Once
incorporated into a coral this excess will decay away in accord with the 244,000 year half
life of 234U. This decay must be accounted for in the calculation of 230Th ages. This is
done through the use of the following equation
A230 = A238 1 − e − λot + 1 − A238
A234 A234
A234
λ0
1 − e − λ0 − λ4t ,
λ0 − λ4
Where A denotes specific activities(e.g., dpm/g) with subscripts 238, 234,and 230
referring to 238U, 234U, and 230Th, respectively; λ0 and λ4 are decay constants of 230Th
and 234U; and t is the sample age which can be calculated by iteration from the measured
230Th/234U and 234U/238U activity ratios.
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Table 3 con't.
Examples of the concentrations and the radioactivities of these three isotopes for
corals of three different ages are as follows:
NEWLY FORMED CORAL
CONCENTRATION
10-6gm/gm

CONCENTRATION
atoms/gm

ACTIVITY
disintegrations/min

238U

3.2

8.09x1015

2.40

234U

-

5.11x1011

2.76

230Th

-

0.00x1011

0.00

gm

124,000 YEAR OLD CORAL
238U

3.2

8.09x1015

2.40

234U

-

4.91x1011

2.65

230Th

-

0.95x1011

1.71

238U

3.2

8.09x1015

2.40

234U

-

4.44x1011

2.40

230Th

-

1.33x1011

2.40

ANCIENT CORAL
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become firmly attached to particles and are efficiently carried to the sediments beneath
the sea. In coastal surface waters where particles are abundant, removal occurs in a year
or less. So low is the 230Th content of newly formed coral and so sensitive the mass
spectrometric technique, that age measurements accurate to a decade can be made on
young corals.
The coral clock works in a very simple way. Initially corals are free of 230Th.
With time, the content of 230Th rises until its rate of radioactive decay exactly matches
that of its parent uranium. The extent to which growth toward steady state has been
accomplished provides a precise measure of the coral’s age.
Because of these geochemical peculiarities, corals are a near perfect hour glass
(i.e., it initially contains an inexhaustible supply of sand [i.e., 238U] in its upper chamber
and with less than 1 year's worth of sand [i.e., 230Th] in its lower chamber). Further,
when stored in suitable environments, the hour glass is leak proof, no extra sand gets in
and no sand escapes. Under these circumstances, the 230Th to 238U ratio in a fossil coral
provides a very accurate measure of the time elapsed since the coral formed.
When dating corals, the concentration of a third isotope, 234U (see table 3), must
be measured. 234U is produced by the decay of 238U. In turn it decays to form 230Th.
The kick received by the parent 238U atom when it ejects an α particle makes its daughter
234U susceptible to chemical leaching. Hence natural waters, including sea water, are

enriched in 234U relative to 238U. Because of this corals form with an excess of 234U.
As the coral ages, this excess decreases in accord with 234U's half life of 244,000 years.
One of the most valuable checks on the requirement that the fossil coral have been stored
in a suitable environment is to determine whether or not the age corrected 234U/238U
ratio in corals is the same as in today's sea water. Diagenetic alteration of the coral
generally leads to higher than expected 234U to 238U ratios.
Because of the perfection of their 230Th clocks, corals became the obvious
candidate for extending the calibration radiocarbon clock beyond the tree ring limit. The
18

difficulty is that from 35,000 years ago (the practical limit for precise 14C dating) to
11,000 years ago (the limit of the tree ring chronology), the sea stood more than 40
meters below today's level. The missing water was bound into the ice sheets of the last
glacial period. Because of this, it has proven very difficult to obtain corals in this age
range.

A breakthrough in this regard came when Richard Fairbanks, of Columbia

University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, managed to recover a series of corals
ranging in radiocarbon age from 8000 to 19,000 years from borings made off the coast of
Barbados.

His colleagues, Bard and Hamelin, applied the highly accurate mass

spectrometric method, developed at Caltech by Wasserburg and his associates, to these
corals. While the 230Th method had been used for dating corals since the early 1960s,
only in 1985 when Edwards, Wasserburg and Chen demonstrated that direct atom
counting using mass spectrometry provided results ten times more precise than the
traditional alpha particle counting technique, did it become possible for this method to
meet the challenge of calibrating the radiocarbon time scale. The Fairbank's team was
astounded by the results they obtained. Beyond 10,000 years the difference between the
14C and 230Th ages grew larger and larger reaching 3,000 years during peak glacial time

(see figure 7). A coral dating 18,600 years by radiocarbon yielded a radiothorium age of
21,900 years.
In defense of case that the departure is real, Bard and his colleagues point to
230Th ages obtained on corals with 14C ages falling within the tree ring calibration range.

The coral results agree with those based on tree rings. In addition, Fairbank's corals are
remarkably well preserved. Stored below the sea surface ever since their formation, they
have escaped the ravages of caused by contact with corrosive ground waters. The finest
septa remain undissolved. No conversion of aragonite to calcite has occurred. The age
corrected 234U to 238U ratios are spot on the sea water values. Finally, the differences
found in coral for times corresponding to the beginning and end of the Younger Dryas
and the beginning of Bolling-Allerod are consistent with the differences between the
19

Figure 7. Difference between the 230Th age and the 14C age (calculated using the 5730
year half life with a subtraction of 400 years for the apparent age of surface ocean
carbon) for corals from Barbados (solid circles) as obtained by Bard et al (1990). Also
shown (open circles) are differences between tree ring and 14C age (calculated using the
5730 year half life).
The three large (+s) are the results obtained for the three sharp climate boundaries
mentioned earlier in this section (i.e., the beginning of the Bolling-Allerod warm episode,
the beginning of the Younger Dryas cold episode, and the end of the YD). The calendar
ages for these events were obtained by counting annual layers in the Summit Greenland
ice cores and the radiocarbon ages by dating macrofossils from lake sediments.
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macrofossil radiocarbon ages and ice core calendar-year ages for this event (see figure 7).
This adds up to a very impressive case in favor of the coral-based calibration.
Recent measurements by Bill Thompson, while a graduate student at LamontDoherty, convincingly demonstrate that corals which have spent much of their history
above sea level are subject to a curious diagenetic effect. They somehow incorporate
both excess 230Th and excess 234U atoms. A correction for this anomaly can be made by
extrapolating along the empirically determined slope for the ratio of these excess atoms
on a

234

U/238U versus

230

Th/234 isotope development plot (see figure 8). While almost

certainly related to the ejection of

230

Th and

234

U from coral as the result of alpha

particle-induced recoils accompanied by re-absorption, the exact pathways followed
remain obscure.

As no conversion of aragonite to calcite has occurred in corals

displaying this anomaly, it does not appear that re-crystallization is involved. In the
absence of a correction for this addition, coral ages are too old. As shown by Thompson
(see figure 9), the correction is far from insignificant.
230

Th and

14

C measurements on cave stalagmites offer a means to extend the

Barbados calibration further back in time. Warren Beck of the University of Arizona and
David Richards of the University of Bristol conducted a series of such measurements on a
stalagmite from an underwater cave in the Bahamas. Prior to the flooding associated
with the melting of the glacial ice caps, this cave was above sea level and hence
underwent calcite deposition from prior to 45,000 years to 11,000 years ago. A series of
278 14C measurements and 81 230Th measurements document the evolution of both sets of
ages over this time period.

Stalagmites, however, suffer from two drawbacks not

affecting corals. First of all, while the reservoir correction is reasonably well established
for the surface ocean water in which corals grow, the CO2 in cave waters is partly derived
from the decay of soil organic matter and partly from dissolution of previously formed
CaCO3. Hence the reservoir correction is larger and also less certain. Second, while
corals are initially free of thorium, the Barbados stalagmite contains a small amount.
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Figure 8. Measured U-series isotope ratios of Barbados corals plotted on an open-system
diagram. Open-system evolution curves are labeled with their percent excess 234U. The
sub-vertical lines are open-system isochrons labeled with their ages in ka. Closed-system
evolution from an initial 234U/238U ratio of modern seawater (1.145) is indicated by the
bold curve. If the uranium isotopic composition of the ocean has not changed with time,
and the corals have remained a closed system, all coral isotope measurements should plot
on this line.
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Figure 9. Histograms of last interglacial coral ages. In this summary of 166 coral ages,
nearly one third of the published ages are older than the June 65oN insolation peak at 128
ka. However, when corrected for the addition of secondary 230Th and 234U, these corals
tell a different story, with 92% of the ages younger than 128 ka.
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Based on the overlap with the Barbados record, Beck and Richards were able to establish
both the initial 14C to C ratio and the initial 230Th to 232Th ratio. They assumed that these
ratios applied to the entire time span recorded by the stalagmite. In this way, they
established the radiocarbon-calendar age offset back to perhaps 35,000 calendar years
(see figure 10). Beyond 35,000 years, the reliability of
question. So little of the original

14

C dates on calcite comes into

14

C remains that contamination with tiny amounts of

recent carbon lead to serious under estimates of the ages.
What might have caused the temporal changes in 14C/C ratio required to explain
the offset between the radiocarbon and calendar time scales? Two possibilities exist.
One has to do with changes in the production rate of radiocarbon in the atmosphere. The
other has to do with changes in the efficiency with which the earth's radiocarbon is mixed
into the deep ocean reservoir. It turns out that observations exist which allow the second
of these possibilities to be ruled out as a major player.
Measurements on ocean water HCO 3− from various depths and geographic
locations show that prior to the onset of anthropogenic perturbations (i.e. prior to about
1850 AD) surface ocean water HCO 3− had on the average a 5% lower radiocarbon to
carbon ratio than atmospheric CO2. For deep water the ratios ranged from 10% lower
than atmospheric in the tropical Atlantic to 22% lower in the tropical Pacific. As the
spread in 14C/C ratio within the sea depends on the rate of deep water formation, it is
possible that climate-related changes in these so-called ventilation rates are responsible
for the deviations in the radiocarbon age from calendar ages. An important point to keep
in mind in this regard is that, as roughly 80% of the carbon in the combined oceanatmosphere reservoir resides in the deep sea, the major impact of mixing rate changes
will be on the 14C/C ratio in upper ocean and atmosphere carbon. For example, if the
deep sea were to become totally isolated, all the Earth's radiocarbon would eventually be
confined to in the upper reservoir and its 14C/C ratio would rise by about a factor of five.
As the deviations in the radiocarbon time scale are all in a direction requiring higher
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Figure 10. Reconstructed 14C to C ratio (expressed in ∆ units) for the period 11,000 to
33,000 calendar years as reconstructed from 14C and 230Th measurements on a stalagmite
from a now submerged cave in the Bahamas (Beck et al., 2001).
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14C/C ratios in upper ocean and atmosphere carbon, the possibility that they are the result

of a glacial age slowdown in the ventilation rate of the deep sea must be taken seriously.
How is it then that this possibility can be rejected? The reason is that a means has
been devised to determine the surface to deep ocean 14C/C ratio difference during late
glacial time (i.e., 22,000 to 15,000 calendar years ago). It takes advantage of the fact that
two distinct kinds of microscopic shells are found in deep sea sediments. One type is
manufactured by planktonic foraminifera living in surface water.
manufactured by benthic foraminifera living on the sea floor.

The other is

Hence one type records

the 14C/C ratio for surface ocean water and the other 14C/C ratio for deep ocean water.
The important point is that when the organisms which inhabit them die, planktonic shells
fall to the sea floor joining their benthic cousins. Despite the fact that both shell types
lose radiocarbon by radiodecay, the age difference between the planktonic foraminifera
and the coexisting benthic foraminifera does not change with time. Hence each layer of
shell-bearing deep-sea sediment bears a record of the surface to deep difference in
radiocarbon for the overlying water column.
As it would take about 300,000 of these tiny shells to yield the gram of carbon
required by the traditional decay-counting method of 14C dating, the exploitation of this
record awaited the discovery of the atom-counting method of radiocarbon dating which
allows the job to be done with just 300 shells. The results of measurements of benthicplanktonic shell pairs hand picked from glacial horizons reveal that the 14C/C difference
between surface and deep water was on the average just slightly greater than today's.
These results (see figure 11 for summary) suggest that the surface to deep radiocarbon
difference was enough larger during glacial time to create only a 200 or so year
discordance between the radiocarbon and calendar time scales. In other words, it is by no
means large enough to account for the 2,000- to 3,000-year discordance required to
explain the 14C - 230Th age difference observed for late glacial Barbados corals.
Thus the discrepancy must be the result of a change in the rate of radiocarbon
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Figure 11. Comparison of the radiocarbon distribution for today's ocean (i.e. that existing
prior to antrhopogenic impacts of fossil fuel burning and nuclear testing) with that
reconstructed for glacial time. The difference between the 14C to C ratio in the tropical
waters of the glacial ocean and today's is based on 230Th and 14C measurements on
glacial age corals. The surface sea to deep sea radiocarbon difference for the glacial
tropical ocean is based on measurements of paired planktonic and benthic foraminifera
samples hand picked from glacial horizons in deep sea sediments. The air-sea difference
is calculated using the atmospheric CO2 content measured in bubbles from glacial age
ice.
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production. To explain the coral results, the Earth's inventory of radiocarbon must have
been about 1.4 times higher during peak glacial time than in the year 1850. In order to
explain the trend in the discrepancy between the 14C and absolute age scale, during the
last 18,000 years the Earth's radiocarbon inventory has been steadily decreasing. Clearly
for this to have happened, the number of cosmic ray protons smashing into our
atmosphere must have been decreased. While it is clear that these fast moving particles
have their origin in distant regions of our galaxy, the processes which accelerate them
and shoot them in our direction remain a mystery. But because of the vast scale of our
galaxy astrophysicists consider it unlikely that their numbers should change on time
scales as short as 10,000 years. Hence the assumption is made that no change has
occurred in the number of these particles streaming toward our solar system.
The important point is that not all the protons aimed by the Galaxy at Earth reach
our atmosphere. The reason is that their courses are altered by the interaction of two
magnetic fields, one created by the ions streaming out from the Sun (i.e. the solar wind)
and the other by fluid motions in the Earth's core (the Earth's dipole field). We know for
sure that neither of these magnetic fields has maintained a constant strength. Historic
observations show that the number of ions streaming out from the Sun's surface varies
with the number of Sun spots and that these spots undergo 11 and 22-year cycles.
Further, during a period from 1645 to 1715, referred to as the Maunder Minimum, no
spots were present. Geologic observations demonstrate not only that the Earth's magnetic
field has undergone reversals from positive to negative polarity but also that between the
times of these reversals the strength of the field has fluctuated.
Information about the strength of the Earth's magnetic field at times in the past
can be obtained from volcanic rocks and potsherds. By measuring the magnetic field of
these objects before and after heating to temperatures above the Curie point, an estimate
of the field strength at the time (and site) which the volcanic rock or the potsherd was
created can be made. It is also possible to get a sense of the time history of the Earth's
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magnetic field intensity by making measurements on marine sediments. Estimates of the
amount of radiocarbon on Earth over the last 50,000 years based on these paleomagnetic
results is shown in figure 12. While not in total agreement with the observed trends in
the Earth's radiocarbon inventory, the match is sufficiently good that most scientists
accept that the Earth magnetic field change is primarily responsible for the deviations
between the radiocarbon and calendar time scales.
The pronounced rise in the age offset centered at 40,000 years is associated with
what is referred to as the Laschamp paleomagnetic event which is thought to be the result
of an aborted reversal of the Earth’s magnetic field (i.e., the field dropped to near zero
intensity and then reformed with the same polarity).
CLOCKS READING MORE THAN 50,000 YEARS
In addition to serving as a means of calibrating the radiocarbon method, 230Th is
one of the main contributors to dating events beyond the range of radiocarbon. Two
approaches have been used. The first is the one we have just discussed, namely to use the
ingrowth of 230Th in corals. The ages of three points on the sea level record established
in this way played a key role in demonstrating the tie between the Earth's orbital cycles
and its climate. One of these, the 124,000-year age obtained on corals formed during the
peak of the last interglaciation, proves to be a king pin in the master chronology for the
ice ages.
The 230Th in-growth method has also been used to determine the ages of CaCO3
deposits on the continents. These deposits form in caves, in faults, in springs and in
saline lakes. Because fresh waters rarely have as low a Th to U ratio as does sea water,
the situation for these deposits is often more complicated than that for corals. Often the
uranium content is lower and thorium content higher than in the sea. Unlike coral hour
glasses which initially have no sand in their bottoms, fresh water CaCO3 hour glasses
often have sizable initial readings. In other words, 230Th is built in as they form.
Fortunately a means exists to assess the amount of this initial 230Th and correct for its
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Figure 12. Comparison of observed deviation of radiocarbon ages from radiothorium
ages compared with those expected from reconstructions of the Earth's magnetic field
strength (Laj et al., 1990).
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presence. The trick is to make measurements on a number of different samples of the
same age. Such measurements reveal differences in the ratio of 232Th to 238U from piece
to piece of CaCO3 presumably as the result of differing modes of growth.

These

differences permit isochron diagrams akin to that shown in figure 13, to be constructed.
If, as in this example the ratio of 230Th/234U increases linearly with the ratio of
232Th/234U, then by extrapolating this line to the origin, the 230Th/234U ratio for a

hypothetical sample which formed entirely free of 232Th (and hence also of 230Th) can be
obtained. Based on this ratio, a correction for initial 230Th can be made and then the age
can be calculated in the same manner as for corals.
The second approach to harnessing 230Th for dating is very different from the
first. Instead of utilizing the ingrowth of 230Th in materials with initial 230Th to 238U
activity ratios much less than unity, focus is placed on the decay of 230Th in materials
which formed with initial 230Th to 238U activity ratios much greater than unity. Nearly
all open ocean sediments fall into this latter category. While they have uranium contents
consistent with their mineralogy (i.e. a few parts per million in the silicate fraction) they
have unusually large contents of 230Th. The reason is that the 230Th produced by the
uranium dissolved in the sea is trapped on particles and carried to the sea floor. Because
of the rather large amount of uranium dissolved in the sea this removal process endows
recently deposited marine sediments with a high 230Th to 238U activity ratios.
In an ideal world the rate of sediment accumulation and the rate of 230Th delivery
would remain constant with time. If this case, then the ratio of the excess 230Th content
of a horizon at some depth in a deep sea core to that at the core top fixes its age (an
example is given in figure 14). Unfortunately, these ideal conditions are rarely met.
Rather, the rate of accumulation of sediment almost everywhere on the sea floor changes
with climate. Because of this, the 230Th raining to the sea floor is diluted with varying
amounts of sediment and the assumption of constant initial 230Th concentration is not
valid. This complication has yet to be satisfactorily overcome, hence 230Th ages
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Figure 13. Hypothetical set of results for uranium and thorium measurements on separate
pieces of "dirty" CaCO3. Differing 232Th to 234U ratios allow an isochron to be
constructed. The slope of this isochron yields the ratio of 230Th to 232Th in the thorium
incorporated when the carbonate was deposited. More important, the intercept of this
line with the origin gives the 230Th to 234U ratio for a hypothetical "clean" CaCO3. From
this ratio, the age of the "dirty" samples can be calculated.
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Figure 14. Distribution of 230Th with depth in an ideal deep sea core with a constant
sedimentation rate and with an amount of excess 230Th matching the production in the
overlying water column.
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obtained by this method remain approximate. However during the 1950's and early
1960's when the Urey's 18O method was first being applied to marine foraminifera, 230Th
ages provided the only available means to tie these records to the astronomical timing of
Milankovitch forcing.

In hindsight the ages obtained in this way were sufficiently

accurate to provide a quite good picture of the relationship between insolation forcing
and climate response.
A great hope for avoiding the difficulties created by changing sedimentation rates
was to measure 231Pa along with 230Th in marine sediments. 231Pa is also created by the
decay of uranium (in this case 235U) dissolved in the sea. Like thorium, protactinium is a
chemically reactive element and soon becomes attached to particles and is removed to the
sea floor. So marine sediments form with a high of 231Pa to 235U activity ratios. The
idea was that since the 235U to 238U ratio in the sea remains constant with time, so also
would the 231Pa to 230Th ratio in newly formed marine sediment.

Unlike the

concentration of 230Th alone, the ratio of these two isotopes should be independent of the
rate of accumulation of sediment on the sea floor.

This hope was voided by an

unforeseen difficulty. It turns out that the geographic pattern of removal of 231Pa from
sea water to the sea floor is different than that for 230Th. The reason is that waters
adjacent to the margins of the ocean have far more particles passing through them than do
waters in the open ocean. Hence 230Th or 231Pa atoms created in the particle starved
open ocean might survive removal until carried by currents to the high particle rain rate
zone at the edges of the sea. As 231Pa has a somewhat smaller affinity for particles than
230Th, a greater fraction of the 231Pa atoms produced in the open sea reach the margins.

Because of this, the 231Pa/230Th ratio in recently formed continental margin sediments is
several times higher than would be expected and that for open ocean sediments is several
times lower. Further, the interplay between open ocean and ocean margin removal is
influenced by climate.

Hence the initial 231Pa to 230Th ratio for the sediment

accumulating at any given spot in the ocean floor cannot be assumed to remain constant
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with time.
While the use of 231Pa in conjunction with 230Th as a means of dating marine
sediments did not pan out as hoped, this isotope has provided an excellent cross check on
the 230Th ages of corals. Newly formed corals should be 231Pa free. As is the case for
230Th, the amount of this isotope increases with time until it reaches steady state with the

parent 235U in the coral (see figure 15). As summarized in table 4, the concordancy
between results obtained on corals by the 230Th and by the 231Pa method raises
confidence in the validity of these uranium series ages.
As already mentioned, a study by Lamont-Doherty’s Bill Thompson reveals that
corals collected above sea level often contain excess

230

Th and therefore yield

anomalously high ages. The failure to account for this excess led to what I believe to be
a false conclusion, namely, that the rise in sea level associated with the termination of the
penultimate glaciation occurred prior to the northern hemisphere summer insolation
maximum centered at 128,000 years ago. Once Thompson’s correction for this excess
was applied, the ages for the interglacial high sea stand collapsed on a value averaging
124,000. Hence, as was the case following the most recent termination, the sea level
maximum postdates the summer insolation maximum.
THE POTASSIUM-ARGON CLOCK
Beyond the range of accurate U-series dating (i.e. beyond about 300,000 years)
the only conventional radiochronometer which has generated highly reliable absolute
ages for glacial events is that based on the decay of 40K to 40Ar in minerals of volcanic
origin. The idea is that, as argon is a gas, it will be excluded when minerals crystallize
from magmas. Thus volcanic minerals such as sanadine (KAl2Si3O8), which have lattice
sites designed to accommodate potassium, are obvious candidates for use in dating.
One problem faced in application of this method is that the basalt flows and ash
horizons suitable for dating are only rarely found in close association with the climate
records of prime interest. Fortunately a way around this severe limitation has been found.
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Figure 15. Curve showing the pattern of in-growth of 231Pa in a coral.
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Table 4. Comparison of 230Th and 231Pa ages on corals from Barbados (Ku, 1968). The 230Th
ages are calculated using a half life of 75,200 years and the 231Pa ages using a half life of 34,300
years.
Activity Ratios
Terrace

U
ppm

Th
ppm

U234/
U238

Th230/
U234

Pa231/
U235

Th230 Age
x 103 yr.

Pa231 Age
x 103 yr.

(Living)

3.07 ± .03

<.01

1.14 ± .01

<.002

<.002

<.2

<.1

1

2.63 ± .02

<.01

1.11 ± .01

.52 ± .01

.798 ± .017

79 ± 2

79 ± 4

2

2.62 ± .03

<.01

1.13 ± .01

.63 ± .01

.877 ± .018

105 ± 3

104 ± 8

3

3.27 ± .04

.01

1.10 ± .01

.69 ± .01

.912 ± .018

125 ± 5

120 ± 10
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The 40K - 40A method has been used to the determination of the age of reversals in the
Earth's magnetic field. Reversals have global imprints. They are recorded in deep sea
muds, in loess, and in lake and bog sediments. Thus, the age of this a given reversal has
only to be determined precisely in one place. Then this date can be applied worldwide.
Because of the importance of magnetic reversals to plate tectonic reconstructions,
much effort has been expended in establishing the age of not only the last of these
reversals but also of as many of the earlier ones as possible. This effort has been
concentrated in places like Iceland where stacks of basalt flows extending back several
million years in age are to be found. By determining the age of the last basalt flow to
have been extruded before a reversal and that of the first flow to have been extruded after
a reversal, geochronologists have closely constrained the times of these reversals. The
best estimate of the age of the last magnetic reversal, i.e., the Brunhes-Matuyama event,
is 780,000 years. Like the 124,000-year age for the high sea stand of the last interglacial,
this date serves as a kingpin in the chronology of major climatic cycles about which this
book is concerned. One reason is that it comes near the beginning of the sequence of
~100,000-year duration glacial cycles.
Like all radioisotope methods, that based on the decay of 40K is subject to
geochemical biases. Two must be considered. One has to do with tiny amounts of 40Ar
incorporated into the mineral when it formed. The other has to do with the subsequent
escape of the 40Ar produced within the mineral. A clever experimental technique has
been devised which largely circumvents both of these potential sources of error. This
method involves the irradiation of the mineral with neutrons in an atomic reactor. The
neutrons convert 39K atoms into 39Ar atoms. Then the mineral is subjected to step wise
heating. The argon released during each stage of heating is analyzed isotopically. The
secret is that during heating the 40Ar trapped in the mineral when it formed is released
over a different temperature range than the 40Ar produced within the mineral by
radioactive decay of 40K. Further, if the mineral has been subject to diffusive loss of
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40Ar, the 39Ar produced by neutron irradiation will be released over a different

temperature range than that for the radiogenic 40Ar alerting the analyst to the problem.
Thus only minerals which show constant 40Ar/39Ar ratios over a range of temperature
steps can be deemed to be reliable clocks.
IN SITU PRODUCTION CLOCKS
One important record for which the available dating techniques have provided
surprisingly little information is that produced by mountain glaciers. Moraines marking
the extent of repeated expansions of the glaciers on mountains in all parts of the world
have a very important story to tell; they record local temperature changes at all latitudes
(including the equator).

They potentially offer the best insight into the degree of

synchroneity between climate changes in the northern and southern hemispheres. The
problem is that the vast majority of these moraines have defied precise dating. Only in
those few places where the glaciers descended into areas of high precipitation rich in
vegetative cover has the wood or peat needed for radiocarbon dating been found. In
desert areas, where the moraines are best preserved and most accurately mapped, few
radiocarbon dates are available.
A new approach is being taken. It involves the measurements of cosmic ray
spallation products accumulated in blocks of rock left behind by retreating glaciers. Just
as cosmic rays crash into and smash the nuclei of atoms in our atmosphere, they also
crash into and smash the nuclei of atoms in rocks exposed at the Earth's surface. Six
isotopes, 3H, 10Be, 14C, 22Ne, 26Al and 36Cl, produced during these collisions can now
be accurately measured; the first and fourth by conventional gas mass spectrometry and
the rest by accelerator mass spectrometry.
To be a candidate for such dating a rock must have remained shielded from
cosmic rays (i.e., covered by several meters of material) until it was plucked up by a
passing glacier. In other words, when dumped from a retreating glacier it must have been
free of the isotopes produced by cosmic ray spallation. In addition, once dumped, the
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rock must have remained uncovered, unmoved and unbroken. In such a rock the amount
of any one of these isotopes provides a measure of the time elapsed since it was
implaced.
While these methods are potentially extremely powerful, much has yet to be
learned before this potential can be fully realized. The production rate of each isotope
from each element present in rocks must be precisely established as a function of latitude
and elevation. Changes in production rate induced by temporal variations in magnetic
field strength must be taken into account. Geochemical problems such as the loss of 3He
by diffusion through the host mineral, contamination through absorption of the 10Be and
26Al carried to the rock in precipitation must be assessed. Finally, account must be taken

of shielding by seasonal cover with snow and of erosion which may have gradually worn
away its outer layers. The secret will be to measure several of these isotopes in a number
of rocks from the same glacial event. Inconsistencies will point up the problems and
allow them to be overcome.
PLANETARY CLOCKS
As was the case for ages obtained by radiocarbon, cross-checks are needed in
order to provide confidence that the possible geochemical problems connected with the
230Th and 40Ar methods have not biased the ages. Fortunately, a means has been found

which not only permits this to be done but also permits a continuum of ages to be
obtained for deep sea cores between the two king pin ages (i.e., 124,000 years for the
peak of the last time of interglaciation and 780,000 years the time of the last magnetic
reversal). This cross-check is absolute for the same reason as holds for annual layers;
i.e., time is kept by planetary motions. Three of these motions are of interest: the wobble
of the Earth about its spin axis (precession), the change in the inclination of the plane of
the Earth's orbit relative to mean gravitational plane of the solar system (obliquity), and
the change in the degree of circularity of the Earth's orbit (eccentricity). The first of these
is caused by the pull of the Sun and moon on the Earth's equatorial bulge. The other two
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are caused by the pull of the major planets on the Earth. Together these changes produce
cycles in the strength of the seasons. As we shall see, these seasonality changes pace
climate changes. The imprint of these cycles is especially clear in the 18O/16O record
kept by foraminifera shells of deep sea sediments. Spectral analysis of these records
reveals power at a period of 23,000 years expected from the Earth's precession and at a
period of 41,000 years expected from the change in the tilt of the orbit. Spectral analysis
permits the signal associated with each of these two periods to be extracted from the
18O/16O record.

These extracted signals can then be matched with the astronomical

record of seasonality. The latter has been determined with extremely high precision
based on measurements of the masses and orbits of the planets (see figure 16). Three
time horizons are used to constrain the match between Earth record and astronomical
forcing, today, 124,000 years ago and 780,000 years ago. Then the computer is allowed
to make small adjustments in the sedimentation rate record between these time points so
as to achieve the best possible match for both the 23,000-year period and the 41,000-year
period changes. The result is indeed impressive. The amazing aspect is that the envelope
of the amplitudes in the Earth’s response to the 23,000-year cyclicity conforms exactly to
envelop expected changes in the roundness (i.e. eccentricity) of the Earth's orbit on
100,000-year time scale.

Because of this excellent match, paleoclimatologists are

confident that for the last million years the marine sediment chronology is accurate to a
few percent.
SUNDIALS
In addition to the clocks discussed above, a number of non-nuclear dating
methods have been proposed. To me, they are sundials rather than clocks. In a pinch
they might give an approximate age, but if a real clock is available, it should be used
instead. One such method has to do with defects in a variety of materials caused by the
radiations given off during decay of naturally occurring radioisotopes either inside or
surrounding the mineral of interest. Another is the racemization of amino acids contained
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Figure 16. June insolation changes at 65°N caused by changes in the eccentricity of the
Earth's orbit (100,000 and 450,000 year cycles), by changes in the phasing between the
Earth's distance and tilt seasonality (19,000 and 23,000 year cycles) and by changes in
the tilt of the Earth's axis (41,000 year cycle).
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in sediment, shell and bone. Still another is the gradual thickening of hydration rims on
volcanic glass. Like 230Th in marine sediments, none of these methods is up to the task
of providing the accuracy needed if we are to improve our already quite sophisticated
knowledge of the chronology of glacial events. But unlike 230Th in marine sediments
which played an important role in the development of our knowledge of the chronology
of climate changes over the last million years, these sundials appeared too late in the
game to have had an important impact on the historical development of the subject.
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RECORDS

FIFTY-FIVE MILLION YEARS OF POLAR COOLING
The glacial cycles on which this book focuses were confined to the last two thirds
of a million years. These cycles mark the culmination of a progressive cooling of the
polar regions which began about 55 million years ago. Hence it is appropriate to launch
this section by briefly reviewing what is known about the decline in temperatures which
set the stage for the big glaciations of late Quaternary time.
The discovery of the fossilized remains of animals thought to be incapable of
surviving subfreezing temperatures provided the first clue that the polar regions were not
always so frigid as today. But it was not until the invention, by Harold Urey, of oxygen
isotope thermometry that a means became available by which past polar temperature
could be quantified. The key lay in the application of this method to the shells of benthic
foraminifera recovered from deep sea sediments. If, as seems probable, waters in the
deep sea originated as they now do in the coldest regions of the planet, then oxygen
isotope measurements on the CaCO3 shells of benthic foraminifera formed in the deep
sea should provide an indication as to how temperatures for the surface waters in the
polar ocean changed during the course of the Cenozoic era.

As such analyses

accumulated, an amazing picture emerged. The 18O/16O ratio for benthics increased
steadily from beginning of Cenozoic time till the present (see figure 1). Taken at face
value, this record tells us that the temperature of the deep ocean became progressively
colder over the last 55 million years. By contrast, the 18O/16O ratios for planktonic
foraminifera grown in surface waters in the equatorial region show little change,
suggesting that tropical temperatures remained more nearly constant.
To convert the oxygen isotope results into deep ocean temperatures requires that a
correction be made for the increase in ice volume which must have occurred during the
course of the Cenozoic. The ice presently on Greenland and Antarctica is equivalent
1

Figure 1. Oxygen isotope trends for the last 66 million years as obtained from the
analysis of benthic foraminifera from a large number of borings made in sediments which
blanket the floor of the deep sea. The increase of 3.2‰ in the ratio of 18O to 16O from 55
million years ago to the present is the product both of growth of the ice caps on
Antarctica and Greenland and a cooling of the deep sea. The contribution of the former
can be estimated from the volume and oxygen isotope composition of the present ice caps
to be about 0.8‰. The remaining 2.4‰ increase is due to cooling suggesting that 55
million years ago the deep sea was about 10°C warmer than today. The letters I (for
interglacial) and G (for glacial) mark range of δ18O fluctuations associated with the large
glacial cycles of the last three quarters of a million years.
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in volume to a layer of ocean water 70 meters thick. As the average δ18O value for this
ice is about -45‰, its creation caused the δ18O for sea water to rise by about 0.6‰.
Since the benthic record suggests that the polar oceans were much warmer during early
Cenozoic time, it is likely that no ice caps existed. If so, then between 55 million years
ago and now the average δ18O for sea water must have increased by 0.8‰ as the result
of ice cap growth. The remaining 2.4‰ of the 3.2‰ increase in the δ18O for benthic
foraminifera between then and now must then be attributed to deep water cooling. This
suggests that deep waters cooled by about 10°C over the course of Cenozoic time. As
deep ocean waters now have temperatures ranging from 1 to 3°C, 55 million years ago
they must have had temperatures in the range 11 to 13°C. This suggests that polar
surface waters were no cooler than about 10°C at that time.
We have already seen that during times of peak glaciation temperatures for the
polar ice caps dropped by as much as 20°C with only a 3±1°C drop in temperature for
tropical surface water. Here we see that 55 million years ago temperatures in the polar
surface ocean were about 10°C warmer again without any matching change in the
temperature of tropical surface waters. Thus paleoclimatic evidence tells us that polar
temperatures have undergone much larger swings than have tropical temperatures.
As can be seen in figure 1, much of the decline in bottom water temperatures over
the last 55 million years came in three major steps: one at about 36 million years ago,
one at about 14 million years ago, and one at about 3 million years ago. Each step
involved a cooling of 2° to 3°C. The last of these steps brought the oxygen isotope ratio
in benthic foraminifera into its present range. The solid black line in figure 1 depicts the
average δ18O value for periods long enough to average out fluctuations induced by
Milankovitch cycles. As shown by the I and G symbols during the last 650,000 years, the
δ18O value has swung back and forth from 0.9‰ higher to 0.9‰ lower than this mean.
As can be seen from the detailed records in figure 2 during the time period from
2.5 million to 0.7 million years ago, the δ18O for benthic forams fluctuated with an
3
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Figure 2. Oxygen isotope records for benthic foraminifera obtained by Maureen Raymo for three deep sea borings. Site 552 is
located at 56°N and 23°W in the northern Atlantic. Site 607 is located at 41°N and 33°W in the western basin of the Atlantic.
Site 677 is located at 1°N and 84°W in the equatorial Pacific. The vertical line drawn at 650,000 years ago marks the transition
from higher frequency-lower amplitude cycles to lower frequency-higher amplitude cycles.

amplitude averaging only about half that for the more recent cycles. It can also be seen
that the duration of the earlier cycles was shorter than that of these later cycles. Spectral
analyses of the record for the earlier period demonstrates that it was dominated by a
periodicity of 41,000 years, while the later period was dominated by periodicity of
100,000 years (see figure 3). So something very important happened to the Earth's
climate system about 700,000 years ago. It switched into a new regime characterized by
larger amplitude and longer duration fluctuations.
This change in the character of the Earth’s climate regime is also recorded in the
Chinese loess deposits (see figure 4). The intervals of reduced magnetic susceptibility in
the loess record correspond to periods of high dust rain. As the Brunes-Matuyama
reversal in the Earth's magnetic field at 780,000 years ago is preserved in both muds from
the deep sea and loess from the continents, the two records can be reliably correlated.
The susceptibility variations in loess track very nicely the oxygen isotope variations
recorded by benthic foraminifera. As is the case for the 18O record, the character of the
loess cycles changes about 700,000 years from smaller amplitude, shorter duration cycles
prior to this time, to larger amplitude, longer duration cycles afterward.
As we shall see, changes in the pattern of circulation in the deep sea played a
major role in climate change. Evidence obtained by Maureen Raymo and her coworkers
from the carbon isotope record kept by benthic forams suggests that a change in ocean
operation also took place at about the same time as the change in the character of the
climate cycle. As discussed in the section entitled “Indicators”, today the ΣCO2 of
waters in the deep Atlantic has a higher 13C/12C than does the ΣCO2 in the deep Pacific.
We have also seen that the 13C to 12C ratio in the calcite formed by benthic forams
provides a record of how the difference between the carbon isotope composition of ΣCO2
in the two oceans has changed with time. Reproduced by the solid curves in figure 5 are
carbon isotope records for a core from the northern Atlantic and from a core from the
equatorial Pacific. The former is situated in the region where North Atlantic deep water
5

Figure 3. Variance spectra for the marine oxygen isotope of the last 700,000 years (lower
curve) compared with spectra for the orbital elements of seasonality (Imbrie, 1985).
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Figure 4. The Xifeng China loess record: On the left is shown the record for the last 3.8
million years and on the right the expanded record for the last 1.1 million years. The
magnetic susceptibility has been shown to be inversely proportional to the accumulation
rate.
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Figure 5. Carbon isotope records obtained by Maureen Raymo on benthic foraminifera for the three deep sea
cores whose oxygen isotope records are displayed in figure 2. The uppermost of the three curves is for site 552
in the northern Atlantic and represents the isotope composition of new water descending into the deep Atlantic.
The lowermost of the three records is for site 677 in the equatorial Pacific Ocean and represents old deep water.
The dashed curve is for site 607 in the western basin of the Atlantic. As can be seen for the early part of the
record, the western Atlantic site more nearly tracks the δ13C value for northern source water, while during the
latter part of the δ13C for the western Atlantic it swings back and forth between that for the Pacific value and that
for the northern Atlantic.

forms; the latter is situated in the middle of the ocean's largest water reservoir, i.e., the
deep Pacific Ocean. These records show that while fluctuations have occurred at both
sites, a nearly uniform δ13C difference of 1.5‰ has been maintained between them for
the last 2.5 million years. The dashed curve is the 13C/12C record for a third core from
the western basin of the northern Atlantic. During the first third of the record, it tracks
that for the core from the northern Atlantic, reflecting the fact that the Atlantic was
flooded with deep water formed at its northern end. During the middle part of the record,
excursions toward the Pacific values are seen suggesting that bottom waters from the
Antarctic penetrated far northward in the deep Atlantic. During the most recent third of
the record, the δ13C values for the western Atlantic core begin a regular swing back and
forth between the value characterizing northern Atlantic source water and that
characterizing Pacific deep water. When compared with the benthic oxygen isotope
records (see figure 6), it can be seen that during times of peak glaciation, the deep
western Atlantic was flooded with waters rich in the Pacific end member, and during
times of peak interglaciation, it was flooded with waters rich in the northern Atlantic end
member. What this record appears to be telling us is that North Atlantic Deep Water,
which dominates today's Atlantic, flowed strongly during most of the period from 2.5 to
1.5 million years ago. Subsequently, it was subject to weakenings which allowed waters
from the Antarctic to penetrate far northward in the Atlantic. During the last 0.7 million
years, these weakenings correspond to times of peak glaciation.
So we see that about seven tenths of a million years ago a series of major cycles
in operation of the Earth's climate system was initiated which impacted the polar ice caps,
continental dust transport, and deep ocean circulation. What brought about this transition
remains a mystery. We can only speculate that the progressive cooling of the polar
regions eventually pushed the Earth system over the brink into a new regime. During the
intense glacial maxima which characterized this new cycle, a large ice cap formed,
the continents were unusually dusty and production of deep water in the North Atlantic
9

Figure 6. Expanded version of the records in figures 2 and 5 covering the last 0.8 million
years. As can be seen during the oxygen isotope warm periods, the carbon isotope ratio
for site 607 (dashed curve) lies closer to that for northern Atlantic source water, while
during oxygen isotope cold periods, it lies closer to the value for the deep Pacific.
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was greatly weakened.
The larger amplitude and longer duration climate cycle which has been in
operation during the last two thirds of a million years ago has a distinctly asymmetric
shape; long intervals of progressive cooling were terminated by abrupt warmings which
brought the system to its full interglacial condition. Our knowledge of these cycles
comes mainly from oxygen isotope measurements made on foraminifera shells from deep
sea cores. As was discussed in the section entitled “Indicators”, the oxygen isotope
variations reflect changes in both ice volume and temperature. As was discussed in the
section entitled “Clocks”, the time scale for these variations is constrained by three
absolute dates: that for the core top (0 thousand years), that for the peak of the last
interglacial (124 thousand years), and that for the time of the last magnetic reversal (780
thousand years). As you recall, the 124,000-year age comes from the 230Th - 234U
measurements on coral grown during a time when the sea stood several meters higher
than now, and the 780,000-year age comes from 40A - 40K measurements on lava flows
bracketing the last magnetic reversal. Initially, the ages for the rest of the record were
obtained by interpolation assuming that the sedimentation rate for the intervals between
these fixed points remained constant. This approach was later improved upon through
correlation with the astronomical time scale.
As can be seen from the oxygen isotope records in figure 6, the long periods of
gradual cooling are modulated by ripples. Spectral analyses reveals that these ripples
have periodicities close to 41,000 and to 23,000 years. These periods are the same as
those associated with the Earth’s orbital parameters. Clearly, changes in the Earth’s
orbital parameters have paced Earth climate. They alter the distribution by season of the
receipt of solar radiation at any point on Earth's surface; but the physical links remain
obscure. As these periods appear in the oxygen isotope record, the chronology for deep
sea sediments can be tuned against the astronomical time scale.
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The fact that the

modifications in chronology required by this tuning are quite small lends strong support
to the reliability of the time scale.
MILANKOVITCH CYCLES
Before continuing with the discussion of the asymmetrical cycle which has run for
of the last seven tenths of a million years, it is worthwhile to explore in more detail the
orbital cycles which cause the distribution between seasons of the solar radiation received
at any point on the planet to change. In recognition of the Yugoslavian mathematician
who, during the 1920s and 1930s, first worked out the magnitude of these changes, they
are referred to as Milankovitch cycles .
The amount of sunlight reaching any given place on Earth changes during the
course of the year for two reasons.

The first is because Earth’s spin axis is not

perpendicular to the plane of its orbit. Rather, it is inclined to the perpendicular by an
average of 23°. This causes the Northern Hemisphere to face toward the Sun during one
half of the year and the Southern Hemisphere during the other half (see figure 7). Our
calendar is geared to the switch between these two situations. The Northern Hemisphere
begins its half year of preferential heating on March 21st. On June 21st, the amount of
sunlight received by the Northern Hemisphere reaches a maximum. On September 21st,
the period of preferential Northern Hemisphere heating comes to an end. We refer to this
contribution to seasonality as the tilt component.
The other source of seasonality has to do with the fact that the Earth’s orbit is
elliptical. The Sun is located at one of the two foci of this ellipse. Because of this, the
Sun-Earth distance lengthens and shortens during the course of the year (see figure 7).
The further the Earth is from the Sun, the less energy it receives. We refer to this
contribution to seasonality as the distance component.
As the tilt influence is the larger, the distance component can be viewed as a
modulator of seasonality. Clearly this modulation must have opposite sense in the two
hemispheres, for when the Earth is at the long end of the ellipse, if one hemisphere
12

Figure 7. Seasonality and its cyclic changes: Shown in this diagram are the elements of
the Earth's motion that influence the seasonal contrast in the amount of radiation received
at any point on the globe. The primary cause of seasons is the tilt of the Earth's axis with
respect to its orbit about the Sun. As shown in the upper panel, this tilt leads to the
highest illumination of the Northern Hemisphere during the month of June and to the
highest illumination of the Southern Hemisphere during the month of December. Our
calendar is set so that June 21st and December 21st correspond to the days on which
maximum radiation falls on the Northern Hemisphere and on the Southern Hemisphere,
respectively. A second contribution to seasonality stems from the fact that the Earth's
orbit is elliptical. Because of this the Earth-Sun distance changes during the course of the
year. As shown in the lower panel, currently the Earth is closest to the Sun early in
January and farthest from the Sun early in July. Thus the Earth as a whole currently
receives less sunlight during July than during January.
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is experiencing a tilt summer, the other must be experiencing a tilt winter. Hence in one
hemisphere, the distance component reduces the magnitude of the seasonal contrast, and
in the other, it enhances it. Today, the Earth reaches that point in its orbit most distant
from the Sun during Northern Hemisphere summer. Because of this, today the seasonal
contrast in solar heating is somewhat smaller for the Northern Hemisphere than for the
Southern Hemisphere (see figure 8).
Because the Earth's spin axis precesses, the phasing between the distance and tilt
components of seasonality gradually shifts (see figure 9).

For example, one half

precession cycle from now, the Northern rather than the Southern Hemisphere will
experience stronger than average seasonality. Since it takes the Earth 27,000 years to
complete a precession cycle, one would expect this to occur in 13,500 years. However,
the time required to repeat a given phasing between the tilt and distance seasonality is
somewhat shorter than this. The difference has to do with the fact that the Earth’s orbit
swings around in space. The long end of the ellipse makes one full revolution around the
sun each 105,000 years (i.e., one revolution for every four precessional cycles).
Although a little complicated to picture, this cart wheeling of the orbit causes
synchroneity between the distance and tilt seasonality to repeat, once each 23,000 years
rather than once each 27,000 years.
The situation is, however, more complicated. Both the magnitude of the tilt and
distance components to seasonality undergo cyclic change. The tilt of the spin axis rocks
back and forth from about 24 degrees to about 22 degrees with a period of 41,000 years
(see figure 10). The reason is that the tilt of the Earth’s orbit relative to the plane of
Jupiter's orbit undergoes periodic change.

During the last half million years, the

eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit has ranged from close to 0.00 (i.e., perfectly round) to
almost 0.05. These changes in eccentricity have periodicities of about 100,000 and about
450,000 years (see figure 10). Both the changes in tilt and in eccentricity have
globally symmetrical impacts; one creates stronger tilt-induced seasons; the other
14

Figure 8. Comparison of the seasonal cycles of solar illumination at 60°N and 60°S: In
the Southern Hemisphere the tilt and distance seasons currently reinforce one another. In
the Northern Hemisphere they currently oppose one another.
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Figure 9. Like that of a top, the Earth's spin axis precesses: It takes about 23,000 years
for one complete precession cycle (see text for details). The effect of this motion is to
change the point on the Earth's orbit where maximum northern-hemisphere illumination
(i.e., June 21) occurs. Today it occurs at the "long" end of the ellipse, reducing summer
illumination in the Northern Hemisphere a bit. One-half precession cycle ago (i.e.,
~12,000 years ago) it occurred at the "short" end of the ellipse, increasing summer
illumination a bit. The precession of the Earth's axis is related to pull by the Sun and
Moon on the equatorial bulge produced by the Earth's rotation. Just as the Earth's gravity
seeks to tip over a spinning top, the Sun's and Moon’s gravity seeks to remove the tilt of
the Earth's axis. As does a top, the Earth compensates for this pull by precessing.
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Figure 10. The tilt of the Earth's spin axis and the eccentricity of its orbit as a function of
time in the past: These records are reconstructed from calculations based on the law of
gravitation and the present-day orbits and masses of the planets.
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creates stronger distance-induced seasons.

The two impacts have, however, quite

different latitude dependencies; the tilt changes are felt more strongly at high latitudes
while the eccentricity changes are felt equally at all latitudes.

The latter is easily

understood because as the Earth-Sun distance increases or decreases, the amount of
radiation received at all points on Earth will change by the same percentage.

To

understand the role of tilt consider the situation where earth's axis had no tilt. In this
case, its poles would receive no radiation at all and its equator would receive the
maximum possible insolation. With this in mind, it is easy to see that the greater the tilt,
the greater the amount of insolation received at the poles and the smaller the amount at
the equator.
It is important to emphasize that the timing (and magnitude) of these orbital
changes can be computed with high precision. The precession rate of the Earth has been
established by observing the change with time of the intersection of the projection of the
Earth's spin axis with the canopy of stars. Over the last 4000 years, it has moved through
about one sixth of its circular path. The cause of the precession is the attraction by the
Sun and the Moon for the equatorial bulge in the Earth's figure created by its spin. The
changes in the shape of the Earth’s orbit which give rise to variations in tilt and in
eccentricity are governed by gravitational interactions among the planets. Basically, the
pull on Earth by the large planets Jupiter and Saturn perturbs our orbit. Astronomers
have accurately determined the masses and orbital characteristics of the Sun's nine
planets. For the same reason NASA scientists can program a space probe to fly past the
planet Jupiter at some predetermined time and distance, they can calculate precisely the
orbital characteristics of the Earth at any time in the past (or for that matter, at any time in
the future). The inaccuracies in these calculations lead to significant errors in seasonality
only for times greater than many millions of years. For the interval over which Earth
climate has been trapped in its current 100,000-year cycle, the distribution of seasonal
heating has been calculated to a gnat’s eyebrow.
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Calculations covering the last 300,000 years are reproduced in figure 11. Shown
are the amounts of heat received at nine latitudes for both the month of June and the
month of December. The large amount of information contained in these diagrams takes
some time to absorb. First, it must be kept in mind that when integrated over all latitudes
and over the entire year, the amount of sunshine reaching the Earth changes only very
slightly. Rather, it is the distribution with latitude and season which changes. Next,
consider the long term means. For June, the amount of radiation received decreases
steadily from north to south. Note that the average of 1035 units received at 40°N
exceeds that of 310 units at 40°S by a factor of three. Also note that in June, the amount
of heat received at 80°N (1090 units) exceeds by 10% that received at the equator (980
units)!
Having this in mind, let us now look at the variations around these means. The
23,000-year cycle stands out. Thirteen such cycles are present in the last 300,000 years.
The amplitude of these peaks changes because they track the eccentricity of the Earth's
orbit. Note that triads of strong peaks are centered at 100,000 and at 200,000 years ago.
These are times when the 100,000-year cycle in eccentricity produced maxima in the
distance component of seasonality.
Now consider the amplitude of these changes. At 80°N, the June radiation goes
from a low of 950 units to a high of 1230 units - a range of 25%! Similar percentage
changes are seen at all latitudes.
Because the ice sheets of glacial time were located at high latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere and because the mass balance of ice sheets is most sensitive to
summer heating, traditionally attention has focused on variations in June radiation
received at 65°N. Hence it might be expected that the ice volume changes would follow
the seasonality for high northern latitudes with the ice sheets shrinking during times of
enhanced summer insolation and expanding during times of reduced summer insolation.
However, when the seasonality record for this latitude is placed beside the oxygen
19

Figure 11. Insolation in June and in December for 9 different latitudes over the last
300,000 years.
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isotope record for foraminifera, one’s first impression is that they are quite different (see
figure 12). However, on closer inspection, one can see that the Earth events do bear a
relationship to the seasonality changes. Imbrie and his coworkers clearly demonstrated
that the ripples which modulate the 100,000-year long intervals of ice growth nicely
conform with seasonality changes. They performed spectral analyses which permitted
them to extract from the oxygen isotope records that portion of the variability occurring
on a 41,000-year time scale and that portion of the variability happening on a 23,000-year
time scale. To their great satisfaction, they found that the amplitude of the oxygen
isotope variability associated with the 23,000-year cycle was in proportion to the
eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit (see figure 13). For example, for the period from 350,000
to 450,000 years ago, when the eccentricity was quite low, the 23,000-year periodicity in
climate was very weak; while for the period 180,000 to 220,000 years ago, when the
eccentricity was at its highest, the 23,000-year periodicity in climate was very strong.
Indeed, the match between expected and observed amplitude is remarkably good. The
Imbrie team were equally pleased to find that consistent with near constancy of the tilt
cycle the amplitude that of the 18O changes on the 41,000-year time scale was also quite
uniform.
The difference between the insolation and oxygen isotope records stems from
the existence in Earth climate of a strong 100,000-year-duration asymmetrical sawtoothlike cycle, which is absent in the Milankovitch seasonality curve. In addition to being
modulated by the seasonality changes, Earth climate tends to drift toward ever colder
conditions. This drift is periodically corrected by an abrupt shift back to full interglacial
conditions. The abrupt warmings which mark the termination of each 100,000-year cycle
occur at the times of prominent peaks of Northern Hemisphere seasonality.

As can be

seen in figure 12, the strongest peaks come in triads corresponding to those time periods
when the eccentricity is largest. Terminations take place in response to the first in a
given triad of strong peaks.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the marine 18O record and the July solar-radiation record
for 65°N latitude.
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Figure 13. Verification that Earth orbital cycle produces climate changes: In the upper
diagram the amplitude history of tilt-induced seasonality changes (dashed curve) is
compared with the amplitude history of the variability in the 18O/16O record associated
with the tilt frequency (solid curve). In the lower diagram the amplitude history of the
precession-induced seasonality changes (dashed curve) is compared with the amplitude
history of the variability in the 18O/16O record associated with the precession frequency
(solid curve). The near-perfect match provides dramatic evidence that Earth climate
senses changes in seasonality. The comparison does not extend to the present because
the mathematical technique used by Imbrie to isolate the variability in the 18O record
associated with a given frequency does not work near the "ends" of the record.
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The impression drawn from this is that the Earth system is currently engaged in an
internal oscillation characterized by long periods of drift toward ever colder conditions.
These drifts are brought to an end by the onset of an instability which causes the system
to jump back to its warm state. The seasonality changes appear to exert two influences
on this cycle. First, they modulate the periods of coldward drift. Second, they pace the
terminations. Apparently, as the ice caps grow ever larger, the climate system becomes
ever more vulnerable to self correction. This vulnerability appears to be greatest during
periods of strong Northern Hemisphere seasonal contrast. If this view is correct, then
three quarters of a million years ago the climate system began this self oscillation.
Before that time, the seasonality changes appear to have modulated a more nearly
stationary climate. Of course, this analysis is speculative in that nothing has been said
about the actual physical connection between seasonality and climate.
THE RECORD IN ANTARCTIC ICE
Over the course of two decades, Russian scientists succeeded in drilling through
the entire ice column at the Vostok Station in Antarctica (see insert figure 14). The
record encompasses four full glacial cycles. Not only has a stable isotope record (in this
case H/D instead of 18O/16O) been obtained, but also records of dust, of atmospheric CO2,
of atmospheric CH4, and of the 18O/16O ratio in atmospheric O2. The latter is particularly
important for it allows the ice core record to be tied to both the benthic foraminifera 18O
record and the Milankovitch seasonality variations.

The tie between the
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O in

atmospheric O2 and that in ocean H2O stems from the fact that all the O2 produced by
plants ultimately comes from the sea. Further, atmospheric O2 molecules are replaced by
new ones on a time scale of 2000 years. Hence with only a small lag, the
atmospheric O2 must follow the changes in ocean
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18

O in

O associated with the waxing and

waning of the ice sheets. Hence the sharp decreases in 18O seen at the end of each cycle
must record the melting of the large Northern Hemisphere ice sheets.
The tie to the Milankovitch insolation record is through the strong 23,000-year
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Figure 14. Plots of air temperature based on hydrogen isotope measurements in the ice,
of CO2, CH4 and of 18O in O2 based on measurements on air trapped in the ice and of
sodium and dust concentrations in the ice for the long core at the Vostok Station in
central Antarctica (Petit et al., 1999).
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fluctuations in both methane and the
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O in atmospheric O2 record. It turns out that

atmospheric O2 has a δ18O 23 per mil larger than that for ocean H2O. This offset is a
consequence of a fractionation during respiration. Just as the light molecule of CO2 is
preferentially utilized during photosynthesis, so also is the light molecule of O2 during
respiration. What the record shows is that the offset between the δ18O in atmospheric O2
and that in sea water grew and shrank in concert with the Northern Hemisphere summer
insolation. While the exact reason for this change has yet to be understood, its existence
allows the chronology for the older portions of the Vostok ice record to be tuned to match
the absolute planetary time scale.
It is interesting to note that the records for D to H, CO2 and CH4 follow one
another quite well. Also, the peak interglacial and peak glacial values of all three
properties repeat remarkably well from cycle to cycle. However, the modulations of the
decline from peak interglacial to peak glacial have somewhat different characteristics.
Unlike the methane and
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O in O2, the responses for CO2 and H/D to the 23,000-year

insolation cycle are less pronounced. For dust, the largest peaks come at the times of
maximum ice sheet size.
To me one of the most interesting features of this record is the sequence of events
at each termination. As shown in figure 15, the first thing to happen at each termination
is a collapse of the very large dust inputs to the Antarctic ice cap. Then, H/D, CO2 and
CH4 commence their rises. They reach to near their peak values before the
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O in O2

begins its decline. This seems to be telling us that the southern polar region (H/D and
CO2) and the equatorial zone (CH4) lead the northern polar regions (18O in O2) out of the
glacial period.
THE LAST 160,000 YEARS
We know much more about the last two major 100,000-year climate cycles than
we do about the earlier ones. However, before discussing these cycles, it is useful to
explain a system of stratigraphic nomenclature widely used by Quaternary geologists.
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Figure 15. Sequence of events associated with Termination II as recorded in the Vostok
Antarctica ice core (as summarized by Broecker and Henderson, 1998). The depth scale
(lower) for properties recorded in the air trapped in the ice has been displaced from the
depth scale (upper) for the ice itself in order to account for the bubble close-off depth.
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In this system, the present interglacial (i.e., the Holocene) is designated as marine isotope
stage 1. The last interval of glaciation is subdivided into three stages (2, 3 and 4).
Emiliani, who invented this nomenclature, did this in order to set apart the glacial
maxima which mark the early (stage 4) and late (stage 2) portions of this cold interval
from an intervening interval of moderate cold (stage 3). He used one number (stage 5) to
designate the entire last interglacial. This interval has subsequently been subdivided in
five subparts. Three of these (i.e., 5e, 5c and 5a) are warm maxima and two (5d and 5b)
are intervening intervals of cooler climate. The penultimate glaciation is designated by a
single number (i.e., stage 6). For earlier cycles each interglacial is designated by an odd
number and each glacial by an even number.
Let us first consider the oxygen isotope ratio record for benthic foraminifera (see
figure 16).

As we have seen, it changes with both ice volume and deep water

temperature. The task of separating these influences is not a simple one for the structure
of the time history of deep sea temperature was very unlikely to have been identical to
that for ice volume. We know this because sea level (and hence, also ice volume) has
been established for three key times. During the peak of the last interglaciation (stage
5e), sea level stood about a few meters higher than now and during stages 5c and 5a,
about 16 meters lower. If the 20-meter lowering of sea level between stage 5e (+4 m)
and 5c (-16 m) were the only cause for an oxygen isotope change in the deep Pacific
benthic 18O record, then a 0.20‰ rise would be expected. The observed increase (see
figure 16) is about 0.60‰. The extra 0.40‰ (i.e., 0.60-0.20) requires a 1.5°C cooling of
deep Pacific water. In the section entitled “Indicators”, we saw that of the 1.75‰ δ18O
drop between stage 2 and stage 1, only about 1.1‰ can be accounted for as the result of a
reduction in ice volume. The remaining 0.65‰ must have been the result of a warming
(by about 2.5°C) of deep sea water. It appears that much of this cooling occurred at the
end of stage 5e.
The timing of the remaining 1.0°C of deep Pacific temperature change remains
28

Figure 16. Shackleton's oxygen isotope record for benthic foraminifera from a deep sea
core raised from the east equatorial region of the Pacific. The marine isotope stage
numbers and the termination positions are shown. Also given are the generally accepted
ages for the major boundaries.
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uncertain. A logical choice is to place it at the stage 5-4 boundary, i.e., the time of
the transition from interglacial to glacial conditions. Support of this placement comes
from the 13C/12C record for high latitude deep sea cores. As reproduced in figure 17, the
sharp glacial to interglacial carbon isotope changes which occurred at Terminations II
and I are matched by equally sharp changes in the opposite direction at a time
corresponding to the stage 5-4 boundary. These 13C results suggest that a major change in
the mode of ocean operation occurred about 75,000 years ago. It seems reasonable that
this reorganization brought about a temperature change in the deep sea. As the deep
water currently produced in the northern Atlantic is about 4°C warmer than that of deep
water produced in the Southern Ocean, a reduction in the strength of the northern source
would lead to a cooling of the entire deep sea. While the true situation may well be more
complicated, this evidence suggests that the deep sea warmed by about 2.5°C during
terminations (i.e., at the close of stage 6 and at the close of stage 2) and that the
intervening cooling occurred in two steps: one of 1.5°C at the end of stage 5e, and the
other of 1.0°C at the end of stage 5a. Based on these assumptions, the 18O record for the
last 160,000 years can be separated into an ice volume and a deep ocean temperature
component (see figure 18).
One more matter must be dealt with before we proceed with the comparisons
between the deep ocean temperature record and the stable isotope-based temperatures, the
CO2 and CH4 contents of trapped air, and the aluminum content of Vostok ice (see
figures 19 and 20). A discrepancy exists between the chronology assigned to Vostok ice
core and that assigned to the marine oxygen isotope record. The feature corresponding to
Termination II ( i.e., the stage 6-5 boundary) is assigned an age of about 140,000 years in
the ice core. This is 12,000 years greater than that of 128,000 years assigned to the same
feature in the marine record. The time scale adopted for the Vostok core is based on a
flow model for the sector of the Antarctic ice cap in which the Vostok site is located.
This model is set to match present day accumulation rate of snow. Adjustments in this
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Figure 17. Carbon and oxygen isotope records for benthic foraminifera in core V30-97
(41°N, 33°W, 3.4 km) from the northern Atlantic Ocean (Mix and Fairbanks, 1985).
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Figure 18. In the upper panel is shown a smoothed version of the oxygen isotope record
for benthic foraminifera in the deep Pacific Ocean. In the middle panel, an estimate is
given of that part of the 18O signal related to temperature change of deep sea water. In
the lower panel, that portion of the 18O change attributable to ice volume is shown.
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Figure 19. Comparison of the stable isotope record (scale converted to air temperature)
with those of CO2 (left) and CH4 (right). A correction has been made for the small offset
between the gas record and the solid record.

Figure 20. The aluminum content of the Vostok ice core as a function of depth. As the
aluminum is contained entirely in silicate mineral grains, this record provides a measure
of the dust content of the ice and hence also of dust accumulation rate.
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rate are made based on air temperatures reconstructed from the stable isotope record, the
assumption being that the snowfall is in proportion to the water vapor content of the air
over the site. Since the stable isotope record provides an estimate of air temperature, the
water vapor content and, in turn, the rate of snow accumulation can be computed. The
major function of the flow model is to correct for the foreshortening of the ice record
caused by lateral flow. The snow which accumulates in the interior of the Antarctic
continent must eventually flow to the edges of the cap where ablation occurs by melting
and by calving. Because of this, as it is buried ever deeper in the cap, every cylinder of
ice becomes shorter and fatter (and is displaced laterally toward the ice sheet edge). At
the depth in the Vostok ice core of Termination II, the extent of this foreshortening is
calculated to be a little over a factor of two. In other words, a layer which had a
thickness of 5 cm thick just after the completion of the lithification process is thinned to
about 2 cm at a depth of 2000 meters. The reason that the correction is relatively small is
that as the ice beneath the Vostok Station is about 4000 meters thick. Hence Termination
II does not lie in the region near the bedrock where the thinning reaches tenfold or more.
So, why the time scale discrepancy? One answer might be that it would not be surprising
if the flow model were in error by ±10%.
However, this difference cannot be passed off quite so easily.
averaging about 124,000 years, a number of

Although

230

Th ages on corals representing the stage

5e high sea stand yield ages of greater than 128,000 years, suggesting that the peak in sea
level was reached prior to the time of the peak in Northern Hemisphere summer
radiation. Indeed, if these older ages are correct, then the chronology applied to the
marine 18O record would have to be correspondingly altered.
At the time of this revision (July, 2002), no consensus had been reached. For this
to happen, two complications will have to be resolved. One has already been mentioned.
The Vostok record suggests a several thousand-year lag between the warming of
Antarctica and the melting of the northern ice sheets. Another complication is that it has
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been shown that many corals have suffered diagnetic alteration which adds
234

230

Th and

U in nearly equal activity proportions making the uncorrected ages anomalously high.

If it is assumed that the

234

U/238U ratio in sea water was the same during the last

interglacial as it is today, then a correction can be made by sliding down the 1:1 230Th to
234

U slope until the isochron is reached.

When this is done, most of the corals

representing the last interglacial high sea stand drop into the 118,000 to 125,000-year
range. However, there are a few corals for which no correction is needed (and one on
which concordant 231Pa/235U ages have been obtained) that are older than 128,000 years.
Oxford University’s Gideon Henderson came up with a means of directly dating
the deep sea sediments

18

O record by the

230

Th in-growth method. The interglacial

sections of sediment in deep sea cores from adjacent to the Bahamas contain aragonite
needles produced by calcareous algae which thrive in the bank’s shallow waters. As this
aragonite contains 6 ppm uranium and little thorium, it is ideal for dating. Henderson
obtained ages for the period of the interglacial 18O minimum consistent with those for the
majority of high sea stand corals (after correction for diagenetic additions of
234

230

Th and

U). But he also obtained age on the sediment deposited during the Termination II 18O

drop which predates the rise toward the Northern Hemisphere summer insolation peak.
One might ask, isn’t this a tempest in a teapot? Does several thousand years make
that big a difference? In fact, it does because to some people it puts in question the
pacing of terminations by insolation cycles. Indeed, one might argue that the 100,000year cycle is internal to the Earth. Many oscillators show the slow drift and abrupt
correction behavior characteristic of the 100,000-year cycle. Perhaps, the termination of
the Earth’s drift toward ever colder conditions is sometimes pre-triggered by insolation
perturbations, but at others runs its entire course. So it is extremely important to resolve
this dating issue.
Comparing the Vostok ice core records in figure 14 with the oxygen isotope
record for benthic foraminifera, one sees that while all four records share the same
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rhythms, pronounced differences exist. The most obvious of these is that the 23,000-year
periodicity imprints itself more strongly on the ice core methane record than in the other
records. Another difference is seen in the width and shape of 5e CO2 and CH4 peaks in
these two records; while the CO2 peak is wide and flat, the CH4 peak is narrow and
sharp.
Putting aside these differences, the first order features of these four records tell us
that, at least on the 100,000-year time scale, the size of the Northern Hemisphere ice
sheets, the air temperature in Antarctica, the ocean driven CO2 changes, and the land
driven CH4 change proceeded in harmony. Despite the pronounced differences in the
history of seasonality records for the two hemispheres, the Southern Hemisphere’s
climate (as expressed by the Antarctic stable isotope record) matches quite well that for
the Northern Hemisphere (as represented by the benthic 18O record). Climate in both
hemispheres appears to be paced by Northern Hemisphere seasonality.
It was already shown in the section entitled “Indicators” that evidence for the
synchroneity between Northern and Southern Hemisphere climate does not rest entirely
on the Antarctic stable isotope and dust records. Strong support is added from the record
of glaciation on high mountains. The change between the last glacial maximum and the
Holocene was not only synchronous on the two sides of the equator, it was also
symmetrical. To me this makes clear that the cooling in the Southern Hemisphere was
not driven by the albedo change created by the ice sheets of the Northern Hemisphere.
Rather, the Southern Hemisphere cooling appears to have been just as large as that in the
Northern Hemisphere.
While adequate evidence exists to demonstrate that during the peak of the last
glaciation mountain snowlines throughout the world stood about one kilometer lower
than now and that the retreat of these snowlines to their present position occurred during
Termination I, little direct dating exists to demonstrate that this synchroneity extends to
earlier portions of the record. However, support for long-term synchroneity comes from
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the CaCO3 record in marine sediments adjacent to the coast of New Zealand (see figure
21). The 18O record on benthic foraminifera from this core permits a direct tie to be
made to the volume of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets. The CaCO3 content of the
core shows wide variations which correlate extremely well with the 18O record. These
variations are interpreted to be the result of varying extents of dilution with silicate
material supplied by rivers draining the mountainous region of New Zealand's South
Island.

During episodes of major mountain glaciation, the large amount of debris

supplied to the rivers was carried directly out to sea, greatly increasing the rate of
sedimentation and thereby diluting the more nearly uniform rain of marine CaCO3. By
contrast, during times, such as now, of lesser mountain glaciation, not only was less
debris generated, but that which is generated is trapped in the lakes impounded behind
the moraines left behind during the retreat from the previous glacial maximum. If this
logic is correct, then the match between the 18O maxima (representing major Northern
Hemisphere glaciations) and the CaCO3 minima (representing major New Zealand
mountain glaciation) requires a synchroneity between climate changes in the two
hemispheres.
We have already discussed evidence that dust transport in Asia was much higher
during times of large ice volume than during times of small ice volume. The Vostok ice
core record confirms that the same holds true for the Southern Hemisphere. As shown in
figure 20, during marine stages 6, 4, and 2, dust accumulation rates reached values an
order of magnitude higher than those for stages 1 and 5e. This record shows a larger
contrast between conditions during marine stage 3 and those during marine stages 2 and 4
than any other climate indicator.
THE LAST TERMINATION
Key to understanding of what drove the glaciations of the last three quarters of a
million years are the terminations which brought each of the 100,000-year cycles to an
abrupt end. As the last of these events occurred during a time span easily assessable to
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Figure 21. Records of CaCO3 content and oxygen isotope ratios in benthic foraminifera
for DSDP core 594 (45°S, 176°E) Times of low CaCO3 content are thought to be the
result of dilution with debris generated by intense glaciation of the Alps of southern New
Zealand. As can be seen, they correspond to times of high benthic 18O (hence times of
major Northern Hemisphere glaciation). The numbers denote Emiliani's marine stages.
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radiocarbon dating, precise correlation of events taking place throughout the world can be
achieved. A s ummary of the main features of this transition is shown in figure 22.
As late as 18,000 years ago, peak glacial conditions prevailed. Both continental
ice sheets and mountain glaciers stood at or close to their maximum extents. The oxygen
isotope ratios and dust contents of polar ice still had their full glacial values. Sea level
stood 110 or so meters lower than today. The CO2 and CH4 contents of the air trapped in
polar ice remained at the low values characterizing full glacial time. The surface waters
of the Atlantic off the British Isles were populated by the planktonic foraminifera N.
pachyderma (l.c.), now found only in polar waters.

The non-glaciated portions of

northern Europe were treeless. The nutrient distribution in the deep sea showed its full
glacial pattern. Loess accumulated rapidly in central China and other dust prone areas.
Then rather abruptly just after 14,500 14C years ago, glaciers throughout the world began
to retreat; polar temperatures began to rise; atmospheric dustiness began to diminish;
CO2 and CH4 began to rise; in other words, the termination was in progress. In the
northern Atlantic basin, this first phase of the termination manifested itself as
catastrophic break up of the large valley glaciers which extended northward from the
Alps. Within a period of a few hundred years, the valleys became ice free. This event is
recorded in the sediments of lakes formed in depressions left behind by the retreating ice.
However, as recorded by pollen in these sediments, climatic conditions remained too
harsh to permit the valleys to be reforested. Then suddenly about 12,800 14C years ago, a
major warming event took place in the northern Atlantic region which created climatic
conditions rivaling those of the present.

Trees replaced shrubs.

interglacial had arrived. But then about 11,000

14

Seemingly the

C years ago, cold conditions abruptly

returned and prevailed for 1200 years (i.e., the Younger Dryas). Then close to 10,000 14C
years ago, this cold snap came to an abrupt end. Since then, interglacial conditions have
remained in place. It must be mentioned that no equivalent of the Younger Dryas cold
snap appears to punctuate earlier terminations. As is discussed below, it appears to be a
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Figure 22. George Denton's view of the events surrounding the last termination: The
termination began about 14,500 Libby years ago when mountain glaciers and ice sheets
alike commenced a dramatic retreat. This retreat left in its wake thousands of closed
topographic depressions, many of which are still occupied by lakes. Oxygen isotope and
pollen records kept by the sediment in these lakes reveal that cold conditions prevailed
for about a millennium and then quite suddenly it became warmer; trees replaced the
shrubs. This warming completed the two-step termination. Events of interest both
preceded and followed the termination. The glacial maximum which preceded the
termination had two humps separated by an interval during which the ice front fluctuated
close to its maximum. The warm period following the termination was punctuated by a
major cold event (the Younger Dryas). Most puzzling are the two Heinrich events which
flank the glacial maximum. They are recorded as layers of ice-rafted material in
sediments extending all the way across the northern Atlantic. One (H-2) occurred in
coincidence with the onset of the glacial maximum. The other (H-1) coincides with the
end of the glacial maximum. Whether these events played an active role in climate
changes of this time interval or are merely rapid advances of the eastern margin of the
Laurentian ice-driven sheet triggered by colder global climates remains to be
demonstrated.
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one-time event triggered by a sudden and very large release of meltwater stored in
proglacial Lake Agassiz.
So abrupt and short lasting were the changes marking the onset of the Bølling
Allerød and the onset and ending of the Younger Dryas that they are properly recorded
only in rapidly accumulating sediment or ice. Most of the deep sea sediments, upon
which the oxygen isotope records are based, accumulate at only two to three centimeters
per thousand years. Core top radiocarbon ages of several thousand years demonstrate
that benthic organisms stir marine sediments to a depth of between 6 and 10 centimeters.
Hence in such sediments abrupt events are smoothed beyond recognition. While quite
adequate for studies aimed depicting climate changes on the time scales of the
Milankovitch cycles, these low accumulation-rate sediments do not have sufficient
fidelity to properly record of the events which occurred during the last termination.
Fortunately, in some places on the ocean floor, sediments accumulate at much higher
rates and hence record more nearly the true character of the changes. Under most
circumstances, lake and bog sediments accumulate at sufficiently high rates to obviate
any blurring by organisms. Of course, no mechanism for blurring exists in ice. It is these
high fidelity records we shall now discuss.
The temperature history for the basin of the northern Atlantic is based on four
quite independent pieces of evidence (see figure 23). The first of these is the oxygen
isotope record for the Greenland ice cores. The main factor controlling for the 18O/16O
ratio in Greenland snow is air temperature. For high latitudes, the coefficient relating the
δ18O to temperature is 0.7‰/°C. Using this coefficient, the magnitude of the warmings
at the onset of the onset of the Bølling Allerød and at the end of the Younger Dryas are
about 6°C. However, independent estimates based on bore hole thermometry and on the
extent of enrichment of

15

N in N2 by thermal diffusion suggest that a more appropriate

coefficient is 0.35‰/°C making the magnitude of the warming twice as great. Based on
modeling results, the reason for the lower coefficient appears to be that unlike the present
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Figure 23. Comparison of four temperature records for the period of deglaciation. The
upper two panels are based on oxygen isotope measurements, one for Greenland ice and
the other for CaCO3 from Swiss lake sediment. The lower two panels are based on the
species composition, one for northern Atlantic planktonic foraminifera shells and the
other for British beetle carapaces. Also shown is the dust record for Greenland ice which
shows that storminess must also have dramatically changed.
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when snowfall is spread reasonably well over the entire year during the cold glacial and
the cold Younger Dryas, the winter air was too cold to yield appreciable snow and hence
summer snow dominated. Hence, while the use of the 0.7‰/°C coefficient provides a
better estimate of the shift in average temperature for the times of snowfall, during warm
periods this temperature is closer to the mean annual value and during cold periods it is
closer to the summer value.
The second piece of evidence comes from the 18O/16O record for CaCO3 in the
sediments of a small Swiss lake called Gerzensee. The record is nearly identical to that
for the Dye 3 core (see figure 23). While the primary cause for the change in the δ18O
value in Gerzensee CaCO3 is the dependence of δ18O in precipitation on temperature, as
discussed earlier, at high latitudes the coefficient relating modern δ18O of precipitation
and air temperature is 0.67‰/°C. From this value must be subtracted the +.23‰/°C
change in the fractionation factor between the oxygen in CaCO3 and that in the lake
water in which it formed yielding a net change of 0.44‰/°C, i.e., (0.67-0.23‰/°C). As
the observed change in the δ18O for Gerzensee CaCO3 at the end of the Younger Dryas is
about +3‰, the inferred warming is 7°C. While perhaps consistent with the ice core
estimate, a warming of this magnitude should show up as a major change in the plant
community on the land surrounding the lake. As shown in figure 24, the change in the
composition of the pollen is quite small. The reason for this seeming discordancy is not
known. Perhaps, as is believed to be the case for Greenland, the apparent coefficient
relating temperature and the δ18O in precipitation was altered due to changes in the
seasonality of precipitation. But in order to bring the

18

O based ∆T into line with that

based on pollen, the coefficient would have to have been larger rather than smaller during
glacial time.
The third record is that for beetle remains in the British Isles. As discussed in the
section on “Indicators”, today's distribution of beetle species appears to be controlled
mainly by air temperature. The beetle species present in the British Isles during the
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Figure 24. Comparison of the pollen diagram (proportions of tree pollen versus shrub
pollen and the oxygen isotope record for CaCO3 in sediment from Rotsee, a small lake
near Lucerne; Lotter, 1991). Also shown are radiocarbon results on terrestrial
macrofossils.
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deglaciation interval show changes which nicely parallel those for the isotope records.
Although semi-quantitative, the beetle record suggests temperature changes as large or
even larger than those derived from isotope measurements.
The fourth piece of evidence comes from the planktonic foraminifera speciation
record in deep sea sediments off the British Isles (see Figure 23). Again, the changes
have a pattern identical to that in the other three records. The planktonic foraminifera, N.
pachyderma (left coiling), which dominated the waters off the British Isles during late
glacial time and during the Younger Dryas has been absent from this area during the
Holocene time. Today N. pachyderma is found only in the very cold waters in the sea
around Greenland. It is the only species of foraminifera which survives in ice-laden
waters.
Independent time scales for three of these records have been constructed based on
radiocarbon measurements. In the case of the beetle and lake CaCO3 records, these
determinations were made on organic matter formed by terrestrial plants. In the case of
the deep sea sediments, they were made on foraminifera shells. As discussed in the
section entitled “Clocks”, radiocarbon dating cannot be done on ice; rather, the time scale
is based on annual couplets counts. The offset between the calendar year chronology for
the Greenland ice cores and the radiocarbon chronology is about the same as that between
the 230Th and radiocarbon chronologies for corals (see “Clocks” section).
A problem associated with the radiocarbon chronology must be mentioned. Both
the abrupt warmings at the onset of the Bølling Allerød and at the close of the Younger
Dryas during what are referred to as plateaus in the radiocarbon time scale. Shown in
figure 24 is a record of radiocarbon age versus depth in sediments from a small Swiss
lake named Rotsee. As these determinations were made on land-plant macrofossils (i.e.,
seeds, needles, leaves...) sieved from the sediment, variable reservoir corrections do not
confuse the situation. Further, as these plateaus have now also been found in the records
for several lakes and also in tree ring sequences, they cannot be the result of abnormal
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sedimentation in Rotsee. Rather, they represent periods of time when the radiocarbon
content of the atmosphere was dropping at about the same rate that radiocarbon decays.
Because of this, samples formed at the beginning of the plateau lose just the right amount
of radiocarbon by decay, so that at the time of the end of the plateau, they still have a
14C/C ratio equal to that in the atmosphere. These several hundred-year long periods of

declining atmospheric 14C could be the product of changing production of radiocarbon by
cosmic rays or of changing rates of ventilation of the deep sea.
Conrad Hughen, while a graduate student at the University of Colorado, obtained
evidence for a sharp rise in the radiocarbon content of surface ocean ΣCO2 (and hence
also for atmospheric CO2) initiated at the onset of Younger Dryas time (see figure 25).
He also showed that this rise was very likely the result of a shutdown in the production of
deep water in the northern Atlantic (the route which today accounts for about 75 percent
of the delivery of 14C to the deep sea). He did this by tying the varve counted record in
the Cariaco Basin (off Venezuela in the Caribbean Sea) to the European tree ring
chronology. As the 14C age for the onset of this rise corresponds closely to that for the
abrupt onset of the Younger Dryas (marked by a sharp color change in Cariaco Basin
sediment), it very likely has the same cause as the cooling. Jim Teller at the University
of Manatoba has documented that a large release of stored melt water from proglacial
Lake Agassiz gushed through the St. Lawrence lowlands into the northern Atlantic at the
time of the abrupt younger Dryas onset. As discussed below, the consequent, sudden
decrease in salinity is just what is needed to trigger a reorganization of the ocean’s deep
circulation system. This reorganization is thought to have triggered to the global climate
change associated with the Younger Dryas.
These two

14

C-age plateaus complicate the task of precisely correlating events

which took place in other parts of the world with the northern Atlantic's abrupt warmings.
For example, an event with a radiocarbon age of 10,000

14

C years could have occurred

toward the beginning of the plateau as much as 250 years before the abrupt ending of the
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Figure 25. The gray scale record for a sediment core from the Caribbean Sea’s Cariaco
Basin allows the position of the Younger Dryas event to be precisely defined. As the
sediment in this time interval is annually layered, radiocarbon measurements on
planktonic foraminifera (open circles) allow the changes in the ∆14C for surface waters to
be reconstructed. As can be seen, a 50‰ rise in 14C to C ratio occurred during the first
200 years of the Younger Dryas. This rise is followed by a decline in ratio during the
remainder of the Younger Dryas (Hughen et al., 1998).
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Younger Dryas, or 150 years after the abrupt ending of the Younger Dryas. Further, the
radiocarbon age plateaus at 12,800 and 10,000

14

C years ago prevent the use of

radiocarbon dating to determine the duration of these warmings. Fortunately, a better
means to do this is available. The annual layering in the Greenland ice cores allows the
duration of both abrupt warmings to be estimated. As shown in figure 26, at the end of
the Younger Dryas, both the warming and the drop in dust content occurred in a period of
a few decades. This finding was confirmed in the GRIP and GISP II ice cores from
Greenland’s Summit locale; snow accumulation rates (figure 27) and electrical
conductivity measurements (figure 28) reveal just how sharp was the termination of the
Younger Dryas cold.
The ice core record demonstrates that it was not only the climate in Greenland
which changed abruptly. Rather, it also provides evidence that the frequency of intense
storms in Asian deserts and the warmness and wetness of the tropics underwent abrupt
changes at the same times.

Pierre Biscaye of Columbia’s Lamont-Doherty Earth

Observatory used the isotopic fingerprints provided by the neodymium and strontium in
Greenland dust to pin down that its source was Asian deserts. Jeff Severinghaus used 15N
measurements to show that abrupt increases in methane at the onsets of these warms
occurred within a few decades of Greenland’s abrupt warmings (see figure 29). A strong
case can be made that during the cold times the methane present in the atmosphere was
generated largely in the tropics (i.e., wetlands in the vast boreal regions of the Northern
Hemisphere were either frozen or buried beneath the glacial ice sheets). As the average
methane molecule survives in the atmosphere only about a decade before being oxidized
to CO2 and H2O, the concentration of this gas quickly responds to shifts in climate.
While perhaps not as iron clad as the evidence from Greenland ice, the
documentation by George Denton that a prominent re-advance of New Zealand’s Franz
Joseph Glacier occurred within no more than a century or two of the onset of the
Northern Hemisphere’s Younger Dryas (see figure 30) suggests that this cold snap was
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Figure 26. Oxygen isotope and dust records obtained by Dansgaard and Hammer for the
Dye 3 Greenland ice core for the period of deglaciation. Shown in detail on the right is
the transition marking the end of the Younger Dryas.
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Figure 27. Accumulation rate of snow during Bølling-Allerød and Younger Dryas time
as reconstructed by Alley et al. from annual layer thicknesses measured in the GISP II ice
core from the Summit Greenland locale. Also shown are blowups for the abrupt
warmings at the onset of the Bølling Allerød and the end of the Younger Dryas.
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Figure 28 Electrical conductivity record for the Bølling-Allerød and Younger Dryas time
obtained by Taylor et al. for the GISP II core from the Summit locale in Greenland. The
conductivity is supplied by acid protons; during dusty intervals, the acidity is neutralized
by CaCO3 particles causing the conductivity to drop sharply. A blow up of the time
interval representing the end of the Younger Dryas is also shown.
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Figure 29. Records of ice accumulation rate of the 18O to 16O ratio in the ice and of the
15
N to 14N ratio in N2 for the deglaciation interval in the GISP II ice core. As can be seen,
the peaks in δ15N occur at the times of the abrupt warmings marking the onset of the
warm Bølling Allerød and the termination of the cold Younger Dryas. They are the result
of the enrichment of 15N14N molecules in the cold basal firn by thermal diffusion. As it
takes a century or so for the firn to warm, this peak is short-lived (Severinghaus and
Brook, 1999).
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Figure 30. Map showing the extent of the Franz Josef glacier during the Little Ice age
and during the Younger Dryas. Denton and Hendy have obtained 37 radiocarhon dates
for the diamicton which marks the onset of the YD. The average of these ages is 11,050
Libby years, in good agreement with that for the beginning of the Younger Dryas in
northern Europe.
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global in extent.
It turns out that global is an overstatement. There is an important exception,
namely, the record in Antarctic ice where there is a prominent plateau in the stable
isotope warming marking the end of the last glaciation from the Vostok and the Dome C
ice cores (see figure 31). Originally this feature was correlated with the Younger Dryas,
but then when methane records became available allowing the records in Antarctic ice to
be precisely correlated with those in Greenland ice, it was clear that this correlation was
incorrect. Rather, the plateau corresponds to the warm Bølling-Allerød period and the
steep warming which follows the plateau to the Younger Dryas (see figure 32). As
discussed below, it was this finding that led to the concept of the bipolar seesaw.
One might take issue with focusing attention on the air temperature record for the
northern Atlantic.

Instead one might look to the record of ice volume as more

meaningful. Shown in figure 33 is the sea level record from Barbados, obtained by
Richard Fairbanks, which shows sea level had begun to rise by 15,000 14C years ago.
During the next 3000 years, it rose about 20 meters, reaching 95 meters below present sea
level. Then, about 12,000 14C years ago, sea level appears to have spurted from 95 to 75
meters below present, a rise of 20 meters in only a hundred or so years. This spurt was
followed by an interval of modest rise which brought sea level to -55 meters at 10,000
14

C years ago. At this time, another sudden spurt took place bringing sea level to -40

meters. The inclusion of the 230Th based time scale in Figure 33 reminds us of the
substantial difference between 14C years and calendar years during this time interval. For
example, the steep sea level rise dated by radiocarbon at about 12,000 Libby years
occurred about 14,000 calendar years ago.
While the second of these two intervals of rapid sea level rise comes on the heels
of the Younger Dryas warming, the first falls well within the Bølling-Allerød warm
interval rather than just after the dramatic warming at 12,800 14C years. The somewhat
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Figure 31. Hydrogen isotope measurements by Jean Jouzel on the Vostok and Dome C
Antarctica ice cores for the last ~15,000 years. In each, there is a small reversal followed
by a plateau. While once explained as a reflection of the Younger Dryas, this plateau is
now documented to reflect the Bølling-Allerød warm. The sharp warming after the
plateau corresponds to Younger Dryas time.
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Figure 32. Jerome Chappellaz’s record of the methane content of air trapped in the GRIP
ice core from the Summit locale in Greenland and its correlation with the DansgaardOeschger events as recorded by 18O in the ice. Each oxygen isotope cold phase is
accompanied by a 15 to 20 percent drop in methane content.
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Figure 33. Radiocarbon and radiothorium ages obtained by Bard et al. for Barbados
corals as a function of water depth. The record suggests an abrupt rise in sea level at
about 12,000 Libby years and perhaps another just after 10,000 Libby years.
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odd timing of the first of these rapid rises has caused doubt to be cast on the existence of
this sudden sea level rise. The basis for this doubt is that rise is not recorded at a single
site. Rather, the coral which precedes it comes from one core and the coral which
postdates it comes from another core at a different locale. Perhaps post-growth collapse
of the coral column rather than an abrupt rise in sea level accounts for the observed depth
offset.
The exact timing of the ocean circulation change from its glacial to its interglacial
mode is less well documented. The 13C record for benthic foraminifera from a core from
the Bermuda area in North Atlantic (see figure 34) suggests that the change commenced
after 12,400 years age (at the time of the first meltwater event?) and was interrupted by a
return to glacial conditions during the Younger Dryas. A benthic 13C record from the
opposite end of the Atlantic (see figure 35) appears to tell a similar story but as can be
seen, the radiocarbon results for the latter are shifted to higher ages. Until a great deal
more work has been done, not only the chronology but also the implications to ocean
circulation of these 13C records will remain open to a range of interpretations.
In other places where evidence for the Younger Dryas event is muted or perhaps
absent, the major climate change occurred close to 13,000 14C years ago. Two examples
are: the size of closed basin lake, Lahontan (figure 36) and the salinity of the Red Sea
(figure 37). Both water bodies lie in desert regions. Lake Lahontan covered much of the
state of Nevada during glacial time.

During Holocene time, only small remnants

(Pyramid Lake, Walker Lake, and Honey Lake) remain. Radiocarbon dating of algal
carbonates deposited along shorelines of this once large lake provide a chronology for the
extent of wetness of this region. The lake stood at a level intermediate between its
highest stand and today's low stand, during the period about 20,000 to about 15,000 14C
years ago. About 14,500 14C years ago, it rose to its highest level and then about 13,000
14

C years ago the lake underwent a dramatic desiccation.
During glacial time, the Red Sea was hypersaline. This conclusion is based on the
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Figure 34. Carbon isotope records for benthic foraminifera, C. wuellerstorfi, for two
cores from nearly identical locations in the western basin of the north Atlantic. The
difference in depth scales is likely the result of a combination of stretching of the section
by the piston cores (GPC-5) and compression of the section by the gravity cores (GGC1). The gaps in the records represent an interval where the abundance of C. wuellerstorfi
is too low to provide adequate samples. As the records of many properties of these two
cores correlate perfectly, the radiocarbon dates of 10,700 and 12,400 Libby years
obtained on core GPC-5 can be applied to GGC-1 as well. Also shown are the CaCO3
and benthic oxygen isotope records for one of these cores (GPC-5). The CaCO3 and
isotope results were obtained by Lloyd Kergwin and the radiocarbon dates by Glen Jones
at Woods Hole Oceanographic.
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Figure 35. Carbon isotope ratios on benthic foraminifera, P. wuellerstorfi, from core
RC11-83 (41.6°S, 9.8°E, 4.7 km). Radiocarbon measurements were obtained on
planktonic foraminifera, G. bulloides, a reservoir correction of 600 years has been
applied. The record suggests that the change in 13C/12C ratio occurred about 12,500
Libby years ago. It can also be seen that no change corresponding to the Younger Dryas
event is to be seen. These results were obtained by Charles and Fairbanks.
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Figure 36. Radiocarbon dating of materials from the
Lake Lahontan basin in Nevada reveal that during
glacial time conditions were much wetter than now
with the wettest phase coming at the time of the onset
of the deglaciation (i.e., about 14,000 14C years ago).
This wet period was brought to an end by a dramatic
desiccation which occurred about 13,000 years ago.
These results were compiled by Larry Benson of the
USGS.
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Figure 37. The upper diagram reproduces the oxygen and carbon isotope results on
pteropods from the Red Sea sediment cores (Deuser and Degens, 1969). The open circles
are for measurements on pteropods free of secondary coatings and the closed circles for
those on pteropods heavily encrusted with secondary aragonite. The lower diagrams
show 14C ages (corrected for a 400-yr age for surface-water) versus depth in two Red Sea
cores. In both, the transition from hypersaline to present-day conditions occurred about
13,000 14C years ago.
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absence of planktonic foraminifera in glacial-age sediments, the presence of thick
secondary calcite encrustations on glacial pteropods and the enrichment of

18

O in the

CaCO3 in pteropod shells. The very high 18O/16O ratios in glacial age pteropods suggest
that a large percentage of the water spilling into the Red Sea from the Indian Ocean was
lost by evaporation. Radiocarbon dates show that period of hypersalinity came to an
abrupt end about 13,000 years ago. Two explanations come to mind. First, the rising sea
level enhanced the interchange of water between the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea,
thereby preventing a large buildup of salt. The other, which I favor, is that more arid
conditions of glacial time suddenly gave way to less arid conditions.
Sediment coring and seismic profiling conducted in Africa’s Lake Victoria make
clear that during late glacial time this now large equatorial lake was completely dry.
During this dry period a soil formed on older lake beds. It is found in each piston core
and can be traced as a reflection horizon in the seismic profiles across the entire lake. As
indicated by dating of the basal lake sediment lying above this soil, the lake came back
into existence about 13,000 14C years ago.
Taken together, all the existing evidence suggests that during late glacial time the
tropics were less wet than now and the extra tropical deserts were less dry. The transition
to present conditions came at or very close to the time of the onset of the Bølling-Allerød
warm.
DANGAARD-OESCHGER EVENTS
The Younger Dryas event is not the only event punctuating the climatic record of
the northern Atlantic basin. With the exception of intervals of peak interglaciation, the
record is riddled with them. The Younger Dryas stands out because it postdates the last
termination. Since then, except for a brief cold blip at 8200 years ago, climate in the
northern Atlantic region has been extremely quiet (see figure 38). During the glacial
period abrupt climate changes were the rule rather than the exception. These glacial-age
Younger Dryas-like events were first documented in the 18O record from the Camp
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Figure 38. Oxygen isotope recorded obtained by Dansgaard and his coworkers for the
Camp Century ice core from northern Greenland. Except for a small event at 8200
calendar years before present, following the end of the Younger Dryas, the record is
'event' free. The air temperature has remained nearly constant for the last 8000 or so
years.
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Century Greenland ice core by Dansgaard and his coworkers in the early 1970s.
However, their existence did not receive much attention until a decade later when the
record from a second long Greenland ice core became available. Not only were the same
18O events present but they were shown to have associated dust and CO2 changes. This

caught everyone's attention. As shown in figures 39 and 40, each event was initiated by
an abrupt δ18O shift of 4 to 5‰. Using the standard 0.7‰/°C slope for the temperature
dependence of polar precipitation, this corresponds to about 6 to 7°C warming of air
temperature. Were the 0.35‰/°C relationship established for the interglacial to glacial
change adopted, these temperature shifts would become twice as large. However, as the
actual dependence of

18

O on temperature probably falls somewhere in between the two

extremes, only maxima and minima estimates can be given for these temperature
changes. The duration of each event averages about 750 years. Each oxygen isotope
event is accompanied by an equally sudden fourfold shift in the dust and sea-salt content
of the ice.
The discovery by Stauffer and his coworkers that these events were accompanied
by 50 µatm swings in atmospheric CO2 content (see figure 39) focused attention on
ocean circulation changes as a cause for these events, for only the ocean's biological
pump could bring about such large and rapid excursions. This led me to propose that
changes in the mode of the Atlantic's thermohaline circulation were responsible for these
so-called Dansgaard-Oeschger events. Measurements on air trapped in Antarctic ice
showed, by contrast, uniformly low glacial values. The failure to find these CO2 changes
in the Byrd Antarctica ice core led to the realization that the shifts to higher CO2 seen in
Greenland were likely the result of the reaction of acids and CaCO3 in the ice leading to
anomalously high CO2 contents. However, the idea that the abrupt Greenland temperature
changes were caused by flips in the Atlantic's thermohaline circulation has found
considerable observational and modeling support.
Two new ice cores from the Summit site in the center of the Greenland ice sheet
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Figure 40. Oxygen isotope record obtained by Willie Dansgaard and his Copenhagen
colleagues on the GRIP ice core from the Summit locale in Greenland. The record for
the lower 200 meters of this core is very different from that for the neighboring GISP II
core. In both cores, this lower portion contains tilted layers and drag folds. Hence
beyond 110,000 years of the record should be disregarded.
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not only reproduce the event structure found in the Camp Century (northern Greenland)
and Dye 3 (southern Greenland) ice cores but they also extend the record back in time
(see figure 40). The results from the first of these cores (drilled by a European team)
stunned the climate community by revealing a number of events in what appeared to
represent the peak of the last interglaciation (i.e., marine stage 5e) suggesting that, unlike
the present interglacial, the last interglacial was riddled with large and abrupt jumps in
climate. However, when the results from a second core (drilled by an American Team)
became available, serious doubts regarding the validity of the lower 200 meters of the
record arose. The reason was that the details of the record for this portion were quite
different in the two cores. The incredible agreement down to the minutest detail found
for the upper 90% of the records from the two cores (drilled 30 km apart) was absent for
the period beyond about 110,000 years. Careful examination of the ice revealed that in
the lower portion of both cores, the layering was tilted by as much as 20° and frequent
folds appeared. The conclusion is that this portion of the ice is highly deformed raising
the distinct possibility that layers might be repeated and intervals of time might be
missing. Rather, the events initially believed to have punctuated the peak of the last
interglacial more likely are the product of tectonic shingling with ice whose age is likely
even older than the last interglacial.
While the lower portion of these records is controversial, that portion representing
the last glacial period is pristine. Clearly, during the last glacial period, the climate over
Greenland experienced large and abrupt jumps akin to those bounding the Younger
Dryas. If these earlier events had the same origin as the Younger Dryas, then they should
have produced a similar geographic pattern of impacts, i.e., the changes in oxygen
isotopic composition of the CaCO3 of European lakes and in the species of beetles living
in Britain. Unfortunately, the lakes and bogs on which oxygen isotope beetle records
were obtained came into existence after 14,500 years ago. Before this, the basins were
covered by ice.
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The surprise came when Jim Kennett of the University of California at Santa
Barbara obtained a long core from the Santa Barbara Basin. He stunned us all by
showing that all the events seen in the Greenland core were reproduced in the largely
anaerobic sediments of this 500-meter deep coastal basin. The events showed up as large
changes in

18

O and

13

C in both benthic and planktonic foraminifera, in the relative

abundance of benthics species, and in the degree of preservation of annual layering.
Similar records now have been obtained in continental margin sediments in the Indian
Ocean’s Arabian Sea and in the Caribbean Sea’s Cariaco Basin. They also show up
prominently in an alkenone record from a deep-sea core from the vicinity of Bermuda. In
this case, the surface water temperature shifted back and forth by about 4°C. Finally, as
shown by Gerard Bond, the Dansgaard-Oeschger events are represented by ice-rafting
maxima in sediments from the northern Atlantic. The locations of these records are
shown in figure 41.
HEINRICH EVENTS
Now let us turn our attention to the curious set of very curious layers found in
deep sea cores from the northern Atlantic. Named for their discoverer, Hartmut Heinrich,
these layers are distinctive for several reasons (see table 1 and figure 42 for summary).
First, unlike ambient glacial sediment, all six layers are nearly free of foraminifera,
suggesting that either the productivity of these organisms dropped dramatically or that the
layers were deposited extremely rapidly. Those few foram shells that are present are N.
pachyderma (left coiling) species which dwells only in very cold water. The oxygen
isotope ratios for N. pacyderma from these layers are 1 to 2‰ more negative that those
for the N. pacyderma from the over and underlying ambient glacial sediment, suggesting
that a low salinity lid capped the water column. Second, in four of the six layers, 20 or so
percent of the ice-rafted debris is detrital limestone. In contrast, the ambient glacial
sediment is nearly free of detrital carbonate. Third, the 40Ar - 40K ratios for the finegrained clay minerals contained in the four detrital carbonate-bearing layers are
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Figure 41. Map showing the locations where the abrupt climate changes (i.e., DansgaardOeschger events) have been documented in records kept in marine sediments or polar ice
(white and black dots). The triangles show those locations where the last of these events
(i.e., the Younger Dryas) is recorded by major advances of mountain glaciers. While for
most of the globe, these events are in phase, in parts of the Southern Ocean and of the
Antarctic ice cap, they are clearly antiphased. This switch in phasing at high southern
latitudes appears to reflect a seesawing of deep-ocean ventilation between the northern
Atlantic and the perimeter of the Antarctic continent.
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Table. 1. Comparison of the composition of the material in Heinrich layers with that of
the adjacent glacial sediment.
AMBIENT
GLACIAL
SEDIMENT

HEINRICH
LAYERS

REASON FOR
DIFFERENCE

FORAMINIFERA SHELLS (> 159 µm)
Abundance
High

Low

Low productivity
and/or
high sed. rate

18O/16O

High

Low

Melt water

Species

Variable

All pachy (l.c.)

Cold ocean

PROPERTY

LITHIC FRAGMENTS (>150 µm)
Quartz

~80%

~80%

−

Det. CaCO3

<2%

~20%

Icebergs from
eastern Canada

Smectite absent

No debris from
Iceland

FINE-GRAINED MATERIAL
Clays
Smectite present
K-Ar age clays

0.44 billion

0.90 billion

Icebergs from
eastern Canada

K-Ar age ind.
amphibole grains

Large range

1.7 billion

Icebergs from
Churchill Province
northeast Canada

Pb isotopes
ind. feldspar grains

Large range

2.7 billion crust
1.7 billion
metamorph.

Icebergs from
Churchill Prov.
northeast Canada
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Figure 42. Detailed records covering the last glacial period in ODP core 609 (50°N,
24°W). The left hand panel shows the Heinrich events as originally defined (i.e., ratio of
lithic fragments to foraminifera shells in the >150 µm size fraction). Shown by black
bars are the layers bearing detrital limestone. Also shown are the radiocarbon ages. In
the other four panels are shown respectively: the δ18O record for N. pachyderma (l.c.),
the number of foraminifera shells per gram of sediment, the ratio of N. pachyderma (l.c.)
to total foraminifera shells, and the percent detrital limestone fragments in the lithic
fraction.
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unexpectedly high corresponding to ages of 900 million years. For comparison, the ratios
obtained for clay minerals from ambient glacial-age sediment correspond to ages of 440
million years.
As shown in figure 42, six Heinrich layers are present in the sediment
representing the last full glacial period. They are designated H-1 through H-6 counting
down core. Event H-6 (age ~65,000 years) is just above the boundary marking the
transition from interglacial to glacial conditions. Event H-1 (14C age ~14,500 years)
marks the onset of the transition between the last glacial and the present interglacial (i.e.,
in other words, Termination I). The other four layers, H5, H4, H3 and H2, have ages of
~54,000, ~40,000, ~27,000 and ~21,000 years respectively.
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory’s Gerard Bond has established a regional
pattern for these deposits. As shown in figure 43, they form a belt extending from the
Labrador Sea all the way across the Atlantic to France. The thickness of the detrital
carbonate layer thins from west to east. The trans-Atlantic portion of this belt is centered
at about 45°N. For each event, the geographic extent of the decreased foraminifera
abundance and low δ18O values is greater than that of detrital carbonate; a halo of low
foram sediment extends to the north and to the south of the belt of detrital carbonate. For
H-6 and H-3, the detrital carbonate belt is confined to the Labrador Sea while the low
foram sediment can be traced all the way across the Atlantic.
This evidence suggests that the Heinrich layers were the product of large armadas
of icebergs discharged into the ocean from that portion of the Laurentian ice cap centered
over the northern Hudson Bay and Baffin Island. Potassium-argon ages on individual
amphibole grains (figure 44) and lead isotope measurements on individual feldspar grains
(figure 45) co-existing with limestone grains in Heinrich layers (#5, #4, #2 and #1)
demonstrate that most of the ice-rafted silicates in these layers come from the Churchill
province of the Canadian shield. This part of the North American craton formed about
2.7 billion years ago and was metamorphosed about 1.8 billion years ago. The reheating
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Figure 43. Location of cores in which detrital limestone-bearing Heinrich layers have
been identified (closed circles) and of cores in which they are absent (open squares). The
size of the circles is proportional to the thickness of the layers. The black patches denote
occurrences of sedimentary limestones. The solid line shows the maximum size of the
glacial ice sheets. The arrow shows the likely path taken by the Heinrich layer-producing
icebergs.
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Figure 44. Potassium-argon ages on individual amphibole grains from the coarse fraction
(ice-rafted debris) of glacial-age sediment from the northern Atlantic Ocean. The upper
three panels depict the results for grains from ambient glacial sediment above and below
Heinrich layer #2 for a core from the eastern Atlantic (V28-82), a core from the western
Atlantic (V23-14) and a core from the Labrador Sea (HU-87-009). The lower panel
shows the results for grains from Heinrich layer #2 on all three of these cores and also
from a moraine on Baffin Island. As can be seen, the grains from the Heinrich layer are
dominated by the 1.7 ± 0.2 billion-year metamorphic age of Churchill Province Archean
rocks. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the ice-rafted debris in the Heinrich
layers comes exclusively from the northern part of Hudson Bay while that in the ambient
sediment, although rich in the same material, comes from other terrains as well.
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caused the K-Ar clock to be reset. It also redistributed the lead, adding variable amounts
of radiogenic lead to the uranium-free feldspars (see figure 45). Similar measurements
on feldspars and amphiboles from the detrital carbonate-free Heinrich layers (i.e., #3 and
#6) suggest sources more akin to those for the ice-rafted debris in ambient glacial
sediment (i.e., a mixture of sources with quite different geological ages).
A further indication of a major difference between Heinrich layers with and
without detrital limestone grains comes from measurements of uranium series isotopes.
No detectable excess of 230Th exists in Heinrich layers #1, #2 , #4 and #5 layers. By
contrast, Heinrich layers of 230Th #3 and #6 have excesses comparable to those found in
ambient glacial sediment. The most likely explanation is that the four detrital carbonatebearing layers were deposited very rapidly, perhaps in response to surges in the lobe of
the Laurentian ice sheet centered over northern Hudson Bay. It is interesting to note that
the two anomalous events (i.e., #3 and #6) mark the onset of stage 2 and stage 4 ice
growth (see figure 46) and also the onset of two major Antarctic dust events coincident
with these episodes of Northern Hemisphere ice sheet growth (see figure 47).
Evidence is accumulating that Heinrich events also have global footprints. The
first indication came from a sediment core from Florida’s Luke Tulane. Eric Grimm led
a team which analyzed the pollen in this core. They were amazed to find that the oak
savannah conditions of ambient glacial time were periodically interrupted by intervals
when pine pollen underwent large increases presumably heralding wetter conditions.
Preliminary radiocarbon dating suggests that there was one such pine event for each
Heinrich event.
Helge Arz in his studies of continental-rise cores off Brazil’s savannah region
found that ambient high CaCO3 sediment was interrupted by six injections of large
amounts of continental detritus. He attributes these events to Heinrich event-associated
rainy periods in the normally dry savannah. Arz also studied a continental margin core
from the equator off western Africa and found by contrast that six Heinrich-related dry
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Figure 45. Lead isotope measurements by LDEO’s Sidney Hemming and Roberto
Gwiazda on single feldspar grains from Heinrich layer 2 reveal that most of these grains
have Churchill Province signature, i.e., they were formed 2.7 billion years ago and then
received variable amounts of additional radiogenic lead during a metamorphic event
about 1.7 billion years ago. It was during this metamorphism that the K-Ar clocks of the
amphibole grains were reset to zero. By contrast, the feldspars from ambient glacial
sediment above and below H2 show a wide range of origins.
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Figure 46. Placement of Heinrich events #3 and #6 in Shackleton’s oxygen isotope
record for benthic foraminifera from the eastern equatorial Pacific. As can be seen, they
mark the onsets of periods of rapid ice sheet growth.

Figure 47. Placement of Heinrich events #3 and #6 in the de Angeles et al. aluminum
record for the Vostok Antarctica ice core. They mark the onsets of major dust episodes
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events punctuated glacial time. As is the case in the Lake Tulane Florida record, no
evidence for the impacts of Dansgaard-Oeschger events is to be seen in either of Arz’s
records.
In separate studies, Edouard Bard and Isabel Cacho Lascorz demonstrated that the
time intervals correlating with Heinrich events were significantly colder than the
glacial ambient in the eastern Atlantic (off France and Portugal) and in the western
Mediterranean. In both studies, alkenones were employed as paleothermometers. In
Cacho Lascorz’s Mediterranean study, these extreme colds were confirmed with Mg/Ca
ratios on planktonic foraminifera and by pollen blown off the adjacent European land
mass.
The locales where impacts of Heinrich events clearly stand out are shown in the
map in figure 48. Note that Dansgaard-Oeschger events dominate the record in some
places and Heinrich events in others. Examples of these records are shown in figure 49.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DANSGAARD-OESCHGER AND HEINRICH
EVENTS
The question naturally arises as to the relationship between Heinrich and
Dansgaard-Oeschger events. The problem is that the D-O events seen so prominently in
the Greenland ice cores are not prominent in the marine record from the northern
Atlantic. Nor are Heinrich events prominent in the ice core record. Only when LamontDoherty’s Gerard Bond carefully examined very detailed records of color, foraminifera
speciation and abundance of ice-rafted debris was he able to correlate the two records.
Reproduced in figure 50 is his comparison between the gray scale record for a core from
the northeastern Atlantic and two 18O records for Greenland ice cores. For the first time,
Bond was able to demonstrate the existence of D-O cycles on the marine record. Bond
used this correlation to place the Heinrich in the Greenland ice core record (see figure
51). As would be expected, from their positioning in the ocean record, the Heinrich
events occur during 18O minima (cold peaks). There also appears to be a tendency for
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Figure 48. Map showing sites where the climatic impacts of H events dominate (black
circles) and sites where those of DO events dominate (white circles). The black arrow
shows pathway followed by the Heinrich armadas, the patch with vertical lines is the area
where Churchill province crystalline rocks outcrop and the horizontal lines indicate the
Paleozoic limestone underlying Hudson Bay and Strait.
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Figure 49. Comparison of four records showing a range in the ratio of the climatic
impacts of Heinrich events to those of Dansgaard-Oeschger events. On the top is the
Summit Greenland 18O record in which DO events dominate. In the center are records of
ice rafting in the northern Atlantic Ocean (Bond et al., 1999) and of organic matter in the
Arabian Sea (Schulz et al., 1998). In these records, the impacts of both H and DO events
are apparent. At the bottom is the record of lithic input off Brazil in which only Heinrich
events are seen (Arz et al., 1998). Time and depth scales are deliberately left off, but the
Heinrich events are approximately 16, 22, 30, 38, 45, 65 ka.
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Figure 50. Comparison between the oxygen isotope records for the Greenland ice cores
(Dansgaard et al.) and Bond’s gray-scale record for northern Atlantic core V23-81.
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Figure 51. Gerard Bond’s correlation between the Greenland ice core 18O record and the
planktonic foraminifera record for northern Atlantic marine sediment.
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magnitude of 18O maxima associated with D-O cycles to decrease during the course of
the interval separating successive Heinrich events (see figure 52).
THE 1500-YEAR CYCLE
As part of his quest to reconstruct the record of ice rafting in the northern
Atlantic, Lamont-Doherty’s Gerard Bond noted a curious pattern in the composition of
the lithic fragments in his sediment samples.

These fragments were dropped from

melting icebergs. He noted that the proportion of red-coated (i.e., iron-stained) grains
underwent a cyclic change from highs of 16 to 18 percent to lows of 2 to 4 percent.
Despite large changes in the absolute abundance of lithic grains from glacial to
interglacial, Bond found that the compositional cycle ran uninterrupted through the entire
record from Termination II to the present. Although the width of the cycle ranges from
1200 to 1800 years, when Bond averaged ten or so successive cycles, the mean duration
turned out to be close to 1500 years during both times of glaciation and times of
interglaciations. Even the range in amplitude did not change. The persistence and
regularity of this composition cycle was, to say the least, puzzling. Bond noted that today
icebergs bearing the iron-stained grains are on the average launched poleward of those
bearing unstained grains. Thus he reasoned that icebergs bearing the red grains would
reach the sites of his piston cores in greater numbers during cold periods than during
warm periods. Hence, he postulated that the 1500-year cycle involved an alternate
warming and cooling of the northern Atlantic. He also demonstrated that the most recent
of these cycles corresponds to the Medieval Warm (800 to 1300 AD) – Little Ice Age
(1350 to 1850 AD) oscillation.
Bond compounded the surprise when, as senior author on a paper published in
December 2001 in Science, he made a convincing case that the 1500-year cycle is paced
by the Sun. The argument is based on a similarity between the lithic-grain composition
record and the records of the production rate of both 14C and of 10Be (see figure 53). The
14

C reconstruction is based on the tree-ring measurements discussed in the section on
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Figure 52. Gerard Bond’s placement of the last four Heinrich events in the Greenland ice
core record. The correlation between the ocean ice core records was accomplished by
matching features shown in figure 47. The correlation conforms to the independent time
scales for the marine record (14C) and for the ice core record (annual layer counting).
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Figure 53. Comparison between the fluctuations in the fraction of red-coated lithic grains
(dashed curve) with that of cosmogenic nuclide production (solid curve) in the Earth’s
atmosphere. This correspondence provides powerful evidence that the Holocene’s small
cyclic temperature changes were paced by changes in solar luminosity (Bond et al.,
2001).
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‘Clocks.’ The

10

Be reconstruction is based on measurements in Greenland ice. As the

two records yield nearly the same timing and amplitude for the required changes in the
influx of cosmic rays, it is difficult to find an alternate explanation.
The next step in the Bond et al.’s logic involves the tie between sunspot activity
and the production rate of cosmogenic nuclides. It is well known that streaming forth
from the Sun’s spots are ions and that these ions generate a magnetic field which acts as a
shield which diverts inbound galactic cosmic rays. An interesting natural experiment
occurred when from 1650 to 1715 sunspots disappeared. During this so-called Maunder
Minimum interval, the production rates of both

14

C and

10

Be increased by the amount

expected if the heliomagnetic field dropped to zero. Thus it appears safe to say that the
reconstructed production rates of 14C and of 10Be provide a record sunspot activity.
The final step in the Bond et al.’s argument is that solar luminosity varies with
sunspot activity, the more spots the greater the energy output. This relationship has been
quantified by very precise satellite observations of solar energy output over the last two
eleven-year sunspot cycles (see figure 54).
Support for Bond’s interpretation that the shifts in lithic composition reflect
temperature changes comes from the Swiss Alps. Radiocarbon dating of wood and peat
being carried out from beneath the glaciers by summer melt water fall in groupings which
match three of Bond’s warm intervals. Based on the change in the elevation of the socalled equilibrium snowline, it has been estimated that the temperature has warmed 0.6 ±
0.1°C since 1860 when the glaciers extended to their Holocene maximum moraines.
Clearly, for the wood and peat to have formed, the glaciers must have been even smaller
than now. If there is a problem with the idea that the Sun is driving these Holocene
temperature changes, it is that the luminosity changes appear to be too small to account
for the Earth impacts. What is more disconcerting is that the Dansgaard-Oeschger events
appear to follow the pacing of the 1500-year cycle. As the climate changes associated
with these D-O were an order of magnitude larger than those of the Holocene, it becomes
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Figure 54. Comparison of the solar irradiance with the sunspot numbers for the last two
Schwabe cycles. The irradiance record is a compilation of data from different satellites.
During periods of high solar activity there are more sunspots darkening a small part of
the solar disk (visible in the negative excursions of the irradiance). However, the
brightness of the Sun is increased at the same time, overcompensating the darkening
effect of the sunspots.
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even harder to understand how they could have been driven by the tiny changes in solar
energy output.
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MECHANISMS

INTRODUCTION
In addition to tweaking our intellectual curiosity, the record of the large and often
abrupt climate shifts of the late Quaternary offers valuable information regarding the
sensitivity of the Earth’s climate system to nudges. The bottom line is that while the the
forcings which gave rise to these shifts are known, the joint atmosphere-ocean models in
current use are incapable of reproducing the changes the Earth’s climate has undergone in
response to these forcings.

This failure tells us that these simulations lack

teleconnections and feedbacks necessary to extend and amplify these forcings. As we are
now faced with predicting the consequences of the ongoing increase in the atmosphere’s
burden of CO2 and other greenhouse gases, it is imperative that we decipher the physics
behind these extenders and amplifiers so that they can be properly included in
atmosphere-ocean simulations.
FORCINGS
Three types of forcing appear to be responsible for a sizable fraction of the drifts
and jumps in climate which have occurred during the late Quaternary. They are as
follows:

1) changes in seasonality associated with the Earth’s orbital cycles; 2)

reorganizations of the ocean’s mode of thermohaline circulation associated with
catastrophic inputs of fresh water to the northern Atlantic; and 3) changes in the Sun’s
energy output associated with sunspot activity.
INSOLATION SEASONALITY CYCLES
As already discussed, while the cyclic changes in the Earth’s orbital
characteristics lead to a redistribution of heat among the seasons, for the Earth as a
whole, there is no significant change in annual insolation receipt. Even when endowed
with seasonality, full-scale atmosphere-ocean computer simulations fail to significantly

1

respond to these so-called Milankovitch cycles.

Clearly then, some important

characteristics of the climate system are not being adequately replicated in these models.
To date, much of the effort to model the impacts of Milankovitch cycles has been
focused on the Northern Hemisphere’s ice caps, the idea being that the reflectivity of
these caps dictates the climate of the entire planet. However, the documentation that the
glaciation of mountains had the same amplitude and timing at 40°S as at 40°N, in my
estimation voids this concept. I suspect that the simplified models used for this purpose
are capable of replicating the time history of ice sheets only because they are designed
and tuned to do so. Models of greater complexity are incapable of initializing ice caps or
of terminating those prescribed by the modeler.
To me, the most promising link between seasonality and Earth climate involves
monsoonal activity for it certainly influences the atmosphere’s moisture content and
cloud cover. The activity is driven by the seasonality of heating and hence should
respond to Milankovitch cycles. Indeed this is a promising way to explain the strong
23,000-year cycles in atmospheric methane content and in the isotopic composition of
atmospheric oxygen. Both are sensitive to the Earth’s moisture budget.
THERMOHALINE CIRCULATION REORGANIZATIONS
A wide range of models of the ocean’s thermohaline circulation undergo
bifurcations from one mode of operation to another. Further, these reorganizations are
readily triggered by the addition of fresh water to the northern Atlantic. The reason is
that the consequent density reduction in surface waters leads to a shutting down deep
water formation (i.e., a disruption of the Atlantic’s conveyor-like circulation). As waters
in the deep sea are continuously being dedensified by the downward stirring of warm
upper ocean water, such a cutoff of deep water formation is soon compensated by a
supply of dense water from an alternate high latitude site.
As outlined in the section of “Records,” seven such deluges of fresh water entered
the northern Atlantic during the course of the last glacial period. Six were associated
2

with the melting of Heinrich ice armadas and the seventh (i.e., that at the onset of the
Y.D.) with a sudden release of melt water stored in proglacial Lake Agassiz. The
geologic record clearly demonstrates that the impacts on the atmosphere presumably
triggered by these shutdowns were large and also geographically widespread. However,
when such shutdowns are triggered in joint ocean-atmospehre models, the atmospheric
impacts are restricted to northwestern Europe. Again, this tells us that some essential
physics must be missing in these simulations.
In the case of the Younger Dryas, the snowline lowering in New Zealand’s South
Island has been shown to be nearly the same as that in the Swiss Alps. This appears to
require an alteration driven by the convective systems of the equatorial atmosphere and
has led some scientists to put aside the idea of an ocean trigger and replace it with an, as
yet, undefined tropical trigger. As outlined below in the section on the bipolar seesaw, I
feel that the case for an ocean trigger remains strong. The discovery that Heinrich
armadas led to important changes in the tropical moisture budget appears to require a
rapid link between ocean thermohaline circulation and the dynamics of the tropical
atmosphere.
Not only are the impacts of the Y.D. event hemispherically symmetrical and
large, they also are very nearly synchronous everywhere. The ice core results show that
the abrupt global rise in methane which occurred at the end of the Y.D. commenced
within a decade or so after the abrupt warming of Greenland. As this methane increase is
very likely the result of the warming and wetting of tropical swamps, it points to the
existence of a fast link between the tropics and polar regions. The nature of this link
remains unknown.
FLUCTUATIONS IN SOLAR ENERGY OUTPUT
Precise satellite-based measurements of solar luminosity carried out over the last
two decades reveal a correlation with sunspot number. Over the course of the 11-year
sunspot cycle, there is a variation in solar energy output of about one part in 1300, the
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higher the number of spots, the greater the energy output. Unfortunately, the record of
sunspots extends back only to the time when Galileo first observed them (i.e., to 1600
AD). However, during the 400-year period of observation there was an interval (1650 to
1715 AD), referred to as the Maunder Minimum, when no sunspots were observed.
During this interval, the production rate of

14

C and

10

Be increased presumably as the

result of the weakening of the magnetic field created by the ions shot out from the
sunspots. This led to the idea that reconstructions of past 14C and 10Be production rates
provide a measure of the Sun’s ion emission, and hence also of its paleo sunspot activity.
As already described, these reconstructions revealed a quasi 1500-year cycle in cosmic
ray bombardment running through the entire Holocene. Furthermore, geologic data
reveals that temperatures in high northern latitudes fluctuated in harmony with these
production cycles, the cold intervals corresponding to times of increased production of
cosmogenic isotopes (and hence of low sunspot activity), and the warm to times of
reduced cosmogenic production (and hence high sunspot activity). Thus, it appears that
these temperature changes were driven by small changes in solar luminosity.
However, a number of questions must be answered before a relationship between
Earth temperature and solar luminosity can be established. One involves the magnitude
of the global temperature change. From tree ring and mountain snowline reconstructions,
it appears that during the Holocene the 1500-year temperature cycle at high northern
latitudes had an amplitude of about 1°C. Unfortunately, the evidence for the rest of the
planet is inadequate to determine whether the changes are global or confined to high
northern latitudes. Only for the last cold phase (i.e., the Little Ice Age) has the extent
been documented to be global. Also, it is not clear how one goes about estimating the
luminosity during periods like the Maunder Minimum when sunspot activity was shut
down. If luminosity is proportional to sunspot number, then it would not be much lower
during periods of no spots than it was during the minima of the 11-year cycles. The
reason is that over the last two 11-year cycles, the spot number has gone from a high of
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about 240 to a low of about 40. Hence, were the relationship between luminosity and
sunspot number linear a drop to zero would only make a very small change. On the other
hand, were it proportional to cosmic ray production (i.e., to the heliomagnetic field), then
the luminosity would have been substantially lower during periods like the Maunder
Minimum than during the minimum of the 11-year cycle.

Radiocarbon production

increases by a factor of 1.5 between the maxima and the minima of the 11-year sunspot
cycle. In contrast, production was roughly twice as high during the Maunder Minimum
than during maxima in the 11-year cycle.

So, if luminosity follows radiocarbon

production, it would be lower during the Maunder Minimum than during the minima in
the 11-year cycle. The truth of the matter is that no observation or theory exists which
would allow the luminosity during periods such as the Maunder Minimum when sun
spots were absent to be estimated. Astrophysicists warn that any attempt to estimate the
Sun’s liminosity changes during periods such as the Maunder Minimum based on
observations of its surface features is very likely to be flawed. The reason is that the
longer the time scale, the greater the depths in the Sun’s interior which are involved.
However, it can be stated that unless the drop in luminosity during these periods was
quite large (~0.5%), then it is very difficult to explain the cooling associated with the
Little Ice Age. Models fail to produce any significant change in temperature in response
to the observed solar luminosity changes.
A great puzzle in this regard involves glacial time. Gerard Bond has shown that
his quasi 1500-year cycle in the composition of ice-rafted debris continues uninterrupted
through the last glacial period.

Furthermore, the Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles which

punctuate substantial portions of glacial time have durations averaging 1500 years. As
shown by Richard Alley, the entire glacial record in the Greenland ice core can be
explained in terms of stochastic resonance. The idea is that if Bond’s 1500-year cycle
acts as a trigger for the far larger Dansgaard-Oeschger events, then perhaps this trigger
does not always kick in. However, if it fails during any given 1500-cycle, it is likely that
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it will trigger a response during the subsequent cycle.

This behavior constitutes a

phenomena known as stochastic resonance.
The mystery is how these seemingly very small fluctuations in solar output can
have such immense consequences to the Earth’s climate. Some very powerful amplifiers
must be operative.
THE BIPOLAR SEESAW
That the competition between deep water formation in the northern Atlantic and
in the Southern Ocean has led to abrupt circulation flip flops is reasonably well
documented. One piece of evidence is the polar antiphasing of the temperature during
the last deglaciation as recorded in Antarctic and Greenland ice. Another is the abrupt
rise in the 14C to C ratio in the surface ocean at the onset of the Younger Dryas.
A number of simplified ocean models have been constructed whose thermohaline
circulation jumps back and forth between states characterized by stronger and weaker
conveyor circulation. In most of these models, the cycle length is set by the ocean’s
interval dynamics with help from fresh water additions to the northern Atlantic. For
example, Stefan Ramstorf and his Potsdam colleagues have a model which nicely
responds in accord with Alley’s stochastic resonance concept.
Personally I have always leaned toward the idea that the salt budget of the
Atlantic played an important role and have envisioned a salt oscillator. During episodes
of ‘strong’ conveyor operation, the Atlantic exports more salt to the Southern Ocean than
it gains through vapor loss through the atmosphere. During times of ‘weak’ conveyor
operation, the opposite was the case.
AMPLIFIERS
Observations regarding the concentration of continental dust and of sea salt in
Greenland ice strike me as very revealing. First, both of these concentrations are more
than an order of magnitude higher during the coldest times of the last glacial period than
during the Holocene.

Second, both underwent abrupt threefold jumps during the
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transitions between the moderately cold and extremely cold phases of the DansgaardOeschger cycles. Together with the evidence from continental loess and from ocean
sediments, it is clear that the atmosphere was far dustier during glacial time. The high
sea salt content in glacial ice from both Antarctica and Greenland points to storminess
rather than rainfall or vegetative cover as the key cause. To me, these records are telling
us that the frequency of intense storms was greater during glacial time. A hot clue
regarding the cause of these changes comes from the nature of the transitions which
separate the extremely cold and moderately cold phases of the Dansgaard-Oeschger
events. As we have seen, these transitions occurred in just a few decades. Further,
during this transition period, the climate flickered. So, the clue is that we are dealing
with some aspect of the system capable of undergoing a major change in one to three
years.
We can eliminate glacial extent, sea level and atmospheric CO2 content as
candidates for they are incapable of such rapid change. Also, we seek a property of the
system that has an off-on characteristic. While water vapor, snow cover and cloudiness
can change with sufficient rapidity, it is difficult to see why operating alone any of the
three could have the required on-off property. The only aspect of the climate system I
know of which has this capability is the ocean’s thermohaline circulation. It could act as
follows.

Were the Atlantic’s conveyor circulation to have been weaker during the

intervals of Greenland’s intense colds and stronger during the intervals of Greenland’s
moderate colds, then sea ice cover could be the critical element in the system. During
times of weak conveyor circulation, sea ice cover in the northern Atlantic could well have
extended to the latitude of southern England. Then when the conveyor popped back into
its strong mode, the warmth it carried would have driven the sea ice front back to the
north of Iceland. As shown by ocean models, these transitions can occur with sufficient
rapidity to be consistent with observation.
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If this is indeed the correct pathway toward understanding the very large and
often abrupt changes in the loading of atmospheric particulates, then the obvious
connection is the atmosphere’s winter thermal gradient. The key is that over open water
winter air temperatures cannot get much below freezing. However, in regions of sea ice
cover like the present day Arctic, winter temperatures can drop to several tens of degrees
Celsius below the freezing point. Hence, the extension of sea ice cover shortens the
distance separating the ultra cold conditions over winter sea ice and those in the warm
tropical zone. The tendency would then be to increase the frequency of winter storms
capable of lofting dust from continental deserts and spray from ocean white caps.
However, as this tendency has yet to be quantified, this explanation has to be classified as
Broecker’s hunch.
Clearly, if this scenario is the correct one, then the impacts of the coupling of the
Atlantic’s conveyor to sea ice cover would be limited to the Northern Hemisphere. To
my knowledge, no firm evidence for significant impacts to the Southern Hemisphere
atmosphere associated with Dansgaard-Oeschger events has yet been obtained. Only in
one place in the Southern Hemisphere (i.e., in the southern Atlantic) has evidence for
D-O ocean impacts been identified. However, as this record can be interpreted as a
consequence of a change in position of the interface between deep waters of northern
Atlantic origin and those of the Southern Ocean origin (i.e., on the strength of conveyor
circulation), it does not necessarily implicate the atmosphere. Clearly, future research
must be focused on obtaining records which will allow global maps of the magnitude of
impacts associated with Dansgaard-Oeschger events and with Heinrich events to be
constructed.
WATER VAPOR
Water vapor is the atmosphere’s most powerful greenhouse gas.

As water

molecules spend only days to weeks in the atmosphere before raining out, it is clear that
the inventory of this gas can change very rapidly. In most general circulation models the
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atmosphere’s water vapor inventory changes in accord with the surface ocean
temperature (i.e., ~8% per °C). In other words, the relative humidity remains nearly
constant. Hence water vapor changes tend to amplify the primary forcing. For example,
in the case of excess anthropogenic CO2, in most models the water vapor feedback
amplifies the primary greenhouse forcing by a factor of 2 to 3.
CLOUD COVER
Currently, on any given day, clouds shroud roughly half of our planet. They
reflect back to space about one quarter of the incoming solar radiation. It turns out that
the impact of an 8 percent change in cloud albedo has about the same impact on the
Earth’s radiation budget as a doubling of atmospheric CO2 content. Interactive modeling
of cloud cover turns out to be a nightmare, for cloud albedo depends on droplet density,
droplet size, cloud thickness and cloud height. So, cloudiness is certainly a wild card in
connection with the question as to why small forcings are amplified into large climate
changes.
One particularly interesting aspect of cloud albedo is that the number of droplets
depends on the availability of cloud condensation nuclei. The more nuclei, the greater
the droplet number and hence the smaller the size of the average droplet. The importance
to albedo is that, given the same amount of precipitable water, the cloud with many
smaller droplets will be more reflective than the cloud with fewer larger droplets. We
have already seen that during peak glacial time the amount of sea spray lofted high into
the atmosphere was on order of magnitude larger than during interglacial time.
Hydroscopic sea salt aerosols make excellent cloud condensation nuclei. Hence, the
greater number of droplets generated by these additional nuclei may have contributed to
the global cooling of glacial time.
TERMINATIONS
Each of the 100,000-year duration major glacial to interglacial cycles of the late
Quaternary ended abruptly. In no more than 5000 years, climate switched from its full
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glacial to its full interglacial condition. Many papers have been written putting forth
scenarios designed to explain the cause of these so-called terminations. To my way of
thinking, none have fully succeeded.
I suspect that these events are part of a drift-correct oscillation. During the course
of each major cycle, the planet gets progressively colder. Then, at some point, the system
becomes unstable and snaps back to its warm condition. For the last four terminations
(i.e., those associated with marine isotope boundaries 10-9, 8-7, 6-5 and 2-1), these
reorganizations appear to have been triggered by strong Northern Hemisphere summer
insolation peaks. But, in the case of the 12-11 boundary, the Earth’s orbit was almost
perfectly round yet the termination was just as large and just as abrupt as subsequent
ones. This suggests that the 100,000-year cycle is internal to the Earth and that it may
not be driven by Milankovitch insolation cycles. Rather, these cycles modulate the
cooling interval and pace the timing of the terminations. One can imagine that, as the
system drifts toward instability, it is somehow pushed over the brink by an interval of
exceptionally strong Northern Hemisphere summer insolation. In the absence of such an
insolation nudge, the cycle is ended when instability is achieved. So, in a sense, the
insolation peaks cause the cycle to pre-trigger.
Those who have pondered this phenomena seek to identify some aspect of the
system which might have the required long-time constant. The favorite candidates have
to do with the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets. Either their geographic extent or their
loading of the underlying mantle may eventually create an instability. The problem is
that the exact nature of this instability eludes us.
SUMMARY
The record kept in ice and in high accumulation-rate sediments clearly
demonstrates that the Earth’s climate has undergone large and abrupt changes. Evidence
is building that some of these changes were paced by changes in insolation both due to
cycles internal to the Sun and to changes in seasonal distribution related to the Earth’s
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orbital cycles. In a number of cases it seems clear that reorganizations of the ocean’s
thermohaline circulation triggered the atmospheric change. The fact that during both
peak glacial time and the Younger Dryas cold snap mountain snowlines simultaneously
descended just as much at 40°S as they did at 40°N requires that the cooling of the planet
was driven by modifications in the operation of the great equatorial convective heat and
moisture engine. Further, since the forcings for these changes appear to be too weak to
do the job, powerful amplifiers must have been at work. It appears that these amplifiers
were much stronger during times of glaciation than during times of interglaciation.
Despite these intriguing clues, we have a long way to go before we can claim to
understand how our climate system responds to nudges.
FOSSIL FUEL CO2
While this book is concerned with the climate changes associated with glacial
cycles, it would be unfortunate were I not to mention the implications of what we have
learned to the near future. Most important in this regard is the global warming expected
from the ongoing buildup of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in our atmosphere.
Championed by MIT’s Richard Lindzen, detractors claim that this warming will be minor
and therefore we need not take any expensive actions to stem this buildup.

With

population increasing and with the world’s poor becoming less poor, energy consumption
is bound to increase. In the absence of a minor miracle, this energy will come largely
from burning fossil fuels. I believe that unless some drastic action is taken, by early in
the next century, we will have quadrupled the atmosphere’s CO2 content (i.e., from the
pre-industrial 280 ppm to ~1100 ppm). Compared to the minuscule changes in solar
luminosity (a few parts in 1000), this rise will alter the radiation balance by 15 to 40 parts
in 1000. To assume that such a change will not lead to significant impacts on wildlife,
agriculture, water availability…. in my estimation is ludicrous.
The models used to estimate the impacts of excess CO2 yield near linear
responses.

Yet, over the past few hundred-thousand years, the Earth’s climate has
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undergone numerous sudden large jumps. Hence, we can not exclude this possibility of
such jumps in response to the ongoing greenhouse warming.
In summary, climate has proven itself to be an angry beast. We are in the process
of provoking this beast with greenhouse gases.

It is my feeling that we must do

everything possible to reduce the magnitude of this poke!
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